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MAIN TOPICS

BASIC SCIENCE
A t m o s p h e r i c  p h y s i c s , D y n a m i c s

a n d  c h e m i s t r y ,  A t m o s p h e r e - s p a c e

i n t e r a c t i o n ,  L a n d - a t m o s p h e r e -

o c e a n  i n t e r a c t i o n ,  a n d

A t m o s p h e r i c  e n v i r o n m e n t

MODELLING
Atmospher ic  s imulat ion,

Predict ion,  Model l ing,

Assimi lat ion,  C l imate change,  and

Cl imate var iabi l i ty

EXTREME EVENTS
High Impact  weather  and Cl imate

Extreme Events,  Disaster

Management on Atmosphere-

Ocean Hazard,  Extreme event

met/cl im,  Drought,  F lood

OBSERVATION
O b e r v a t i o n  a n d  d a t a b a s e

t e c h n o l o g y ,  I I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n ,  a n d

R e m o t e  s e n s i n g

SERVICES
Atmospher ic/Cl imate

Appl icat ion for  Mult i  Sector ,

Impact  based forecast
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The tropics are  warm and moist  area near  the equator ,  bounded by Tropic  of  Cancer  in  the north

and Tropic  of  Capr icorn in  the south,  and consist  of  three major  seas,  three continents,  and

vast  archipelago known as the Mar it ime Continent.  The tropics receive more energy from the

sun than any other  part  of  the Earth,  thus it  provides b ig  impact  to  the g lobal  atmosphere.

Var ious observat ion campaigns and coordinated research have been conducted to  better

understand the atmospher ic  and oceanic  condit ion over  the tropics,  especia l ly  the Mar it ime

Continent.  S ince the Internat ional  Winter  Monsoon Exper iment in  1978 ,  TOGA COARE in  1993 ,

HARIMAU ended in  2010 ,  and CINDY/DYNAMO in  2011 ,  many scient if ic  d iscover ies have been

found to  enr ich the knowledge of  atmospher ic  science on the tropics.

To share recent  f indings and knowledge on meteorology and atmospher ic  science of  the

tropics,  especia l ly  over  Mar it ime Continent,  we proudly  announced the 2   International

Conference on Tropical  Meteorology and Atmospheric  Science ( ICTMAS) 2021 .  The

conference is  co-organized by  the Center  for  Research and Development (Pusat  Penel it ian  dan

Pengembangan)  of  the Indonesian Agency for  Meteorology Cl imatology and Geophysics (Badan

Meteorologi  K l imatologi  dan Geofis ika  -  BMKG),  Geophysics Meteorology Department (Program

Studi  Geofis ika  Meteorologi  -  Geomet)  of  IPB University  ( Inst itut  Pertanian Bogor  -  IPB)  and

Col lege of  Meteorology Cl imatology and Geophysics (Sekolah T inggi  Meteorologi  K l imatologi

dan Geofis ika  -  STMKG).  ICTMAS 2021  is  h ighly  supported by  Indonesian Ministry  of  Research

and Technology through Center  of  Excelent  (Pusat  Unggulan IPTEK -  PUI)  program.  The

conference a lso supported by  BMKG and Agency for  The Assessment and Appl icat ion of

Technology (Badan Pengkaj ian  dan Penerapan Teknologi  -  BPPT) .  Internat ional  supports to  the

conference are  g iven by  Japan Agency for  Mar ine Science and Technology (JAMSTEC),  YMC,

Kyoto University  and other  contr ibuted inst itut ions.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

TIME AND VENUE

Day /  Date   :  23    -  25   ,  March 2021

Venue          :  BMKG,  Jakarta  Pusat  –  In done sia  (Vi rtua l  M eeting)

Prof. Bambang Brodjonegoro
Minister of Research and Technology 

/ BRIN

Dr. Kunio Yoneyama
Director of Department of 

Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric-Land 

Processes Research - JAMSTEC

Prof. Dr. Thomas Djamaluddin
Head of National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space of Indonesia (LAPAN)

SPEECH

1   Keynote Speaker 2    Keynote Speaker 3    Keynote Speaker

Welcoming Speech Opening Speech

Prof. Ir. Dwikorita Karnawati, M.Sc. Ph.D
Head of The Agency for Meteorology, Climatology,

and Geophysics, Indonesia

Prof. Arif Satria
Rector of IPB University 
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SCHEDULE

Day 1 (Tuesday, 23   March 2021)

08.00 – 12.00

12.00 – 12.45

12.45 – 13.00

13.00 – 13.10

13.10 – 13.20

13.20 – 13.40

13.40 – 14.10

14.10 – 14.40

14.40 – 14.45

14.45 – 15.15

15.15 – 15.45

15.45 - 16.00

A3I Events

Registration

Welcoming Ceremony 

National Anthem

Organizing Committee Report (Director of Research and Development

Center BMKG)

Welcoming Speech: Rector of IPB University

Opening Speech: Head of The Agency for Meteorology, Climatology,

and Geophysics, Indonesia

Moderator: Dr. Andi Eka Sakya, M.Eng (BPPT)

1   Keynote Speaker: Minister of Research and Technology /BRIN

Group Photo Session (Virtual)

2    Keynote Speaker: JAMSTEC

3    Keynote Speaker: LAPAN

Discussion

Time (LT) Agenda (Tentative)

 INVITED SPEAKERS
1. Prof Adrian J Matthew (University of East Anglia, UK)   
2. Dr Chidong Zhang (PMEL, NOAA USA)    
3. Dr. Sandro Lubis (Rice University)     
4. Prof Courtney Schumacher (Texas AM University, USA)  
5. Dr. Urip Haryoko (BMKG)       
6. Dr. Mori Shuichi (JAMSTEC)      
7. Dr. Moteki Qoosaku (JAMSTEC)     
8. Dr. Erma Yulihastin (LAPAN)     
9. Dr. Paul Davies (UKMO)    
10. Song-You Hong, PhD* (NOAA Affiliate Scientist, USA)   
11. Yus Budiyono PhD (BPPT)      
12. Dr. Gert-Jan Steeneveld (Wageningen University, President Dutch Meteorology Society)
13. Dr. Rahmat Hidayat (IPB)
14. Dr. Weidong Yu (Sun Yat-Sen University, Zhuhai, China)
15. Prof. Takuji Waseda (The University of Tokyo)
16. Prof. Scott Glenn (The State University of New Jersey)

rd
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Day 3 (Thursday, 25   March 2021)

Plenary Session 

07.45 - 08.00

08.00 – 08.15

08.15 – 08.30

08.30 – 08.45

08.45 – 09.00

09.00 – 09.15

09.15 – 09.30

09.30 – 09.45

09.45 – 10.15

10.20 – 12.20

12.20 – 12.50

23rd – 25 March 2021 

Registration

Moderator: Moderator: Dr. Perdinan (IPB) 

Dr. Sandro Lubis (Rice University, USA)

Prof. Scott Glenn (The State University of New Jersey)

Prof Courtney Schumacher* (Texas AM University, USA)

Song-You Hong, PhD* (NOAA Affiliate Scientist, USA)

Dr Chidong Zhang (PMEL, NOAA USA)

Dr. Moteki Qoosaku (JAMSTEC)

Dr. Mori Shuichi (JAMSTEC)

Dr. Weidong Yu (Sun Yat-Sen University, Zhuhai, China)

Discussion

Parallel Session (5 rooms)

Closing Ceremony

Web poster:

(http://ictmas.bmkg.go.id/VirtualConference/RoomPosterPresentation)

Time (LT) Agenda (Tentative)

Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)

12.30 – 12.45

Plenary Session 

12.45 - 13.00

13.00 – 13.15

13.15 – 13.30

13.30 – 13.45

13.45 – 14.00

14.00 – 14.15

14.15 – 14.30

14.30 – 14.45

14.45 – 15.15

15.30 – 17.30

Registration

Moderator: Dr. Erwin Eka S. Makmur (BMKG)

Prof. Takuji Waseda (The University of Tokyo)

Yus Budiyono Ph.D (BPPT)

Dr. Rahmat Hidayat (IPB)

Dr. Urip Haryoko (BMKG

Prof Adrian J Matthew (University of East Anglia, UK)

Dr. Erma Yulihastin (LAPAN)

Dr. Gert-Jan Steeneveld (Wageningen University)

Dr. Paul Davies (UKMO)

Discussion

Parallel Session (5 rooms)

Time (LT) Agenda (Tentative)

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No

15.30 – 15.42

15.42 – 15.54

15.54 – 16.06

16.06 – 16.18

16.18 – 16.30

16.30 – 16.42

16.42 – 16.54

16.54 – 17.06

Time (LT)

Herizon Primadona

Adi Ripaldi

Simon Peatman

Arlif Nabilatur Rosyidah

Riggita Putri Damayanti

Firas Rasyad

Devi Fatmasari

Convener

Name

Andalas University      

                                                                                                                                  

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

University of Leeds

Institute Technology of Bandung / ITB

Institute Technology of Bandung / ITB

Institute Technology of Bandung / ITB

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Institution

Effect of MJO on Cloud Vertical Structure in Sumatra from Radiosonde

Observations During CPEA-I and CPEA-II Campaigns

Evolution of Sea Temperature Anomalies in Nino 3.4 Region in to Indonesia

Rainfall Anomalies During El Niño Event 2015/2016

Controls on The Variability of The Maritime Continent Diurnal Cycle and

Mechanisms of Offshore-Propagating Convection

Influence of QBO-MJO Connection on The Turbulence Variations in The TTL

Observed with Equatorial Atmosphere Radar

Analysis of Vortex Development in Eastern Indian Ocean Using Potential

Vorticity

Short Vertical-Wavelength Gravity Wave Activities in the Upper Troposphere

Lower Stratosphere Observed with Global Navigation Satellite System Radio

Occultation under Different QBO Phases

The Regional Hadley Cells Response to the Sea Surface Temperature

Distribution Across the Indo-Pacific Ocean

Title

PARALEL SESSION Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)
BASIC SCIENCE - ROOM 1

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

15.30 – 15.42

15.42 – 15.54

15.54 – 16.06

16.06 – 16.18

16.18 – 16.30

16.30 – 16.42

16.42 – 16.54

16.54 – 17.06

17.06 – 17.16

Time (LT)

 Anistia Malinda Hidayat

Nur Riska Lukita

Wendi Harjupa

Hanifa Nur Rahmadini

Sam Hardy, John Methven,

Juliane Schwendike, Ben

Harvey, and Mike Cullen

Robi Muharsyah

Bony Septian Pandjaitan

Destry Intan Syafitri.J, Fitria

Puspita Sari

Convener

Name

School of Meteorology Climatology and

Geophysics

Sultan Hasanuddin Meteorological

Station, Makassar / BMKG

National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space of Indonesia / LAPAN

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

University of Leeds, United Kingdom

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology 

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

IPB University

School of Meteorology Climatology and

Geophysics

Institution

Examining Optimum Prediction Time of Rainfall Dynamics Based on Chaotic

Perspective at Different Temporal Scales: A Case Study in Bojonegoro, Indonesia

Comparison of Radar-Gauge Merging Using Mean Field Bias (MFB) and Spatial

Adjustment Brandes (BRA) Methods for Quantitative Precipitation Estimations

Utilization of Himawari-8 Data for Heavy Rainfall Prediction and Its Verification

Early Warning of Heavy Rainfall Event Using Time-Lagged Ensemble Prediction

System (Case Study: February, 15th 2019)

Investigating The Structure of The Borneo Vortex Using a Balance Approximation

Tool

Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to Improve Prediction Quality of Sea Surface

Temperature (SST) in NINO34 Region

Convective overshooting top patterns and thermodynamic instability conditions of

the atmosphere during extreme weather events on the Java Island using ERA5

reanalysis and Himawari-8 data

Four-Dimensional Variational (4DVAR) Performance Test with Assimilation Satellite

and Radar Data (Case Study Heavy Rainfall Bengkulu March 4, 2019)

Title

Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)
modelling - ROOM 2

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

15.30 – 15.42

15.42 – 15.54

15.54 – 16.06

16.06 – 16.18

16.18 – 16.30

16.30 – 16.42

16.42 – 16.54

16.54 – 17.06

17.06 – 17.16

Time (LT)

 Resa Agna Fangga Denryanto

Fitriana Lubis and Immanuel 

Jhonson A. Saragih

Kiki

Lalu Mantigi Wana Paksi

Wilin Julian Sari

Hastuardi Harsa

Suradi

Agita Vivi Wijayanti

Convener

Name

School of Meteorology Climatology and

Geophysics

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia National Institute of

Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN)

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

IPB University

Institution

The impact of land cover changes on temperature parameters in new capital of

Indonesia (IKN)

The Skill of Probabilistic Forecast of The Commencement of Rainy Season Over

Java Island Based on The Application of CA (Constructed Analogue) Method on

The Products of CFSV2 (Climate Forecast System Version 2) Model

Verification Of 24-Hour Accumulation Precipitation Parameters on Numerical

Weather Models In 2020

Eight Scenarios Rapid Update Cycle Effect on Weather Radar Data Assimilation

WRF Toward Rainfall Prediction in Palembang

Analysis and Prediction of Black Carbon Emission from 2019 Forest Fires in Riau

Province, Indonesia

Monthly Rainfall Forecast Over Indonesia using Machine Learning and Artificial

Intelligence Ensemble

Determining the influence of meteorological factors on air pollution concentration

trend over Jakarta Megacity

Preliminary Verification for Subseasonal to Seasonal Precipitation Model on Four

Specific Conditions over Western Indonesia

Title

Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)
modelling - ROOM 3

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

No

15.30 – 15.42

15.42 – 15.54

15.54 – 16.06

16.06 – 16.18

16.18 – 16.30

16.30 – 16.42

16.42 – 16.54

16.54 – 17.06

17.06 – 17.18

17.18 – 17.28

Time (LT)

 Hary Aprianto Wijaya Siahaan,

Febryanto Simanjuntak

Roni Kurniawan

Randi Firdaus, Ejha Larasati

Siadari, Furqon Alfahmi

Rois Saida Sanjaya, Lu'Lu'il

Munawaroh, Mitha Fitria

Anggraini

Yoshua Ade Nugroho

Ade Nova Fitrianto

Muhammad Rezza Ferdiansyah

Ilham Fajar Putra Perdana

Fadli

Convener

Name

Malikussaleh Meteorological Stasion and

Sorong Meteorological Stasion / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology 

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Center for Marine Meteorology / BMKG

Department of Geography, Faculty of

Social Science, Semarang University,

Indonesia

Biak Meteorological Station / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

School of Meteorology Climatology and

Geophysics

National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space of Indonesia / LAPAN

Institution

Upwelling Observations in Cendrawasih Bay West Papua Indonesia

Evaluating Skill of BMKG Wave Model Forecast (Wavewatch-3) With Observation

Data in Indian Ocean (5 – 31 December 2017)

Ocean Current Measurement and Analysis by using High-Frequency Radar (HFR) in

Bali Strait

The Impact of Climate Change on Coastal Dynamics in The Coastal Area of Jepara

Regency, Central Java Province, Indonesia

Comparative and Analytical Study of the Sea Currents Data from High-Frequency

Radar and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler in The Bali Strait

Utilization of Remote Sensing Data for Mapping the Effect of Indian Ocean Dipole

(IOD) and El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in Sumatra Island

Estimation of The Sea Breeze Front Velocity Over Coastal-Urban Regions Using

Himawari-8 Satellite Images

An Assessment of Convective Initiation Nowcasting Algorithm within 0-60 Minutes

using Himawari-8 Satellite

Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) by Reflectivity of Local Area Rain

Radar SANTANU in West Sumatera

Title

Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)
observation - ROOM 4

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

15.30 – 15.42

15.42 – 15.54

15.54 – 16.06

16.06 – 16.18

16.18 – 16.30

16.30 – 16.42

16.42 – 16.54

16.54 – 17.06

17.06 – 17.16

Time (LT)

 Yesi C U Sianturi

Arief Darmawan

Fadhlil Rizki Muhammad

Tatik Kartika

Gita Ivana Suci Lestari Faski

Achmad Maulana Rafi

Kadek Sumaja

Amsari M. Setiawan*, Yonny

Koesmaryono**, Akhmad

Faqih**, Dodo Gunawan*

Convener

Name

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Agency for the Assessment and

Application of Technology (BPPT)

School of Earth Sciences, The University

of Melbourne

National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space of Indonesia / LAPAN

Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta

Malang Climatological Station / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

*Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG,

**Applied Climatology IPB University

Institution

Verification of ECMWF’s Surface Solar Radiation Downward (SSRD) Forecast to

Predict Daily and Monthly Solar Energy Potential over Indonesia Region

Land-use Change and Urban Heat Island Phenomenon in Tangerang City

SEA-COApp: A Web App to Analyze, Download, and Visualize Regional Ocean Model

(ROM) Datasets in Southeast Asia

Identification of Vegetation Cover Changes from Mosaic Landsat Data in Zone A

and B of Oldeman Climate Type in Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan Island

Application of Hydrometeorological Data to Analyze Water Balance Conditions in

The Bengkulu Watershed

Importance of Monthly Updating for Monthly Rainfall Prediction based on ECMWFs4

Potential of Rainwater Harvesting (RWH) to Overcome the Problem Of Surface

Water Scarcity At Airports: Case Study In I Gusti Ngurah Rai Airport

Application of Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) Multi Model Ensemble (MME) Prediction

to Support Agricultural Sector in South Sulawesi Rice Production Centers

Title

Day 2 (Wednesday, 24   March 2021)
services - ROOM 5

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

10.20 – 10.32

10.32 – 10.44

10.44 – 10.56

10.56 – 11.08

11.08 – 11.20

11.20 – 11.32

11.32 – 11.44

11.44 – 11.56

11.56 – 12.15

Time (LT)

 Ibnu Fathrio

Samantha Ferrett

Paula LM Gonzalez

Eddy Hermawan

Sri Nurdiati

Danang Eko Nuryanto

Siswanto

Adyaksa Budi Raharja

Convener

Name

Indonesian National Institute of

Aeronautics and Space / LAPAN

University of Reading

NCAS/Department of Meteorology,

University of Reading

National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space (LAPAN) Bandung

IPB University

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

IPB University

Institution

Simulation of Convective Cold Pool Associated with Offshore Propagation of

Diurnal Precipitation Event Over Coast of Southern Sumatra, Indonesia

Evaluating Convection-Permitting Ensemble Forecasts of Precipitation Over

Southeast Asia

Weather Regimes in South East Asia: Sub-Seasonal Predictability of The Regimes

and The Associated High Impact Weather

The Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index Based on ARIMA Technique

Multivariate Regression Hotspot Model Using Local and Global Climate Indicators

in South Sumatra

Prediction of soil moisture and rainfall induced landslides: A comparison of several

PBL parameters in the WRF model

Does The Urbanisation Have Contribution in Increasing Extreme Precipitation Event

Over Jakarta

An application of Multimodel Ensemble to the Bias Corrected Subseasonal to

Seasonal Precipitation Prediction over Java Island

Title

Day 3 (Thursday, 25   March 2021)
modelling - ROOM 1

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

10.20 – 10.32

10.32 – 10.44

10.44 – 10.56

10.56 – 11.08

11.08 – 11.20

11.20 – 11.32

11.32 – 11.44

11.44 – 11.56

11.56 – 12.15

Time (LT)

 Alvin Christopher Galang

Varquez

Immanuel Jhonson Arizona

Saragih

Ikrom Mustofa

Adam Yustin Amanullah, Imma

Redha Nugraheni, and Agie

Wandala Putra

Imaduddin Salma Faalih, Adam

Yustin Amanullah

Asri Rachmawati

Utoyo Ajie Linarka

Erma Yulihastin

Convener

Name

Tokyo Institute of Technology

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

PI AREA Environment & Technology

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

IPB University

University of Indonesia

National Institute of Aeronautics and

Space of Indonesia / LAPAN

Institution

Mapping Elderly Heat Mortality From High-Resolution Present and Future Climate

Simulation of Jakarta

Improvements to the Accuracy of Numerical Weather Predictions in North Sumatra

using the Assimilation Method

Initiative Use of Climate Change Hotspot for Targeting Adaptation Sites in

Indonesia

Verification of Flash Flood Threat Products of Southeastern Asia-Oceania Flash

Flood Guidance System (SAOFFGS) on Indonesia Flash Flood Early Warning System

Flash Flood Detection in Cilacap Regency Using Southeastern Asia-Oceania Flash

Flood Guidance System (SAOFFGS) Products

Monthly Reservoir Inflow Prediction Based on Artificial Neural Network over

Saguling Catchment Area

Assessment of Future Potential Extreme Rainfall and its Indirect Relation to Floods in

the Ciliwung Watershed

Simulation of Daily Variation of Precipitation During Anomalously-Wet Dry Seasons

Event Over the Western Maritime Continent

Title

Day 3 (Thursday, 25   March 2021)
modelling - ROOM 2

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No

10.20 – 10.32

10.32 – 10.44

10.44 – 10.56

10.56 – 11.08

11.08 – 11.20

11.20 – 11.32

11.32 – 11.44

11.44 – 11.56

11.56 – 12.06

Time (LT)

 Urip Haryoko

Donaldi S Permana

Muhammad Najib Habibie

Ninong Komala

Yochi Okta Andrawina, Ratu

Almira, Hasti Amrih Rejeki

Khafid Rizki Pratama

Trinah Wati, Tri Wahyu Hadi,

Ardhasena Sopaheluwakan

and Lambok M Hutasiot

I Wayan Andi Yuda

Convener

Name

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Center for Atmospheric Science and

Technology - LAPAN

Université de Liège - ULiège, Belgium;

Graduate school of science, Department

Geophysics, Tohok

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Institute Technology of Bandung,

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology

Climatology and Geophysics / BMKG

Jembrana Climatological Station, Bali /

BMKG 

Institution

Study on The Design of a National Weather Radar Observation Network

Impacts of the MJO on Rainfall at Different Seasons in Indonesia

Spatial Temporal Analysis for Wave Power Resources in Indonesia

Characteristics and Trend of Green House Gases (GHG) in Indonesia derived from

AQUA-AIRS Satellite Data

Multivariate DINEOF Reconstruction for Creating Long-Term Cloud-Free Sea

Surface Temperature Data Records: A Case Study in Lombok Strait, Indonesia

Dynamical Convective Association with the Ocean Coupling of SCSTF-Northern

Pacific Ocean and Madden Julian Oscillation over North-Eastern Indian Ocean

Evaluation Gridded Precipitation Dataset in Indonesia

The Regionalization of Indonesian Maritime Continent Rainfall based on

Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for GPM (IMERG)

Title

Day 3 (Thursday, 25   March 2021)
OBSERVATION - ROOM 3

th
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

No

10.20 – 10.32

10.32 – 10.44

10.44 – 10.56

10.56 – 11.08

11.08 – 11.20

11.20 – 11.32
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Abstract 

 

Effect of MJO on Cloud Vertical Structure in Sumatra from Radiosonde Observations During CPEA-I and CPEA-II 
Campaigns 

HERIZON PRIMADONA 

Universitas Andalas 

 

Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) affects almost all weather parameters such as wind, humidity, temperature, rainfall, 
and clouds.  A complete understanding of the MJO phenomenon is still difficult to carry out, illustrated by some large 
circulation models' failure to accurately simulate the MJO. One of the critical parameters related to this is the cloud's 
vertical structure, such as the cloud base height (CBH), the cloud top height (CT), and the number of cloud layers. This 
study aims to analyze the effect of MJO on the vertical structure of clouds in Sumatra. This study analyzed data for two 
periods of Coupling Processes in the Equatorial Atmosphere (CPEA), namely CPEA-I (April-May 2004) and CPEA-II 
(November-December 2005). The cloud vertical structure was studied using Radisonde data following the Zhang et al. 
(2010, 2018) method. It was found that the cloud layer consists of one layer cloud, two-layer cloud, three-layer cloud, 
and four-layer cloud.  Cloud occurrence frequency is larger during CPEA-II than CPEA-I. During CPEA-I, in which an 
active MJO event is clearly observed, one layer cloud is dominant. On the other hand, during CPEA-II, which is in-
active MJO period, the two-layer cloud's abundance is large as the one-layer cloud. The average cloud top height (CT) 
in the active MJO phase (CPEA-I) is 3.9 km, lower than the average cloud top height in the inactive MJO phase (~4.7 
km). Furthermore,  the average cloud base height (CBH) in the active MJO phase is 3.0 km, lower than the mean cloud 
base height during the inactive MJO phase (~3.2 km). 
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Abstract 

 

Evolution of Sea Temperature Anomalies in Nino 3.4 Region Into Indonesia Rainfall Anomalies During El Niño 
Event 2015/2016 

Adi Ripaldi 

BMKG 

 

Evolution of sea temperature anomalies in the Central Pacific Ocean region as an indicator of an El Niño / La Niña 
phenomenon does not occur suddenly, therefore the changing process of sea surface and subsurface temperature take 
places in stages which is possible to form patterns of sea temperature changing. Based on the monitoring of the Climate 
Prediction Center-NOAA(CPC- NOAA), there has been recorded that the El Niño phenomena of 1957/1958, 1965/1966, 
1972/1973, 1982/1983, 1987/1988, 1997/1998 and 2015-2016 were categorized as Strong El Niño. This research 
attempts to compare the degree of intensity, duration, and impact of the El Niño events in 1982-1983, 1987-1988, 1997-
1999, 1999-2000, 2015-2016 by analyzing sea surface, subsurface  temperatures and also zonal winds on the Pacific 
Ocean as well as maritime sea surface temperatures and rainfall anomalies of ??Indonesia. The results showed that the 
2015-2016 El Niño was the strongest and longest El Niño event with the sea surface temperature anomaly of Nino 3.4 
region was reaching 2,33 ºC and the duration of the El Niño was 14 months. Even though 2015/2016 is the strongest 
and the longest El niño event but in term of impacts, the 1997-1998 El Niño has a wider effect on the reducing rainfall 
in Indonesia. It was due to the absence of strong positive Indian Ocean Dipole during El Nino 2015/2016. This was 
different from the case in 1997/98, when an extreme El Niño and the strong IOD took place simultaneously. In addition, 
the sea surface temperature of the Indonesia region during 2015-2016 show a warmer condition, thus reducing impacts 
of El Niño 2015/2016 due to water vapor supply from evaporation processes that form convective and rainfall in some 
areas over the Indonesia region. 



Abstract 

 

Controls on the variability of the Maritime Continent diurnal cycle and mechanisms of offshore-propagating 
convection 

Dr Simon Peatman 

University of Leeds 

 

The diurnal cycle dominates convection over the Maritime Continent, with deep convection occurring over land during 
the afternoon and evening, and tending to propagate offshore overnight, although the mechanism of this propagation is 
not well understood.  Day-to-day variability in the diurnal cycle is associated with scale interactions with large-scale 
forcings including the MJO, ENSO, equatorial waves and tropical cyclones.  Using a combination of in situ observations, 
convection-permitting Met Office Unified Model forecasts and reanalysis data it is shown that these large-scale forcings 
modulate the local-scale diurnal cycle via their control on the coastal winds. For the coastlines of south-west Sumatra, 
north-west Borneo, and the north and south of Java, it is shown that onshore wind regimes tend to suppress convection 
over land.  Conversely, days with offshore winds see deep convection triggered during the afternoon with associated 
offshore propagation of convection overnight.  It is often assumed that gravity waves are responsible for the nocturnal 
offshore propagation, but observational evidence for this remains elusive.  Convection-permitting forecasts over 
Sumatra suggest two modes of propagation, which may occur in combination.  The first is due to a gravity wave while 
the second is much slower and is caused by a gravity current converging with the environmental winds. 



Abstract 

 

Influence of QBO-MJO Connection on The Turbulence Variations in The TTL Observed with Equatorial Atmosphere 
Radar 

Arlif Nabilatur Rosyidah 

ITB 

 

Turbulence is a primary factor in the Stratosphere–Troposphere Exchange (STE) that occurred in a layer called Tropical 
Troposphere Layer (TTL), the transition layer between troposphere and stratosphere at 14-18.5 km above sea level. The 
state of TTL is one of key answer on how phenomena in troposphere and stratosphere interact. The interaction between 
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) in previous study is closely linked in boreal 
winter. QBO is zonal wind oscillation in stratosphere while MJO is an eastward moving disturbance of convective 
system that takes part on climate variabilities in Indonesia. However, the characteristic of turbulence intensity in TTL 
towards interaction of QBO-MJO remain unknown because of the scarcity of observation data. This study present 
intensity variation of turbulence toward QBO-MJO interaction in TTL using Equatorial Atmosphere Radar (EAR) data 
located in Agam, West Sumatra (0.2°S, 100.32°E). The interaction is focused in extended boreal winter period (NDJFM; 
5 months) and active phase MJO is defined by phase 4. Turbulence intensity in TTL tend to have inversely proportional 
value toward zonal wind in 50 hPa. Generally, enhancement of tubrulence is observed on active phase MJO with 
maximum added value 0.075 m/s in 17 km height. The value of turbulence intensity, zonal wind, and vertical wind 
strengthen during QBOE (QBO Easterly) rather than QBOW (QBO Westerly). This enhancement associated with 
stronger convective and precipitation system before that caused by more unstable atmosphere in QBOE. 



Abstract 

 

Analysis of Vortex Development in Eastern Indian Ocean Using Potential Vorticity 

Riggita Putri Damayanti 

Faculty of Earth Sciences and Technology, Institut Teknologi, Bandung 

 

Abstract. The vortex phenomenon has a significant influence, especially on wind circulation patterns and extreme 
weather in Indonesia. The formation of vortex on this study is located in the eastern part of the Indian Ocean, which has 
the highest frequency of vortex occurrence over Indonesia. This vortex is also suspected as one of contributing factor 
for flooding events at Jakarta in 2002 and 2007, hence both formation and development of this vortex is very important 
to study. The evolution of vortex development is conducted to understand the main characteristics of the vortex in the 
Eastern Indian Ocean region. This study was conducted over a period of 17 years starting from 1998 to 2016 on every 
December-January-February (DJF) period using ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast) 
ERA-Interim Reanalysis data. The analysis of vortex evolution was conducted for each event using a composite 
evolution of potential vorticity anomalies in the isentropic layer. The study results detected 84 systems with three 
characteristic patterns of vortex movement that occurred during 295 days of observation period. Composite analysis of 
potential vorticity anomalies shows that the initial formation of vortices in the Eastern Indian Ocean is related to the  
emergence of negative potential vorticity anomalies from the west which subsequently form the vortices. 



Abstract 

 

Short Vertical-Wavelength Gravity Wave Activities in the Upper Troposphere Lower Stratosphere Observed with 
Global Navigation Satellite System Radio Occultation under Different QBO Phases 

Firas Rasyad 

Institut Teknologi Bandung 

 

Gravity Waves (GWs) are believed to play important role in the generation of the driving force of the stratospheric 
Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO). Deep convections in the equatorial region can generate large amount of GWs with 
short vertical wavelength (λz <1 km) but studies of these wave activities in the upper troposphere lower stratosphere 
(UTLS) region are still limited due to the scarcity of high resolution atmospheric profile with global coverage. But, 
recent advances in Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Radio Occultation (RO) retreival techniques have made 
it possible to derive global temperature profile with vertical resolution of less than 1 km. In this research, activities of 
GWs with λz from 0.5 to 3.5 km in the UTLS region of 20-27 km heights are identified by calculating the GW potential 
energy (Ep). Correlation between GW activities and QBO phases is examined using 50 hPa zonal wind as the QBO 
index. The results show that during both easterly and westerly QBO phases, the GW Ep value increases gradually with 
time and reaches its peak in the transition periods. This pattern is seen in Ep with all vertical wavelengths between 0.5-
3.5 km but the percentage value of Ep for λz < 1 km is higher during the transition from westerly to easterly QBO. The 
GW Ep values exhibit downward propagation with the QBO phase but there are also discernible upward propagations 
of GW activities below 24 km height. Furthermore, large changes in QBO phase seem to occur when upward GW 
activities intersect the downward propagating Ep. Additionally, by comparing with El Nino Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO) index, even higher percentage of Ep with λz<1 km is also found to be associated with El Nino events. 



Abstract 

 

The Regional Hadley Cells Response to the Sea Surface Temperature Distribution Across the Indo-Pacific Ocean 

Devi Fatmasari 

BMKG 

 

Hadley Cells are thermally driven cell in the tropics. On its occurrence, these cells are strongly influenced by the sea 
surface temperature (SST) distribution across the tropical ocean or the Pacific Ocean as the investigated location in this 
study. The SST shifting in the Pacific Ocean is mainly due to the ENSO. An opposite SST polarity between the western 
and eastern Pacific Ocean are captured during ENSO events. This means that ENSO could trigger an anomalous regional 
Hadley Cells that behave oppositely between Indonesia or the western Pacific and the eastern Pacific. This study 
examines the strength of the regional Hadley Cells related to the ENSO event across the Indonesian region and the 
Pacific Ocean. A significant correlation between the Hadley Cells and ENSO as the tropical climate variability in the 
Pacific Oceans are found. The strength of the Hadley Cells associated with ENSO event is examined by using the zonally 
average vertical velocity across the Pacific Ocean. During La Nina, the regional Hadley Cells over Indonesia or the 
western Pacific strengthened, whereas the regional cells over the eastern Pacific weakened. In contrast, during the El 
Nino where the warm pool shifted to the eastern Pacific, the regional cell in the eastern Pacific strengthened, while the 
cell over the western Pacific weakened. These anomalous conditions clearly show that the meridional temperature 
gradient is strongly affecting the regional Hadley Cells strength. The stronger the meridional temperature gradient, the 
stronger the regional Hadley Cells. 



Abstract 

 

Examining Optimum Prediction Time of Rainfall Dynamics Based on Chaotic Perspective at Different Temporal 
Scales: A Case Study in Bojonegoro, Indonesia 

Anistia Malinda Hidayat 

STMKG 

 

As the driving  force  of the hydrological  system , rain  gives  serious  impacts  when  dealing  with  petroleum  mining 
activities, especially in protecting assets and safety. Rainfall is one of meteorological  factors which characterized  by 
high spatial and temporal variability . Due to this reason, long-term forecasting  can only be done in a stochastic  way. 
The highly nonlinear relationships  on rainfall dynamics then examined using Lyapunov exponent method in order to 
analyze  the chaotic  behavior  on rainfall  time  series  data . The  study  of rainfall  dynamics  has  been  done  in three 
different  temporal  scale, i.e. daily, 5-day, and 10-day, observed  over a period of 6 years from 2012 – 2017 at one of 
the largest  petroleum  mining  sites in Bojonegoro , Indonesia . The time delay (τ) obtained  by using Average  Mutual 
Information  (AMI ) method  for  the  three -rainfall  series  (3, 2, 3, respectively ). The  finite  correlation  dimensions 
obtained  for all three- rainfall  series  data is around  m=4, indicate  possible  existence  of chaotic  behavior  in rainfall 
observed in Bojonegoro at the three scales. The maximum Lyapunov exponent λmax for each of three-rainfall series in 
Bojonegoro  is 0.111, 0.057, 0.062, respectively . These values were analyzed in order to find the optimum prediction 
time of rainfall occurrence to perform better forecasting. The result shows that the optimum range of prediction time 
for daily, 5-day, and 10-day have 9, 18, and 16 times longer than their temporal scale. 
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Abstract 

 

COMPARISON OF RADAR-GAUGE MERGING USING MEAN FIELD BIAS (MFB) AND SPATIAL 
ADJUSMENT BRANDES (BRA) METHODS FOR QUANTITATIVE PRECIPITATION ESTIMATIONS 

Nur Riska Lukita 

Stasiun Meteorologi Sultan Hasanuddin ( BMKG) 

 

Quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) with good levels of spatial accuracy and high temporality can be obtained 
from weather radar instruments. However,there are limitations in observing weather radar due to blocking effects and 
presence of ground clutter. The objective aim of this paper is to improve the quality of radar data by reducing ground 
clutter using clutter maps and merging data radar data with rain gauge data to reduce errors and improve accuracy in 
estimating rainfall. Rain gauge data has high accuracy but the spatial representativity is limited. Assimilation of radar 
data with rain gauge data can be done using the Mean Field Bias (MFB) and Spatial Adjusment (BRA) methods. The 
MFB method only considers the rainfall intensity values from radar and rain gauge data, while the BRA method  takes 
into account the distance between points with rain gauge. Based on the results of the study it was found that the two 
methods could reduce estimation errors but the MFB method could significantly reduce the error of estimated rainfall. 



Abstract 

 

Utilization of Himawari-8 Data for Heavy Rainfall Prediction and Its Verification 

wendi harjupa 

LAPAN 

 

The short-term heavy rainfall prediction (nowcasting) is very important to avoid the loss of life and property due to 
hydrometeorological disasters caused by heavy rainfall. Nowcasting prediction of heavy rainfall which is within the 
next 0-1 hours using observational data is very possible to do with improving weather observation techniques through 
satellite and radar. The Himawari-8 geostationary satellite launched by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) in 2015 
over Indonesia's Equator can be utilized for cloud monitoring that observe all parts of Indonesia. With its relatively high 
spatial (1-2 km) and temporal (10 minutes) resolutions the Himawari-8 satellite is able to observe cumulus cloud growth 
before the occurrence of heavy rainfall. Prediction of heavy rainfall events using Himawari-8 satellite observation data 
is carried out by two methods. The first method is using the Rapidly Developing Cumulus Area (RDCA). Several 
channels of the Himawari-8 satellite observation (channels 03, 08, 10, 11, 13, 15 and 16) are used to generate the RDCA 
index. The second method is detecting heavy rainfall using Brightness Temperature Difference (BTD) technique. It can 
be used to detect the hydrometeor type of clouds, whether they contain ice or water particles. Detection of heavy rainfall 
using Himawari-8 satellite data is verified using rainfall intensity data taken from rain radar observations, surface rainfall 
measurement by rain gauges, and Raindrop Size Distribution (DSD) observation data which can be seen from Parsivel 
Disdrometer observations. We found that the RDCA index can predict the occurrence of heavy rainfall. The heavy 
rainfall occurs when the cloud contains ice particles. 



Abstract 

 

EARLY WARNING OF HEAVY RAINFALL EVENT USING TIME-LAGGED ENSEMBLE PREDICTION 
SYSTEM (Case Study: February, 15th 2019) 

Hanifa Nur Rahmadini 

BMKG 

 

Convective clouds can be related to the development of strong storms that produce various extreme weather. In the 
development of extreme weather could involve strong nonlinear interactions of many factors in the atmosphere, so the 
ability to forecast an extreme weather especially heavy rainfall and issued an early warning becomes very important. 
BMKG has developed time-lagged ensemble prediction system by utilizing the initial time difference which is 
considered capable of providing data updates more closely to the forecasts final results. This study examines the 
combination of percentile classification method inside the ensemble prediction system, to look for the extreme values 
distribution, then used it as extreme threshold. The extreme threshold tested in heavy rain cases on 168, 72, and 24 hours 
before it happened, which is also the time of issued an early warning. Based on this research, it was found that the use 
of the 90th and 95th percentile classification method was able to show a signal of extreme events on 168 and 72 hours 
before the events with consistent probability pattern. In 24 hours prediction period, the probability value increases and 
the average precipitation value exceeds the extreme threshold. Keywords: heavy rainfall, time-lagged ensemble, 
prediction, percentile 



Abstract 

 

Investigating the structure of the Borneo vortex using a balance approximation tool 

Sam Hardy (coauthors: John Methven, Juliane Schwendike, Ben Harvey, and Mike Cullen) 

University of Leeds, United Kingdom 

 

The Borneo vortex is a cyclonic tropical disturbance with a horizontal scale of approximately 1000 km and maximum 
amplitude in the lower troposphere, which is associated with deep convection and extreme rainfall. The vortex, which 
develops on about 50% of days during boreal winter, typically occurs near the island of Borneo, affecting the coastal 
regions of Sarawak, Brunei and western Kalimantan. However, little is known about the dynamics of Borneo vortex 
evolution and the factors that influence intensification and propagation, nor the degree of balance within and above the 
boundary layer. A Borneo vortex event responsible for high-impact weather across Southeast Asia on 21-31 October 
2018 is chosen for detailed analysis. The vortex moved westward over the South China Sea and produced heavy rainfall 
over southern Vietnam and Peninsular Malaysia. A 5-day N768 Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) forecast, initialised 
at 12 UTC on 21 October 2018, was used as input for a semi-geotriptic (SGT) balance approximation tool. Semi-
geotriptic balance is an extension of semi-geostrophic dynamics accounting for Ekman friction in the atmospheric 
boundary layer. The balance tool enables deduction of the 3D ageostrophic motion from the pressure field alone and 
partitions the flow into balanced and unbalanced components. Analysis of the lower-tropospheric relative vorticity 
shows that the Borneo vortex is captured as a synoptic-scale region of cyclonic vorticity in both the MetUM and SGT 
solutions. The SGT tool accurately captures the westward motion of the vortex. In general, the SGT tool corresponds 
well to the MetUM solution in both subtropical and midlatitude regions. The unbalanced (residual) component is 
dominated by the zonal flow in the equatorial band and contains structures consistent with a Kelvin wave. The influence 
of diabatic and geostrophic processes on vortex motion and intensification are analysed, and the residual is examined. 
Keywords Borneo vortex, high-impact weather, Southeast Asia, semi-geotriptic balance, equatorial waves, Met Office 
Unified Model 



Abstract 

 

Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to Improve Prediction Quality of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) in NINO34 
Region 

ROBI MUHARSYAH 

BMKG 

 

Prediction of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) Anomaly in NINO34 region is essential to determine The El Niño 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO), i.e. El Niño, La Niña and Neutral condition for coming months. Furthermore, in order to 
find out the response of ENSO phenomenon to rainfall over the Indonesia region, we need more accurate SST prediction 
in NINO34. SST predictions are routinely released by institutions such as the European Center for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). However, SST predictions from the direct output (raw) of the global model of the 
ECMWF seasonal prediction, namely SEAS5-RAW, is suffering from bias that affects the low quality of SST 
predictions. As a result, it also increases the potential errors in predicting the ENSO category that will occur in the next 
season. This study uses the monthly data of the SST SEAS5-RAW ensemble prediction. The data was downloaded from 
The Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), period of 1993-2020. Then, one value representing SST in NINO34 
was calculated for each lead-time (LT), LT0-LT6. In this study, we use Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) method to 
improve the prediction quality of SEAS5-RAW. The advantage of BMA over other post-processing methods is its ability 
to quantify the uncertainty in ensemble predictions which is expressed in the form of calibrated and sharp predictive 
probability density function (PDF). We found that the BMA calibration process between SST SEAS5-RAW against the 
observed value, was optimal with a length of training period of 160 months. The result shows the prediction quality of 
SST NINO34 of SEAS5-BMA (BMA output) is superior to SEAS5-RAW, especially for LT0, LT1 and LT2. This 
quality is known from decreasing in the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), increasing in Proportion of Correct (PC) and 
decreasing in the average of error rate which is shown by Brier Score (BS) for the El Nino, La Nina and Neutral event 
categories. Keywords: Bayesian Model Averaging, Seas Surface Temperature, SEAS5 



Abstract 

 

Convective overshooting top patterns and thermodynamic instability conditions of the atmosphere during extreme 
weather events on the Java Island using ERA5 reanalysis and Himawari 8 data 

Bony Septian Pandjaitan 

IPB University 

 

The overshooting Top (OT) of convective clouds is a unique pattern of dome-like "protrusions" over the cumulonimbus 
anvil. This pattern indicates a thick convective cloud with an updraft strong enough to penetrate the tropopause and 
lower stratosphere. Convective clouds that have OT features often produce extreme weather such as hail, strong winds, 
heavy rain, local tornado (puting beliung). However, most of the studies were carried out in subtropical areas so that in 
subtropical areas, OT studies have aimed to take advantage of the detection of OT distribution as a proxy for 
spatiotemporal distribution of areas of extreme weather events. This cannot be done in tropic area especially in Indonesia 
because of the limited studies on this topic. Before conducting further research to determine the spatiotemporal 
distribution and physical conditions of OTs in the Indonesian Region, further research is needed to determine whether 
there is a relationship or linkage between OT and bad weather events in the Indonesian Territory, including Java area. 
The physical and thermodynamic conditions of the convective cloud environment where there are OT features in the 
Indonesian region also need to be researched. This is to determine and predict in what environmental conditions there 
are convective cloud OT features. Based on the results of the study in Java area, it appeared that during 2018 - 2019, all 
provinces in Java experienced hail with heavy rain, local tornado (puting beliung), or strong wind. There were 
convective cloud  overshooting top pattern in most of those events. In addition, there were variations in the value of 
atmospheric instability parameters following the pattern of season such as lifted index, K index, CAPE, CIN, total totals 
index, showalter index, SWEAT index, equilibrium level, and tropopause level. There were high value of updraft 
strength of convective cloud and related to the occurence of overshooting top of convective cloud. To solve the limited 
groundsite of sounding station, these instability parameters were retrieved from ERA 5 renalysis data, and updraft 
strength was retrieved from the Himawari 8 satellite. In general, overshooting top occurs at elevations below the 
tropopause level and above the equlibrium level. This is due to the high tropopause in the tropics where the altitude of 
the tropopause in the research location is generally between 16-17 km. 



Abstract 

 

Four-Dimensional Variational (4DVAR) Performance Test with Assimilation Satellite and Radar Data (Case Study 
Heavy Rainfall Bengkulu March 4, 2019)) 

Destry Intan Syafitri.J, Fitria Puspita Sari 

Dept. of Meteorology, School of Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Abstract. Four-dimensional variational (4DVAR) is one of the assimilation techniques considering time integration to 
distribute observational data at time window intervals. In this study, we aim to evaluate the 4DVAR assimilation 
technique using satellite and radar data to simulate a heavy rainfall case in Bengkulu on March 4, 2019. The result shows 
that radar data assimilation (DA-RAD) is able to improve rainfall pattern over Bengkulu mainland areas, while the 
satellite data assimilation (DA-SAT) enhances rainfall over the ocean. In addition, for temporal analysis, the DA-RAD 
successfully correct the initial time of the event, producing the smallest error and the best correlation in statistical 
verification, also a small bias and higher accuracy for discrete verification. However, DA-SAT is more capable to 
improve rainfall accumulation with the lowest FAR value. In conclusion, compared to others, both satellite and radar 
can be used as assimilation data for 4DVAR methods as they have different roles in increasing the quality of model 
performance. 
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Abstract . North  Penajam  Paser  Regency  and  Kutai  Kartanegara  Regency  which  are  located  in East  Kalimantan 
Province are two locations that are planned as the New Capital of Indonesia (IKN). This has become one of the factors 
changing land cover from vegetation land to urban land, so that it can contribute to temperature changes. In this work, 
we analyze impacts of land use change on temperature  and rainfall  in the new capital city. The change will simulate 
land  cover  changes  using  the Weather  Research  and Forecasting  (WRF ) model  with  two scenarios  of land  cover 
change from vegetation  land to 547% and 1222% urban land. It was found that scenario I and II with the addition of 
547 % and  1222 % in urban  areas , respectively , will  increase  the  temperature  up to 0.95 and  1.35 Celsius . This 
indicates that the addition of more urban areas results in an increase in temperature . The quantitative  features of this 
relationship  will be useful for urban planners to control the development  of new capitals without having a significant 
impact on climate change. 
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The Skill of Probabilistic Forecast of The Commencement of Rainy Season Over Java Island Based on The 
Application of CA (Constructed Analogue) Method on The Products of CFSV2 (Climate Forecast System Version 2) 
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Commencement of rainy season is one of the forecast products that is issued regularly by the Indonesian Meteorology, 
Climatology, and Geophysical Agency (BMKG), with deterministic information about in which decad of which month 
the commencement will occur in each a designated area. On the other hand, state-of-the-art seasonal forecasting methods 
suggest that probabilistic forecast products are potentially better for decision making. The probabilistic forecast is also 
more suitable for Indonesia because of large rainfall variability that adds up to uncertainty in climate model simulations, 
besides complex geographical factors. This research attempted to develop a method to produce a probabilistic forecast 
of the commencement of the rainy season, as well as monsoon onset, by utilizing the freely available seasonal model 
output of CFSv2 (Climate Forecast System version 2) operated by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). In this case, the output of the global model is downscaled using modified Constructed 
Analogue (CA) method with observational rainfall database from 26 BMKG stations and TRMM 3B43 gridded dataset. 
This method was then applied to perform hindcast using CFS-R (re-forecast) for the 2011-2014 period. The results show 
that downscaled CFS predictions with initial data in September (lead-1) give sufficient accuracy, while that initialized 
in August (lead-2) have large errors for both commencement of the rainy season and monsoon onset. Further analysis 
of forecast skill using the Brier score indicates that the CA scheme used in this study showed good performance in 
predicting the commencement of the rainy season with skill score in the range of 0.2. The probabilistic skill scores 
indicate that prediction for East Java is better than West- and Central-Java regions. It is also found that the results of 
CA downscaling can capture year to year variations, including delays in the commencement of the rainy season. 
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This study verifies the performance of 4 (four) numerical weather models, namely ECMWF-IFS, NCEP-GFS, ARPEGE 
and WRF-Arw in the Indonesian region in 2020. The parameters tested were the accumulation of rainfall for the 
prediction of the next 24 hours with the verifier used was the daily rainfall observed by measuring rain observations at 
the BMKG provincial station. This analysis aims to determine the performance of each model as well as 
recommendations for forecaster in 34 provinces to determine the reference model in each region or each season. The 
verification method used in this study is the Dichotomous, Multi Category, and verification method for continous 
variable, i.e Mean Error (ME) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The verification index analyzed is Accuracy for 
24 hour accumulation rainfall parameter in 2020 at 34 point that represents each province in Indonesia region. As the 
result, the IFS model shows the best performance among the 3 other numerical weather models verified in this study. 
The IFS model is proven to be the most suitable numerical model for the prediction of 24-hour precipitation parameters 
in most study points and in most season. 
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Abstract. Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) is an open-source numerical weather prediction model that can be 
used for high-resolution rainfall predictions. Besides these advantages, WRF output accuracy can be affected by the 
initial condition. The accuracy of the WRF model can be improved by data assimilation. Data assimilation is combines 
observation data with model data to improve the initial state of atmospheric flow. This study aims to investigate the 
effect of assimilation weather radar in models using WRF for predicting rainfall events in the Palembang region on 12 
October and 12 November 2018. This study uses radar radial velocity data as input data for assimilation. The 
assimilation technique uses the 3DVAR and used a warm start procedure with spin-up (12 hours) and spin-up (6 hours). 
And implemented a rapid update cycle (updates assimilation radar data per 1 hour, 3 hours, and 6 hours) referring to 
Gustari's research (2014) for improving initial data or model initial conditions before simulating extreme rain events in 
the related case study. The output of the model was verified using Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) 
data and using rain gauge data for point verification. Based on the eight model scenarios, the 12 hour spin-up with the 
implementation of the 1-hour rapid update cycle shows consistency in the improvement of the model compared to the 
model without assimilation. 
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Abstract. Forest fires are an anthropogenic phenomenon which contributes to temporal change of atmospheric 
composition. This temporal change is owing to the presence of air pollutants in the form of, one of which, particulate 
matters such as black carbon which resulted from the incomplete combustion of forest biomass. Due to its size and its 
light absorption ability, black carbon is known to have bad impacts on human health, especially to the respiratory system, 
and on the climate. This study aims to analyse and estimate the effect of forest fires that happened in Riau province, 
Indonesia in September 2019 towards the production of black carbon, as well as to computationally predict the backward 
and forward air movement trajectories in order to confirm the air mass sources of the black carbon. The data of black 
carbon concentration used in this study is an hourly temporal data generated by the United State (US) National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s MERRA 2 model and retrieved from NASA’s Giovanni website with 
a period of 01 January 2019 to 31 December 2019 and a spatial resolution of 0.5 x 0.625?, while the trajectory calculation 
uses the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s HYSPLIT trajectory model. Data analysis 
of this study shows that there was an increase in black carbon surface mass concentration in September compared to the 
other months with a maximum concentration of 3.5e-09 kg/m3 occurred on 11 September. This is in an agreement with 
the hotspots data retrieved from the Indonesia National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN)’s TERRA/AQUA 
that shows there were more hotspots in Riau in September, i.e. 1055 hotspots, compared to the other months with 
maximum numbers of hotspots were also present on 11 September. 
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Monthly Rainfall Forecast Over Indonesia using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence EnsembleHastuadi Harsa, Muhammad Najib Habibie, Alfan Sukmana Praja, Sri Puji Rahayu, Thahir Daniel Hutapea, Yunus Swarinoto, Roni Kurniawan, Sri NoviatiBMKGA monthly rainfall forecast method is presented in this paper. The method provides spatial forecast over Indonesia and employs  ensemble  of various  Machine  Learning  and Artificial  Intelligence  algorithms  as its forecast  models . Each spatial grid in the forecast output is processed as an individual dataset. Therefore, each location in the forecast output has different  stacked  ensemble  models  as well  as their  model  parameter  settings . Furthermore , the best  ensemble model is chosen for each spatial grid. The input dataset of the model consists of eight climate data (i.e. East and West Dipole Mode Index, Outgoing Longwave Radiation, Southern Oscilation Index, and Nino 1.2, 3, 4, 3.4) and monthly rainfall  reanalysis  data , ranging  from  January  1982  until  December  2019 . There  are four  assessment  procedures performed  on the models : monthly  rainfall  establishment  as a response  function  of climate  patterns , and one-up to three -month  lead  forecast . The  results  show  that , based  on their  performance , these  non -Physical  models  are considerable to complement the existing forecast models.
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Meteorological factors play an important role in influencing the concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere. It is very 
difficult determining the trends in air pollutants whether changes in concentration are due to emissions or meteorological 
factors especially in Jakarta megacity. The objective of this research is to quantify the strength of weather parameters 
effects (e.g. rainfall, air temperature, wind speed and direction) on the PM2.5 concencration over Jakarta region. 

We’re conducting the de-weathering modeling method in this research. De-weathering is a method used to remove 
meteorological factors / variations from air quality time series data. In this research, we are using particulate matter data 
with the diameter size less than 2.5 µg/m3, PM2.5 hourly observation data series from Beta Attenuation Method (BAM) 
instrument located at U.S Embassy at the Central Jakarta for the last 3 years (2018 - 2020) period. In addition, BMKG 
Headquarters’ meteorological data is also used with parameters of rainfall, temperature, wind direction and speed with 
the associated time period. 

In this research has demonstrated that air quality trend in Jakarta was 32.1% influenced by temporal factor (weekly). It 
is indicated that the weekly pattern is associated with human activity that played a fairly high role in influencing PM2.5 
concentration. Additionally, for the meteorological factors: air temperature, wind direction, and wind speed had an 
influence on the concentration of PM2.5 to 5.6%, 5.3%, and 1%, respectively. 
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Preliminary verification of sub seasonal to seasonal reforecast precipitation model (S2S) was conducted to analyze the 
performance of the model over western Indonesia on four conditions. The ECMWF S2S model was compared to quality 
controlled daily precipitation data from 643 observation points over the region. Three earliest time step and the three 
longest one were utilized to obtain the best performance comparison. The analysis was conducted in the term of month, 
MJO events, cold surge events, as well as when the MJO and cold surges were active in the same time. The results show 
that even though the earliest time step is able to capture higher and lower precipitation over some specific area, the 
statistical correlation for monthly period is mostly under 0.6 with lower RMSE observed over Java. The correlation 
increases in the event of NCS over some points on Natuna Islands, West Kalimantan, and the northern coast of western 
Java but with increasing RMSE. On the events of MJO, higher correlation is found on some points over North Sumatera, 
West Kalimantan, and along the Java. Meanwhile, when the MJO and NCS active, higher correlations are easier to be 
achieved over the region. Better result is achieved by the earliest time step as higher positive correlations are spotted 
along with better spatial pattern similarity. 
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UPWELLING OBSERVATIONS IN CENDRAWASIH BAY WEST PAPUA INDONESIA 
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A big potential of fisheries in the Cendrawasih Bay West Papua, Indonesia, has not been followed by further research 
on the  upwelling  potency  due  to the  lack  of in situ  observation . For  that  reason , this  study  aims  to identify  the 
upwelling  event and its generating  factors through satellite  observations . In this research, Cenderawasih  Bay area is 
divided into the western Cendrawasih  Bay and the eastern Cendrawasih  Bay to have more comprehension  about the 
characteristic  of Cendrawasih  Bay. In the preliminary  stage of the research , monthly  average  chlorophyll -a data for 
five years  from MODIS  (Moderate -Resolution  Imaging  Spectroradiometer ) on the Aqua satellite  are calculated  to 
determine  which  month  has  the strongest  upwelling  indication . Furthermore , the initial  data  such  as sea surface 
temperature , surface  wind, and wind stress  each obtained  from GHRSST  (Group  for High Resolution  Sea Surface 
Temperature ) product , and ASCAT  (The Advanced  Scatterometer ) on the MetOp  satellite  are to be employed  to 
determine  the intensity  of upwelling . Based on the results of the analysis it is known that the upwelling  generator  in 
Cendrawasih  Bay is wind stress which is indicated by the correlation  value between the intensity of upwelling to the 
total wind stress in the western Cendrawasih Bay, respectively 0.75 with an average upwelling intensity is 2633 km3 ° 
C and an average depth of 49.5 meters. Meanwhile , the correlation value between the intensity upwelling to the total 
wind  stress  in the eastern  Cendrawasih  Bay is 0.67, with  an average  upwelling  intensity  is 2724  km3 ° C and an 
average depth of 50.2 meters. 
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EVALUATING SKILL OF BMKG WAVE MODEL FORECAST (WAVEWATCH-3) WITH OBSERVATION 
DATA IN INDIAN OCEAN (5 – 31 December 2017) 

Roni Kurniawan, H. Harsa, A. Ramdhani, D. Rahmawati, M. N. Habibie, T. D. Hutapea, W. Fitria
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Providing Maritime meteorological forecasts (including ocean wave information) is one of BMKG duties. Currently, 
BMKG employs Wavewatch3 wave model (WW3) to forecast ocean waves in Indonesia. Evaluating the wave forecasts 
is very important to improve the forecasts skill. This paper presents the evaluation of 7-days-ahead BMKG’s wave 
forecast. The evaluation was performed by comparing wave data observation and BMKG wave forecast. The 
observation data were obtained from RV Mirai 1708 cruise on December 5th to 31st at the Indian Ocean around 04°14`S 
and 101°31`E. Some statistical properties and Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve were utilized to assess 
the model performance. The evaluation processes were carried out on model’s parameters: Significant Wave Height 
(Hs) and Wind surface for each 7-days forecast started from 00 UTC. The results show that, in average, WW3 forecasts 
are over-estimate the wave height than that of the observation. The forecast skills determined from the ROC curves are 
good for the first- and second-day forecast, while the third until seventh day decrease to fair. This phenomenon is 
suspected to be caused by the wind data characteristics provided by the Global Forecasts System (GFS) as the input of 
the model. Nevertheless, although statistical correlation is good for up to 2 days forecast, the average value of Root 
Mean Square Error (RMSE), absolute bias, and relative error are high. In general, this verifies the overestimate results 
of the model output and should be taken into consideration by BMKG to improve wave model forecasts. 
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High-Frequency (HF) Radar is an instrument that uses radio waves to measure ocean currents and waves remotely. This 
technology has many advantages, such as has high spatial and temporal resolution, can operate in any weather condition, 
and does not pose a danger to the marine environment. However, HF Radar's research is still limited in Indonesia. This 
research aims to analyze ocean currents' characteristics in the Bali Strait using HF Radar data in July 2020. Radial 
velocity data from two HF Radar sites in Banyuwangi are combined to obtain ocean currents vectors. The calculated 
current data from HF Radar were compared with ADCP data to measure its accuracy. Ocean current data were analyzed 
using the harmonic analysis to separate the tidal and nontidal currents. Comparison between current data from HF Radar 
and ADCP shows a similar pattern but HF Radar data slightly higher than ADCP. The average current velocity and 
standard deviation ranges from 0.01 - 1.09 m/s and 0.24 - 0.82 m/s, respectively. Harmonic analysis of ocean current 
data at 0.82 m/s standard deviation shows that the dominant currents are tidal current with an average velocity of 1.57 
m/s. There is a strong negative correlation between tidal current velocity and tidal elevation of tide gauge in Ketapang 
Port. This research reveals that the HF Radar is very reliable for measuring ocean currents. 
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The coastal area is an area with a very high dynamic process, one of which can be seen from the change in the shape of 
the coastline. The variation in shoreline morphodynamics is caused by several influencing processes such as climatic 
conditions, variations in sea level, wave energy, and the influence of human activities. Nowadays the impact of global 
climate change has played an important role in the dynamics of coastal areas because it has caused changes in coastlines 
and sea-level rise. This study aims to analyze the dynamics of the Jepara coast in terms of changes in coastline and 
surface temperature due to climate change. The methods and data used in this study use remote sensing analysis with 
coastline extraction and Land Surface Temperature (LST) from the 1982 Landsat MSS satellite imagery, 2000 Landsat 
ETM imagery, and 2020 Landsat 8 OLI / TIRS. The dynamics of shoreline changes on the coast of Jepara are dominated 
by accretion and abrasion processes. The results of Land Surface Temperature processing show a trend of changing 
surface temperature which has been increasing for more than 30 years. This research is very important to do to find out 
the dynamics of the coast in Jepara as a result of global climate change. As a coastal area with an ever-increasing 
population and various socio-economic activities, the identification of shoreline changes provides information to coastal 
scientists, engineers, decision-makers, and stakeholders for future management and development plans for coastal areas. 
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The sea surface currents circulation in the Bali Strait is influenced by various factors, including surface wind, 
geographical factors, and astronomical position, its variations are very complex and need to be studied in depth. This 
study examines the comparison of ocean currents observation data as measured by the BMKG’s HF Radar located at 
Boom and Waru Beach, Banyuwangi and BMKG’s ADCP which was deployed in the Bali Strait (8.185532° S 
114.395619° E and 8.198532° S 114.437248° E) on April 24th - May 3rd, 2019. The ADCP deployments are part of 
The Bali Strait Wave and Current Survey Project by BMKG’s Research and Development Center. Radial velocity and 
direction of the ocean surface currents data are obtained from the HF Radar, while the surface tidal data, radial velocity 
and direction of the ocean currents from the surface and down to 20 meters below the sea level are obtained from the 
ADCP. The comparison analysis has been made to determine the two instruments performance in measuring the ocean 
surface currents and the observed tidal types. Additional research also conducted to determine the characteristics of the 
radial velocity and direction of ocean currents for each layer observed by the ADCP. The observation data shows the 
tidal types at the time of observation are mixed tide, prevailing semi-diurnal. Also, radial velocity data of ocean surface 
currents from HF Radar and ADCP only well correlated in the first high tide and second low tide period. Based on the 
ADCP’s observations, the ocean currents radial velocity characteristics in the Bali Strait show good persistence in the 
lower layer than the upper layer. Generally, the data distribution of HF Radar and ADCP on sea surface currents’ radial 
velocity and direction tends to be in the same range. However, the radial velocity data of the HF Radar tends to 
overestimate compared to the ADCP data. Furthermore, there is a distortion in the directional measurement of HF Radar 
because of the influence from the surface winds right above the sea level. 
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Utilization of Remote Sensing Data for Mapping The Effect of Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and El Nino Southern 
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IOD and ENSO are two global phenomena that are quite influencing the territory of Indonesia. Sumatera is one of the 
islands in Indonesia that has unique local characteristics and is located in the westernmost. This study attempts to analyze 
how much the IOD and ENSO have affected rainfall in the Sumatera island and which on is more dominant and also the 
distribution which can be used as a reference in forecasting seasons and rainfall. In a period of 37 years (1981-2017), 
the influence of IOD and ENSO was analyzed using a correlation method which was then mapped. The rainfall data 
used was obtained from CHIRPS with a scale of 0.025. Data is processed using Climate Data Operator (CDO) and R-
statistics to obtain correlation maps. Correlation calculations are carried out on the whole data and in the season period. 
The effect of IOD was seen to be significant in the southern part of Sumatera with correlation reaching -0.4, while in 
the north and center the correlation only reached -0.25. The effect of ENSO looks more evenly compared to the effect 
of IOD, with correlation reaching -0.4 in the northern and southern parts of Sumatera, while in the middle part it shows 
a smaller correlation value with ranges of -0.1 to -0.3. In the DJF and MAM season periods, a positive correlation 
between precipitation and IOD occurred throughout Sumatra and in the JJA and SON, a dominant negative correlation 
occurred. While the ENSO shows dominant negative correlation in each month period. Based on the correlation, ENSO 
is more influential on Sumatra compared to IOD in overall data. However, on seasonal data, IOD is more influential 
than ENSO. The southern part of Sumatera Island is the most affected by ENSO and IOD compared to other parts. 
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The sea breeze is a meteorological phenomenon that occurs due to the contrast temperature between land and oceans. 
The direction and speed of sea breeze propagation are influenced strongly by many factors, such as geographical factors 
and surface conditions. The sea breeze functions as ventilation for air pollution and mitigation of the increasing air 
temperature (known as the urban heat islands phenomenon) in the coastal areas. Therefore, the spatial distribution of 
the characteristics of the sea breeze is essential. That spatial information can be retrieved using remote sensing 
techniques such as the Himawari-8 satellite observation. When the sea breeze propagates inland, under certain 
conditions, a cumulus cloud-line (cloudline) will form in the vicinity of the sea breeze front. This cloudiness feature is 
detectable on satellite imagery, and it can be a proxy for the location of the sea breeze front (SBF). Hence, we can trace 
the SBF propagation by tracing the cloudline movement. Our previous studies have successfully detected the cloudline 
automatically with a computer vision approach for edge detection, using the morphological-snake algorithm. In this 
paper, we propose a new method to estimate the SBF velocity using Himawari-8 satellite images. The proposed method 
creates a segmentation of cloudline data points using a clustering approach named machine learning-based k-means++ 
on the level-set resulted from the snake algorithm. We estimate the SBF direction and speed by calculating the haversine 
distance of the segmented cloudline data points that propagate over time. 
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Convective cloud monitoring since its growth, especially related to when and where the first convective cloud initiated 
called convective initiation (CI) could be the main key in providing an earlier heavy rainfall event prediction. One of 
the short-term prediction or known as nowcasting algorithms related to CI is Satellite Convection Analysis and Tracking 
(SATCAST) algorithm. This study aims to assess the accuracy and lead time of the CI nowcasting using SATCAST 
algorithm in predicting the CI event within 0-60 minutes over Surabaya and surrounding areas using Himawari-8 
satellite during June-July-August (JJA) period in 2018. Three main processes used in this study consist of potential 
cloud selection through cloud masking process, cloud object tracking, and CI nowcasting. Twelve interest fields are 
utilized as predictors based on six bands of Himawari-8 satellite which represent cloud physics attributes such as cloud-
top height, glaciation, or cooling rate. The verification results using the Surabaya weather radar show that the prediction 
can achieves 87.33% accuracy from the 3449 cloud objects in total. The prediction has POD and FAR scores of 57.11% 
and 52.22%, respectively, with CSI score of 35.16%. The 32.33 minutes of mean lead time prediction indicates that CI 
nowcasting over Surabaya and surrounding areas during the JJA period is capable to detect growing cumulus about 30 
minutes prior to CI event. 
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Local Area Rain Radar data are increasingly utilized in estimating rainfall for preventing hydrometeorological disasters 
such as floods, landslides and even accidents in air transportation. However, data availability of Local Area Rain Radar 
of SANTANU are only provided in radar reflectivity unit. It is difficult to make the direct relationship between 
reflectivity of radar and rainfall intensity. This study aims to determine the constant relation between the Local Area 
Rain Radar Reflectivity of SANTANU and the rain rate in West Sumatra. The constant of Z-R relationship is crucial 
information because the value is different for each region. It is necessary to determine the constant of relation between 
the radar reflectivity factor and the rain rate of each rain, both stratiform and convective. In this study, a threshold of 10 
mm/hr and 38 dBZ were used as the limit for stratiform and convective rain. There were three methods used which were 
the Statistical, Drop Size Distribution (DSD), the Probability Matching method by regressing Z and R. The result shows 
the values of Z-R relationship for the Statistical method of Z = 234R1.87, Drop Size Distribution (DSD) method of  Z 
= 345R1.33, the probability matching method of Z =  224R2.56. The results showed that the statistical method has a 
better Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) value which is in line with the actual data with a coefficient of 
determination of 0.873. 
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Solar energy potential  forecast  is a pivotal information  needed in the operational  activity of large-scale solar energy 
production . In this study , the reliability  of SSRD  (surface  solar  radiation  downard ) forecast  from the 51 ensemble 
members  in the ECMWF  (European  Centre  for Medium  Range  Forecast ) long-range  forecast  to predict  daily  and 
monthly  solar energy potential  in 15 stations  in Indonesia  is evaluated . The global  horizontal  irradiance  (GHI) data 
from the ASRS (automatic solar radiation station) observation network from January 2019 – June 2020 are used in the 
quantitative  verification  of the SSRD forecast. Post-processing  methods are applied to the model output, namely the 
bilinear interpolation method and the empirical quantile mapping to reduce consistent biases in the model output. The 
evaluation was carried out for different cloud covers based on the calculation of clearness index (kt). The results show 
that there is a better  association  between  modelled  and observed  solar  radiation  in the dry season  compared  to the 
rainy season in most locations. Higher corelations and lower biases are found in higher latitudes stations compared to 
stations  in the  equatorial  region . Significant  improvements  were  obtained  after  the  statistical  post -processing , 
indicating the feasibility of the forecasts to be used in the Indonesia region. 
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Land-use change and urban heat island phenomenon in Tangerang City 
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The vegetation area decrease in Tangerang City is in line with economic and population growth, impacting urban air 
temperature increase called urban heat island (UHI) phenomenon. Detected, UHI is close related to the land-use change. 
This research aims to reveal the Tangerang City air temperature trend in 2013 – 2020 and its relationship with UHI. A 
set of Landsat 8 is used to extract the land use and Land Surface Temperature (LST) information as a base to analyze 
the impact of land-use change on LST. The research shows that a high density of built-up areas has a strong correlation 
to UHI. In order to mitigate the potential of UHI in Tangerang City, a long-term strategy to reduce UHI by planting 
trees and using bright and highly reflective roofing and paving materials should be included in the city plan to be 
discussed by city planners, environmental managers, and other decision-makers to improve the overall urban 
environment in the future. 
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SEA-COApp: A web app to analyze, download, and visualize Regional Ocean Model (ROM) datasets in Southeast 
Asia 

Fadhlil Rizki Muhammad 

School of Earth Sciences, The University of Melbourne 

 

To provide weather and climate-related services for disaster management, public policymaking, and adaptation and 
mitigation efforts, the information regarding climate change is of high importance. However, obtaining or analyzing 
climate change datasets has been a challenge for those who are not familiar with coding. Therefore, to make the datasets 
easier to obtain and work with, we develop a tool called “Southeast Asia – Climate-Ocean web App” (SEA-COApp). 
The SEA-COApp is a web app to aid people to obtain, analyze, or visualize ROM datasets in Southeast Asia. It can be 
used to obtain chunks of data from the InaROMS server and visualize it easily with an intuitive graphical user interface. 
Furthermore, it also has functionalities to calculate climatology, area-average, anomaly, and trends. The tool can help 
those who are unfamiliar with climate change datasets to be able to use the datasets for their research. Thus, promoting 
cross-disciplinary research. 



Abstract 

 

Identification of Vegetation Cover Changes From Mosaic Landsat Data In Zone A and B of Oldeman Climate Type In 
Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan Island 

Tatik Kartika 

LAPAN 

 

Vegetation cover changes are important information in forest and plantation areas, these changes consist of devegetation 
and revegetation information. This information can be identified through the Landsat-8 data mosaic. The research 
objective was to determine the threshold for devegetation and revegetation, so that the vegetation cover change can be 
identified quickly. The study locations are Sumatra, Java, and Kalimantan with zone A and B climates of the Oldeman 
type, which cover the largest area and the changes are very dynamic in Indonesia. The method used the regions of 
interest taken in Sumatra through its NBR value to determine the threshold. Obtained threshold value are 197 for 
revegetation and 207 for devegetation on a scale of 256. The threshold value is  applied in Java and Kalimantan in the 
same climate zone. The result is visually, it can be seen that vegetation cover changes  in Java and Kalimantan in zone 
A and B types of oldeman climate can be identified properly. 



Abstract 

 

APPLICATION OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL DATA TO ANALYZE WATER BALANCE CONDITIONS IN 
THE BENGKULU WATERSHED 

Gita Ivana Suci Lestari faski 

Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta 

 

Water balance is used to determine hydrological conditions in a watershed by analyzing the number of months of surplus 
and deficit that occurred, which in extreme conditions can cause hydrometeorological disasters, such as floods or 
droughts. This study aims to calculate the water balance using the Thornthwaite-Mather method. The data used are 
monthly hydrometeorological data for 2010-2019 (10 years) which are divided into 2 water balance periods based on 
land use, 2011 for the 2010-2014 period and 2016 for the 2015-2019 period, in the Bengkulu watershed which is divided 
into 3 sub-watersheds, namely Rindu Hati, Susup, and Bengkulu Hilir. The calculation results show that the Rindu Hati 
and Susup sub-watersheds have the same water balance condition, namely the deficit with the highest number of events 
occurred for 5 months in 2015 and 2019, while in the Bengkulu Hilir sub-watershed, the deficit occurred almost every 
year and the highest number of events occurred for 7 months in 2019. Overall, the deficit with the highest number of 
events occurred in September. 



Abstract 

 

Importance of Monthly Updating for Monthly Rainfall Prediction based on ECMWFs4 

Achmad Maulana Rafi 

Malang Climatological Station 

 

There is uniqueness in climate services in east java. Rainfall information are delivered as N-1 analysis for ongoing 
month , N+1, N+2, and N+3 for monthly prediction. This study aims to investigate wether updating monthly prediction 
improves prediction accuracy. The verification method for this study is based on the percentage accuracy of rain class 
category according to SNI 8196: 2015. The data used for this study is ECMWF’s monthly rainfall prediction that has 
three lags system (1,2, and 3). Rasters of monthly rainfall interpolation from the main rainfall observation (197 locations) 
in East Java from April 2015 to May 2020 (62 months) are used for verification process. The temporal and spatial 
analysis then conducted using R (+ package raster). Analyses based on local govermental zone are also used. In general, 
the result shows that for November, December, January, February, March, June, and September (NDJFM and JS) needs 
monthly updating. Verification of ECMWFs4 shows a better verification result (0,56) in the past five years (2016-2020) 
for March. The regions that need monthly updating are Bawean island, the coast of Gresik, Pasuruan, and Banyuwangi. 



Abstract 

 

POTENTIAL OF RAINWATER HARVESTING (RWH) TO OVERCOME THE PROBLEM OF SURFACE 
WATER SCARCITY AT AIRPORTS: CASE STUDY IN I GUSTI NGURAH RAI AIRPORT 

kadek sumaja 

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Climate change has a significant influence on weather conditions, especially rainfall, which directly impacts water 
availability in an area. The Bali region as one of the international tourism destination is experiencing a surface water 
crisis where the surface water availability (lakes or rivers) is not able to keep up with the escalating in water demand 
due to the increasing population, tourist attractions and expansion of transportation facilities. I Gusti Ngurah Rai Airport, 
like most urban areas in Bali in general, relies dominantly on underground water to fulfil its water demand. Although 
groundwater systems are generally more resilient to climate change than surface water sources, their overuse might 
cause lowering of the water table, reduction of water in streams and lakes, land subsidence and deterioration of water 
quality. One alternative to overcome this problem is rainwater harvesting (RWH) which can be implemented in an area 
to increase the availability of raw water and reduce flood inundation. However, in Indonesia, the study of the potential 
of RWH at a regional scale is still limited, so it does not provide sufficient information for practical application. 
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a study on the potential for harvesting rainwater at I Gusti Ngurah Rai Airport to 
meet the demand for water in this region both in the rainy or La Nina season which has a lot of rainfall and in the dry or 
El Nino season with low rainfall. To achieve those purposes, this study intends to obtain an RWH storage curve so that 
it can be a practical reference for users in choosing the storage volume according to the catchment area, the amount of 
water needed and the desired reliability. Furthermore, the recalculation of high and low rainfall periods is contributed 
not only to determine the steps for mitigating the water crisis at I Gusti Ngurah Rai Airport but also to perform other 
functions such as the much-needed greening of dense areas in the airport area. Lastly, this study will utilize a simulation 
analysis method to calculate the storage volume with rainfall, variations in the catchment area, water requirements and 
reliability levels. As a result, this will be used to determine whether the volume of rainfall at I Gusti Ngurah Rai Airport 
has the potential to meet water needs in each season (dry, rainy and transitional). 



Abstract 

 

Application of Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) Multi Model Ensemble (MME) Prediction to Support Agricultural 
Sector in South Sulawesi Rice Production Centers 

Amsari M. Setiawan*, Yonny Koesmaryono**, Akhmad Faqih**, Dodo Gunawan* 

*BMKG, **Applied Climatology IPB 

 

Sufficient water availability during the vegetative, reproductive and early ripening phases of rice plant is very important. 
Information on drought such as Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) predictions in this period became very crucial and have 
important role to maintain rice production stability. The aim of this study is to investigate performance of CDD Multi 
Model Ensemble prediction, which applied on South Sulawesi rice production centers. CDD observation was calculated 
using high resolution gridded precipitation blending data, obtained from BMKG precipitation network stations and the 
daily-improved Climate Hazards group Infrared Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS) version 2.0. The North American 
Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME) monthly precipitation hindcast data during 1982 – 2010 periods from each 9 individual 
global climate models were used to develop seasonal CDD predictions. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
Standard Verification for Long Range Forecast (SVS-LRF) method applied to describe this CDD prediction 
performance on four different seasons. Investigation of model performance during strong El Niño event in 1997 also 
conducted in order to get general skill overview regarding extreme climate event. Best performance of CDD prediction 
generally occurred during JJA and DJF period. MME CDD prediction shows better performance compared to individual 
model performance for almost all season. Spatial coherence between prediction and observation over rice production 
centers during 1997 El Niño confirms the skill of CDD predictions. The application of this prediction on agricultural 
sector will be very useful in order to support rice production sustainability and food security. Further analysis result can 
be found on full paper. 



Abstract 

 

Simulation of Convective Cold Pool Associated with Offshore Propagation of Diurnal Precipitation Event Over Coast 
of Southern Sumatra, Indonesia 

Ibnu Fathrio 

Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space 

 

Convective  cold pools  play an important  role in the offshore  propagation  of diurnal  precipitation  in the Maritime 
Continent (MC) as previously founded. This study investigated a convective cold pool event (1-2 January 2021) within 
a high-resolution simulation using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) with cloud permitting of 1 km spatial 
resolution , which  is validated  by radar  data  observation . The  results  show  that  a convective  cold  pool  plays  an 
important role to develop an offshore propagation of late afternoon precipitation. This study also suggests that a cold 
pool is responsible  for the speed of offshore  propagating  convection , which is dependent  on both background  wind 
and inflow . These  conditions  help to maintain  cool of near-surface  temperatures  and inhibit  cold pool dissipation , 
which has implications for the development of consecutive convection. 
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Evaluating convection-permitting ensemble forecasts of precipitation over Southeast Asia 

Samantha Ferrett 

University of Reading 

 

Forecasting rainfall in the tropics is a major challenge for numerical weather prediction. Convection-permitting (CP) 
models are intended to enable forecasts of high-impact weather events. Development and operation of these models in 
the tropics has only just been realised. This study describes and evaluates a suite of recently developed Met Office 
Unified Model CP ensemble forecasts over three domains in Southeast Asia, covering Malaysia, Indonesia and the 
Philippines Fractions Skill Score is used to assess the spatial scale-dependence of skill in forecasts of precipitation 
during October 2018 - March 2019. CP forecasts are skilful for 3-hour precipitation accumulations at spatial scales 
greater than 200 km in all domains during the first day of forecasts. Skill decreases with lead time but varies depending 
on time of day over Malaysia and Indonesia, due to the importance of the diurnal cycle in driving rainfall in those 
regions. Skill is largest during daytime when precipitation is over land and is constrained by orography. Comparisons 
of CP ensembles using 2.2, 4.5 and 8.8 km grid spacing and an 8.8km ensemble with parameterised convection are made 
to examine the role of resolution and convection parameterisation on forecast skill for the three domains. 



Abstract 

 

Weather regimes in South East Asia: Sub-seasonal predictability of the regimes and the associated high impact 
weather 

Paula LM Gonzalez 

NCAS/Department of Meteorology, University of Reading 

 

This work considers the sub-seasonal predictability of two sets of weather regimes for South East Asia: a two-tiered 
assignment, that first considers large-scale patterns and then assigns synoptic-scale regimes, and a flat classification, 
which only considers the synoptic scale. In the two-tiered approach, the tier 1 large-scale regimes, which capture ENSO 
and seasonal variations, are each partitioned into South East Asia regional clusters that capture synoptic variability.   
These regimes are used to study the likelihood of extreme precipitation depending on synoptic circulation. We consider 
the conditional probability depending on regime type of synoptic weather events including cold surges, phases of the 
MJO and BSISO, tropical cyclones, Borneo Vortices and equatorial waves. We then study the regime-conditioned 
probability of extreme precipitation. We find that a perfect regime forecast would have greater skill than the GloSEA5 
precipitation forecast for lead times longer than approximately one week. The tiered regimes distinguish a greater 
fraction of considered modes of variability, while the flat regimes better distinguish the precipitation variability. The 
predictability of these regimes will be discussed in a separate presentation, titled “Weather regimes in South East Asia: 
Sub-seasonal predictability of the regimes and the associated high impact weather” and presented by Paula Gonzalez. 
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The Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index Based on ARIMA Technique 

Eddy Hermawan 

National Institute of Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN) Bandung 

 

As we know, Madden-Julian Oscillation is recognized as one of the leading sources of subseasonal predictability. The 
MJO is an organized envelope of tropical convection with a life cycle of about 40-50 days, fitting neatly within the 
subseasonal time scale (30-90 days). It is characterized by a vast zonal scale (wavenumber 1-3) and dominan eastward 
propagation over the tropical Indo-Pacific basin, particularly during the boreal winter season. Based on the above 
motivation this study is mainly concerned to develop the RMM index using the statistical analysis with emphasis that 
model is validated during the La-Nina event 2020 (period of July 15 to November 18, 2020). We select this period since 
we are interest to investigate the characterisrics of RMM index model during ubnormal condition. Based on the longer 
the daily of RMM index data for period of January 2017 to February 2020, we got the best ARIMA model is ARIMA 
(2,1,2) for RMM 1 with the formula : Zt = 0,6134Zt-1 + 0.319Zt-2 – 0.0453Zt-3 – 0.00012 + 0.8570At-1 + 0.2704At-
2. While, for the RMM2 we got ARIMA (1,1,3) with the formula Zt = (1-0.9123)Zt-1 + 1.4478Zt-2 - 0,0074 + 1.4478At-
1 + 0.7117At-2  + 0.1710At-3 for period of July 15 to November 18, 2020. Not only for the Amplitude, this study also 
concern on the phase of MJO. We found an a good agreement between our model comparing the the POAMA Australian 
model. Those all above results will be discussed in this full paper. 



Abstract 

 

Multivariate Regression Hotspot Model Using Local and Global Climate Indicators in South Sumatra 

Sri Nurdiati 

IPB University 

 

In the last 20 years, land and forest fire has been an event that has occurred almost annually in Southern part of Sumatra 
with different severity each year. One indicator that can be used to determine the severity of forest fire is the number of 
hotspots. Therefore, understanding the relation of hotspots with various indicators is important to predict the number of 
hotspots in the future. The indicators that are used in this research are dryspell, precipitation, precipitation anomaly, El 
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), and local sea surface temperature. In previous 
researches, it has been observed that all of those parameters can be used to indicate drought around South Sumatra. The 
objectives of this research are to develop a hotspot regression model using local climate indicators that are weighted 
with global climate indicators, and quantifying the effect of ENSO and IOD phenomena to the number of hotspots in 
the Southern part of Sumatra. Data that will be used in this research are monthly data of all indicators from January 
1997 until December 2019. We used bagging Partial Least Square (PLS), Principal Model Analysis (PMA) as regression 
methods and polynomial based function as a weight function of the global indicators. The coefficients of the weight 
function will be determined by using optimization method to maximize the determination coefficient of the training set 
and to minimize the error of the testing set. The data that will be used as the testing sets in this research are all 
combinations of data from 3 years taken from the period 1997-2019. The remaining of data from each combination will 
be used as training sets to build the regression model. Using bagging PLS regression method, we obtained 69 models 
that have R2 value higher than 0.85. The best regression model is the one that used to estimate the number of hotspots 
in 1997,2007 and 2017. The second method using PMA gives 74 models that has R2 value higher than 0.8 and the best 
model is the one that used to estimate hotspots in 1997,1999, and 2010. Overall, the regression models that are based 
on PMA have value of R2 less than that of PLS based models. However, both PLS and PMA based models have better 
performance when they are used to test the extreme condition in 1997. This research gives a promising model to help 
understanding the relation between each indicators to the number of hotspots in South Sumatra. Furthermore, a 
prediction model can be develope and used to predict the number of hotspots in the following month by using the 
information of each indicators in the preceding 3 months. 
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Prediction of soil moisture and rainfall induced landslides: A comparison of several PBL parameters in the WRF 
model 

Danang Eko Nuryanto*1, Ratna Satyaningsih1, Tri Astuti Nuraini1, Yuaning Fajariana1, Rian Anggraeni1, Ardhasena 
Sopaheluwakan1 

1Center for Research and Development, Indonesian Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG), 
Jl Angkasa I No 2, Kemayoran, Jakarta Pusat 10610, Indonesia 

 

Rainfall intensity thresholds only do not take advantage of the awareness of the slope's hydrological processes, so they 
appear to produce large false and missed alert rates, decreasing the credibility of early warning systems for landslides. 
In this study, we analyze this dilemma by modeling the behavior of slopes to precipitation, including the potential effect 
of soil moisture uncertainty given by numerical modeling. For the simulation of soil moisture during the study period 
and event rainfall thresholds of an excessive event used to describe the intensity of a rainfall event, the Weather Research 
and Forecasting (WRF) model is used. The three days simulation was conduct during landslide event in Samigaluh, 
Kulon Progo 28 November 2018. The four Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) parameters in the WRF model are compared 
to understand each character, i.e., Yonsei University (YSU), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ), Shin-Hong (SH) and 
Bougeault-Lacarrère (BL). In general, all parameters have an underestimation of precipitation. Each PBL parameter's 
response to rainfall is different. Both MYJ and SH schemes are closer to observation than others for day 1 and day 2 of 
simulation, daily precipitation. For all PBL schemes, increased soil moisture is seen, suggesting that the soil is wetter 
and more vulnerable to landslide events. As an early warning predictor of landslides in terms of rainfall parameters, the 
SH method is very useful in this analysis. For early warning of landslides, a short period (<6 hours) of precipitation with 
a high accumulation of precipitation would be very beneficial. Keywords: soil moisture, rainfall, landslide, WRF model 
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Does the urbanisation have contribution in increasing extreme precipitation event over Jakarta 

Siswanto 

BMKG 

 

Extreme precipitation in Jakarta exhibits trends related to local temperature, seasonal tropical monsoon circulations and 
potentially other drivers, both in frequency and intensity. The heaviest 1% of all precipitation events exhibits an stronger 
trend during the wet season; in contrast to the annual mean precipitation that relatively unchanged. 

A new record-breaking of extreme precipitation induced Jakarta big flood was on 1 January 2020, with the highest 
record of daily rainfall of 377 mm/day. Beside meteorological factor and climate change, potentially other drivers that 
may attribute to increasing trend of Jakarta extreme precipitation is urbanisation. 

Recent studies suggest that the rapid urbanization of Jakarta in the 20th century could have modified the intensity of 
extreme precipitation events. This study investigated the potential urban influences of Jakarta, induced by the urban heat 
island and the enhanced surface roughness, on the intensity and spatial distribution of precipitation in the 2013, 2014, 
and 2015 extreme precipitation event. The WRF-Jakarta Urban scenario was implemented by two different land cover 
setup. The results showed that the spatial extent of high precipitation increase up to 30% in the urbanised area, especially 
in the night and morning time, while the intensity of precipitation extremes in the fully-urbanised scenario exhibit 3 - 4 
times stronger than within less-urbanised scenario. 
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An application of Multimodel Ensemble to the Bias Corrected Subseasonal to Seasonal Precipitation Prediction over 
Java Island 

Adyaksa Budi Raharja 

IPB University, Indonesia Agency fo Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Sub-seasonal to seasonal prediction (S2S) is beneficial information for various sectors such as water resources, energy, 
disaster management, and particularly agricultural sectors. Unfortunately, the S2S model output generally has some 
limitations, including systematic bias and low spatial resolution. Utilizing combined satellite and ground observation 
data, we performed bias correction for seven models incorporated with Subseasonal Experiment (SubX) models using 
a well-known quantile mapping technique. We used satellite precipitation data from Climate Hazards Group InfraRed 
Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS), combined with 477 ground observation data using multiple linear regression 
and residual ordinary kriging technique to obtain high-resolution daily gridded precipitation data for the period 1999-
2019 over Java Island. Quantile Mapping bias correction applied to each of seven models: CCSM4, CFSv2, FIMr1p1, 
GEFS, GEPS6, GEOS v2p1, and NESM. Moreover, we also evaluate the multimodel ensemble mean compared to every 
single model. The results show that corrected models are better than raw models and the multimodel ensemble model is 
better than the single model. 
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Mapping elderly heat mortality from high-resolution present and future climate simulation of Jakarta 

Alvin Christopher Galang Varquez 

Tokyo Institute of Technology 

 

An interdisciplinary work, which bridges the fields of climatology and epidemiology, is presented. Specifically, heat-
related  mortality  was mapped  over Jakarta  using a weather  model  and historical  statistics  of heat-related  mortality . 
Considering changes in urban morphology, energy consumption, urbanization and background climate change effects 
on the megacity 's climate  was modeled  for the months  of August  2010s and 2050s. While considering  conservative 
and worst-case climate-change scenarios, it was found that heat-related mortality risks of the elderly are inevitable 
throughout  the region  with  a possible  twelve -fold  increase  of heat  mortality  by the year  2050 s. Nevertheless , a 
conservative  scenario , which  implicitly  considers  mitigation  and  adaptation  strategies , could  potentially  reduce 
mortality  projections  by up to 17%. Furthermore , careful  planning  of settlements  such as avoidance  of downwind 
locations from the city-center and the coastline areas can reduce the risks. Lastly, the challenges and limitations of the 
current  interdisciplinary  work will also be mentioned  in addition  to the methodology  and essential  findings . These 
limitations  include  a lack of epidemiological  data  collection  in the region  and similar  works  that could  verify  the 
recent study. Through this recently accomplished work, we hope to inspire more similar topics centered throughout the 
Southeast Asian region. 
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Improvements to the Accuracy of Numerical Weather Predictions in North Sumatra using the Assimilation Method 

Immanuel Jhonson Arizona Saragih 

BMKG 

 

Numerical weather prediction plays a very important role in responding to the increasing needs of weather forecasting. 
An open-source and extensible numerical weather prediction platform is the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) 
model. However, the WRF model does not fully produce accurate weather predictions. One of the problems that cause 
the WRF model to be inaccurate in predicting rain events is the inaccuracy of the initial model data. One of the 
techniques in forming a model of initial conditions that are closer to the actual data of the atmosphere is the assimilation 
of the Three Dimensional Variation (3DVAR) technique. This study aims to determine the effect of the assimilation of 
upper air and surface observation data (CONV) and satellite (SATA) and their combination (BOTH) on the accuracy of 
heavy rain predictions in the North Sumatra region in 2020 for each period of the DJF-MAM-JJA-SON season. The 
comparative data in this study are GSMaP rainfall data and synoptic observation data from BMKG stations in the North 
Sumatra region. The research results show that the CONV and BOTH experimental models provide the most significant 
changes in the predictive model data for all parameters in each rain case. The SATA experiment gave significant results 
on temperature and humidity parameters. The model's performance in predicting heavy rain events in order of the best 
is the SATA, CONV, and BOTH experiments. Furthermore, the SATA experiment was able to improve the model's 
performance in predicting rainfall incidence by about 14%. Meanwhile, the BOTH and CONV experiments were able 
to reduce the model prediction error in predicting rain events by about 6% and 2%, respectively. Also, the CONV 
experiment was able to reduce the rain bias from 1.26 to 0.97. Meanwhile, the model's performance in estimating 
parameters of surface air temperature and surface air humidity in order of the best is BOTH, SATA, and CONV. 
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Initiative Use of Climate Change Hotspot for Targeting Adaptation Sites in Indonesia 

Ikrom Mustofa 

PI AREA Environment & Technology 

 

Abstract. Designing climate change adaptation actions are considerably a challenge, as the actions should be targeted 
uniquely addressing climate change impacts. One of the challenges is to target climate change adaptation sites that 
should clearly reflect the impacts of climate change. The complexity raises considering climate change impact a wide 
range of economic sectors, which require a lot of resources to conduct climate change assessments. This study proposes 
the use of climate change hotspots as an initiative to firstly consider the potential targets of adaptation sites. The target 
of global efforts to maintain air temperature under 2°C was employed as a clue to prioritize areas that air temperature 
are increasing beyond the thresholds to which can affect human activities. This study employed spatial and threshold 
analysis to develop climate change hotspots of projected temperature change for 2021-2050 over Indonesia. The 
thresholds were defined by considering the effects of base temperature of 32, 35, and 38 °C on agriculture, environment, 
and human health in combination with elevated temperature from 0.75 to 2 °C. The initiative method was applied the 
baseline and projected air temperature obtained from higher resolution of climate model outputs simulated under 
representative carbon pathway scenario of 4.5 (RCP 4.5) as a case study. The maps of climate change hotspots provide 
the potential targeted areas for climate change adaptation actions. The maps can also be combined with the other maps 
related to climate change analyses, which are available in Indonesia such as SIDIK and INARISK to refine the priority 
areas and/or more general geographic information such as city location. As an example, the overlay of climate change 
hotspots and city location can provide early anticipation on which city will experience urban heat island. The 
development of climate change hotspots nationally are also expected to initiate climate change services that can be 
provided to the end users to ease them in defining suitable actions to adapt to the impacts of climate change. 
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Verification of Flash Flood Threat Products of Southeastern Asia-Oceania Flash Flood Guidance System (SAOFFGS) 
on Indonesia Flash Flood Early Warning System 

Adam Yustin Amanullah, Imma Redha Nugraheni, and Agie Wandala Putra 

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Southeastern Asia-Oceania Flash Flood Guidance System (SAOFFGS) at Indonesian Agency for Meteorology 
Climatology and Geophysics is designed to guide the forecaster in issuing flash flood warnings in Indonesia. It is 
essential to determine system performance in supporting flash flood mitigation strategies. However, verification of 
SAOFFGS products has not been investigated. This study aimed to verify Imminent Flash Flood Threat (IFFT) and 
Persistence Flash Flood Threat (PFFT) products from SAOFFGS with the flood events in all regions of Indonesia from 
September to December 2018. The verification scores are calculated using contingency tables to get Proportion Correct 
(PC), Probability of Detection (POD), False Alarm Ratio (FAR), Probability of False Detection (POFD), and Critical 
Success Index (CSI) values. IFFT and PFFT product's performance was analyzed based on the verification scores to 
identify flash flood events on a national and regional scale. The result indicates that both IFFT and PFFT have a deficient 
performance to identify flash flood events on a national scale. The FAR value is quite large compared to POD and CSI 
values, and it represents the lack of model sensitivity in detecting flash floods in certain areas. Nevertheless, the regions 
with the best verification scores in the sequence are Kalimantan, Jawa, Sumatera, Sulawesi, Bali-Nusa Tenggara, and 
Maluku-Papua. Qualitative analysis capability is deemed necessary to obtain an efficient flash flood warning. 
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FLASH FLOOD DETECTION IN CILACAP REGENCY USING SOUTHEASTERN ASIA-OCEANIA FLASH 
FLOOD GUIDANCE SYSTEM (SAOFFGS) PRODUCTS 

Imaduddin Salma Faalih, Adam Yustin Amanullah 

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Flash flood is one type of flood that is known to have the potential to cause disastrous effects. This phenomenon is 
mainly caused by heavy or excessive rainfall in a short period of time. Based on the Indonesian National Disaster 
Management Authority records, Cilacap is one of the regencies which has a high number of flooding cases triggered by 
heavy rainfall. However, there were not many flash flood modeling studies that have been able to predict the flash flood 
events in this region properly. The Southeastern Asia-Oceania Flash Flood Guidance System (SAOFFGS), as a part of 
Global Flash Flood Guidance System (FFGS), quantifying basin hydrological parameters in the Southeastern Asia and 
Oceania region using near-real-time estimated rainfall values and the output of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 
as the input. By combining hydrological models and numerical weather prediction outputs in the frame of the near-real-
time data update approach, SAOFFGS answers the need for information on potential flash floods that are comprehensive 
and near-real-time. This study aimed to investigate the model performance in detecting Cilacap’s flash flood events 
from October to December 2020 using products from SAOFFGS. The products used in this study are the 6-hourly MAP 
(Mean Area Precipitation), FFG (Flash-Flood Guidance), Imminent Flash Flood Threat (IFFT), and 12-hourly also 24-
hourly Flash-Flood Risk (FFR). The result indicates that the SAOFFGS products were successfully captured signals of 
the potential flash flood occurrence for each case. The same results show that the flash flood events were well-detected 
using Imminent Flash Flood Threat (IFFT) product and the flash flood signals in the study period could be detected 
using the Flash Flood Risk (FFR) products at 12-24 hours before the flash flood occurred. 
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Monthly Reservoir Inflow Prediction Based on Artificial Neural Network over Saguling Catchment Area 

Asri Rachmawati 

IPB University 

 

Based on previous research that has been done, about the impact of forest fire on air quality and visibility in Palangka 
Raya, Kalimantan, the result are obtained that during forest fires in Palangka Raya air quality has decreased until 
dangerous levels and reduces visibility to 0.1 km from the normal condition around 7.7 km – 6.4 km. This condition 
was very dangerous to both human health and the environment, because visibility can be significantly associated with 
air quality, and can be taken as a highly relevant visual indicator of air pollution level. This research was carried out as 
a continuation of previous research by focusing on correlation between PM10 and visibility, by analyzing seasonal and 
annual, correlation during forest fires in Palangka Raya from 2000 - 2014. The correlation will later be used to predict 
PM10 concentration in Palangka Raya. The result showed  the correlation between PM10 and visibility in Palangka 
Raya tends to form a logarithmic function with the coefficient correlation r = 0.90. The Seasonal pattern showed that 
the best correlation between PM10 and visibility occours in dry season (JJA and SON), with the coefficient correlation 
r = 0.88 (JJA) and r = 0.96 (SON). Correlation during the forest fire using concentration value above the value when 
there is no forest fires (normal condition), which is 23.36 µg/m³. The result showed correlation coefficient r = 0.88. The 
prediction of PM10 concentration using the equation from correlation PM10 and visibility during the forest fires not 
give a good results because the error value is still quite large, but the correlation between PM10 and PM10 prediction 
give a good correlation coefficient r = 0.88. 
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Assessment of Future Potential Extreme Rainfall and its Indirect Relation to Floods in the Ciliwung Watershed 

Utoyo Ajie Linarka 

Universitas Indonesia 

 

The increase in the earth's surface temperature is likely to contribute to global and regional rainfall patterns. One of the 
changes in rainfall patterns that can have a negative impact on various aspects of human life is an extreme value. 
Assessing future extreme conditions can be done using the multi-model and multi-scenario CORDEX-SEA climate 
change projection output. The extreme climate index is calculated based on the intensity, duration, and frequency of 
extremes in the Ciliwung Watershed (DAS). The study area covers Bogor Regency, Bogor City, Depok City, and DKI 
Jakarta Province. The analysis results show that the characters differ in intensity, duration, and frequency of extreme 
daily rainfall between each model. The condition is understandable because it is related to the characteristics of each 
GCM. However, for analysis with an adequate level of confidence, an ensemble model was used. Increasing the intensity 
and frequency of extreme rain events will increasingly occur in the study area until 2050. With the form of a parallel 
watershed elongated and narrower downstream, the upstream area's role in holding surface water contributes crucial. 
The extreme climate index of rainfall can be an indirect indicator of the potential for future flood events, apart from 
other factors such as changes in land cover, drainage, and human behavior. 
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Simulation of Daily Variation of Precipitation During Anomalously-Wet Dry Seasons Event Over the Western 
Maritime Continent 

Erma Yulihastin 

Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space 

 

The anomalously-wet dry seasons over the western Maritime Continent (MC) have been previously found were 
determined by the oceanic area to the west of Indonesia. This study explores subregions processes of sea-air interaction 
over western MC by simulating diurnal precipitation using Cubic Conformal Atmospheric Model (CCAM) with a spatial 
resolution of 15 km during the MJJAS period of 2020, which is confirmed by precipitation data from Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite observation. The results show that regional anomalous precipitation over western 
MC is induced by anomalous circulation patterns over 3 keys of subregions, i.e., Karimata strait, southern Sumatra 
(Lampung and Sunda strait), and Java. The anomalous circulation also modulates anomalous local circulation and 
enhance surface water vapor by an increase of surface latent heat flux. 
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STUDY ON THE DESIGN OF A NATIONAL WEATHER RADAR OBSERVATION NETWORK 

Urip Haryoko 

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) 

 

Indonesian  region  is very large, consisting  of land and sea with thousands  of islands  and complex  topography . To 
monitor  the weather  over Indonesia  region requires  an extensive  weather  radar observation  network . Weather  radar 
data are utilized to provide real-time weather changes in connection  with flight services, to support extreme weather 
early  warning  systems , and to improve  Numerical  Weather  Prediction  (NWP ) models  through  data  assimilation . 
Initially, in 2006, BMKG developed the weather radar observation network to specifically  provide flight information 
services , however , with the needs of weather  forecasting  services , radar data were used to analyze  extreme  weather 
analysis in the Meteorological Early Warning System (MEWS) and improve the NWP’s accuracy. In accordance with 
the BMKG’s Strategic Plan for 2020-2024, all of Indonesia's regions are expected to be covered by the weather radar 
network . This  paper  presents  the results  of a study  in designing  the optimal  weather  radar  observation  network  in 
Indonesia . The  design  method  was  based  on the  scoring  assessment  values  calculated  using  several  variables , 
including  (1) national  and  institutional  priority  considerations , (2) the technical  feasibility  of the  radar  location 
including the range and quality of radar coverage, (3) the need to support research, and (4) the development  of radar 
technology. Each of these variables was derived into some items with their weights. Based on the scoring assessment 
analysis, the optimal weather radar network in Indonesia would require 81 radar units, consisting of 41 existing radars 
in 2020 and 40 additional radars. In terms of radar coverage, the radar composition consists of 5 S-band , 52 C-band, 
and 24 X-band radars. For maritime weather information service, more S-band radars are needed to be installed in the 
coastal region to increase the coverage of the water area. 
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Impacts of the MJO on Rainfall at Different Seasons in Indonesia 

Donaldi S Permana 

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) 

 

The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) is the dominant mode of intraseasonal variability of rainfall in Indonesia, but its 
signal is often obscured in individual station data, where effects are most directly felt at the local level. The characteristic 
of the MJO during its propagation through the Maritime Continent has always been a challenge to comprehend despite 
decades of research attempts in the region. Impacts of the MJO on daily rainfall anomaly during the four climatic 
seasons: DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON in Indonesia have been evaluated using 86 daily in-situ data from 1981 - 2012. 

The greatest impact of the MJO on rainfall over Indonesia occurs during the DJF and MAM seasons (austral summer), 
with the magnitude varying across regions. Enhanced rainfall generally occurs over the western parts of Indonesia during 
MJO phases 2 to 4, central parts of Indonesia in phase 4, and eastern parts of Indonesia in phases 4 to 5. Conversely, 
suppressed rainfall generally occurs over the western parts of Indonesia during MJO phases 5 to 8, central parts of 
Indonesia in phases 6 to 8, and eastern parts of Indonesia during MJO phases 1 to 2 and 6 to 8. 

In contrast, the MJO influence during the JJA and SON seasons are slightly less than during the DJF and MAM seasons 
as a result of the northward shift of the intraseasonal oscillation convective envelope during boreal summer. Particularly, 
enhanced rainfall occurs over the western and northern parts of Indonesia during MJO phases 2 and 3, and suppressed 
rainfall in phases 6 and 7. The results indicate that convectively active MJO may increase the possibility of daily extreme 
rainfall in particular regions in Indonesia at different seasons. 



Abstract 

 

 

Muhammad Najib HabibieSpatial Temporal Analysis for Wave Power Resources in IndonesiaBMKGFuture  energy  becomes  a concern  all over  the country . The  fossil  energy  resources  are decreasing  now , and  the exploitation  of these resources leave behind environmental  problems. It was increasing the gas emission of CO2 and affected  global  warming . Renewable  and environmentally  friendly  energy  resource  is the right  choice  to solve  the problem . Wave  power  is one of the marine  resources  that  have  an advantage  in high  density  and continuity . This research aims to investigate the spatial-temporal distribution of wave power potency. This study location between 90°E - 150°E; 15°N - 15°S. We used  a hindcast  data  simulation  of WAVEWATCH -III with  0.125° (~14 km) spatial resolution and six-hourly data for 25 years (1991-2015). The result shows that the open sea, such as the Indian Ocean and Pacific , contains  higher  wave power  density . The level  of stability  shows  that this area is more stable  than the inner sea. The power density changes periodically conducted with the monsoonal cycle. The highest energy flux in the Indian Ocean achieved when Australian monsoon and lowest when Asian monsoon, whereas in the Pacific Ocean, the peak of power density reaches when Asian monsoon onset and the lowest in June-July-August. The most stable level coherent  with the highest  power  density , and the lowest  level is in the transition  period . Based on this analysis , the most potential  areas for wave power development  are in Enggano, Lampung, Banten, West Java, Central Java, DIY, East Java until Bali.
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Characteristics and Trend of Green House Gases (GHG) in Indonesia derived from AQUA-AIRS Satellite Data 

Ninong Komala 

Center for Atmospheric Science and Technology – LAPAN 

 

Abstract. Observation of Green House Gases (GHG) using satellites is very useful to overcome a wide coverage and the 
long term observation. Based on monthly data of AQUA-AIRS from 2002 to 2017, we examined the characteristic of 
GHG in Indonesia such as CO2, CH4   and ozone troposphere. We analysed and discussed the characteristic of its trend, 
time series, seasonal, and annual variation of GHG concentration. The method used is by processing the GHG monthly 
data to be the seasonal concentration for December, January, February (DJF), March, April and May (MAM), June, July 
and August (JJA) and September, October and September (SON) and analysing the annual variation of each GHG 
variation. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to determine the dominant period affecting the GHG variation.  During 
the 2002 to 2017 research period, greenhouse gases in Indonesia showed an increase, CO2 from 370 ppm to 402 ppm, 
CH4 from 1750 ppb to 1800 ppb and tropospheric ozone from 40 ppb to 50 ppb. More detailed analysis and results 
obtained from this study will be discussed in this paper. 
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Multivariate DINEOF Reconstruction for Creating Long-Term Cloud-Free Sea Surface Temperature Data Records: A 
Case Study in Lombok Strait, Indonesia 

Yochi Okta Andrawina1, Ratu Almira2, Hasti Amrih Rejeki3 

1Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree Programme Marine Environment, Département d'astrophys., géophysique et 
océanographie (AGO) Université de Liège - ULiège, Belgium ; 2Graduate school of science, Department Geophysics, 

Tohok 

 

A long-term reliable satellite temperature (SST) data record is requisite resources for monitoring in order to understand 
the climate variability. This study used DINEOF to overcome missing data satellite problems due to clouds and several 
issues that produce missing data in creating a long-term data record, especially for climate variability. This requires a 
combination of multiple satellite products and issues of missing data clouds are inevitable. DINEOF (Data Interpolating 
Empirical Orthogonal Functions) with EOF-based technique to reconstruct missing data in geophysical fields was used 
to attain a complete and coherent multi-sensor SST data record. The reconstruction of these data depicted into images 
within a long time series using DINEOF can lead to large discontinuities in the reconstruction. Filtering the temporal 
covariance matrix allows to reduce this spurious variability and therefore, more realistic reconstructions are obtained. 
However, this approach has not yet tested in the tropical area, which usually has more clouds and some missing values 
in the SST data sets. Therefore, this research aims to reconstruct SST data in Lombok strait, which has a plethora of 
missing data either due to clouds or sunglints. The taken data from January 2019 until November 2020 showed missing 
data up to 58.16%. It successfully reconstructed until the last reconstruction, including data put aside for cross-validation 
after 42 iterations as the optimal EOF modes with the convergence achieved up to 0.9806 x10-3. The results highlight 
that the DINEOF method can effectively reconstruct SST data in Lombok Strait. 
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Dynamical Convective Association with the Ocean Coupling of SCSTF-Northern Pacific Ocean and Madden Julian 
Oscillation over North-Eastern Indian Ocean 

Khafid Rizki Pratama 

Indonesia Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Convective activities that result from ocean-atmosphere interactions in the East Indian Ocean is closely related to 
weather conditions in the Western Maritime Continent (WMC). Most of the SST variability in this region is more or 
less affected by ocean-atmosphere interactions, in which the Asian-Australian monsoons play important roles in 
developing energy and material fluxes between the two mediums and ocean circulation systems. Convective Kelvin 
Waves propagation (CCKW) most important to know the distribution phase of the precipitation intensity around the 
WMC warm pool to convective developmental response of Kelvin's equatorial interaction is directly related to the 
development phase of Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO). The study examines the interaction of Kelvin's convective 
waves with the Global Forecast System (GFS) and trends of TRMM Variance 0.25 x 0.25 degree during the Indonesia-
Program Initiative on Maritime Observation and Analysis (Indonesia-PRIMA) 2018 Cruise Research in the North-
Eastern Indian Ocean (NEIO). Investigation of interactions with wave propagation during the development of the MJO 
phase to the response of convective activities during the June-July-August (JJA) 2018 season. Observational data for 
synoptic rainfall around the Indo-Equatorial and precipitation trends from Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
(TRMM) and latent heat from Argo Floats triggering anomalous patterns of SST-MJO phase interactions with zonal 
winds occur during rainfall intensity the highest of the normal average in the middle of the JJA season. Additionally, 
the South China Sea Throughflow (SCSTF) water masses bring turbulence eddy layers undercurrent from the Northern 
Pacific Ocean (NPO) affecting SST increases above 0.3 degrees Celsius along the South China Sea. An increase in 
anomalous subsurface temperature from RAMA/PMEL buoy and HYCOM-NCODA 1/12 degree reanalysis causes 
differences in upper ocean stratification conditions in NEIO so that net surface heat flux capacity rises up to 30% and 
zonal wind speeds strengthen by an average of 14 m/s - 20 m/s. 
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Evaluation gridded precipitation dataset in Indonesia 

Trinah Wati, Tri Wahyu Hadi, Ardhasena Sopaheluwakan and Lambok M Hutasiot 

Institute Technology of Bandung, BMKG 

 

This paper evaluates ten gridded precipitation datasets in Indonesia, namely APHRODITE, CMORPH, CHIRPS, GFD, 
SA-OBS, TMPA 3B42 v7, PERSIAN-CDR at 0.25?, moreover GSMaP_NRT V06, GPM-IMERG V06, and MSWEP 
V2 at 0.1?. The evaluation focuses on time series bias using metrics such as Mean, Standard deviation, Coefficient of 
Variation, Relative Change (Variability), Mann-Kendall Test, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) at daily, 
monthly, seasonal, and annual time scales. The statistical relationship between the precipitation data sets is analyzed 
with reference observational data using Taylor diagrams for evaluating the relative skill of the precipitation dataset. The 
result shows MSWEP has the best performance in almost all time intervals except at the monthly time scale that is 
GSMaP_NRT. The relative skill of monthly rainfall based on its type shows that MSWEP is the best performed in region 
A, while CHIRPS in B region, and GFD in region C. The application of existing precipitation datasets is essential to 
cope with the limitation of rain gauge observations. This study implicates the development of precipitation products in 
the Indonesia region. 
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The Regionalization of Indonesian Maritime Continent Rainfall based on Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for 
GPM (IMERG) 

I Wayan Andi Yuda 

BMKG Climatological Station Jembrana Bali 

 

The characteristics of climatic rainfall variability in Indonesia are investigated based on Integrated Multi-satellite 
Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) data using a double correlation method (DCM). The analysis concentrated on the period 
of April 2014 to March 2019. Prior to regionalization, IMERG V06 data were validated using observation rainfall data 
from the Agency for Meteorology, Climatology, and Geophysics of the Republic of Indonesia (BMKG). The results 
showed that 96% of 154 total validation locations have a high correlation score between IMERG and rain gauges (r = 
0.5 – 0.97). IMERG was able to correctly identify monthly time series patterns and seasonal patterns of rainfall in the 
three distinct rainfall regions in Indonesia. Based on satisfactory validation results, IMERG V06 data with 0.1x0.1 
degree resolution was conducted to regionalize dominant rainfall pattern in Indonesia Maritime Continent. This analysis 
obtained four rainfall regions in Indonesia. Region A has the monsoonal characteristic, covers south and central 
Indonesia from south Sumatra to Nusa Tenggara, parts of Kalimantan, parts of Sulawesi, and parts of Papua. Region B 
has an equatorial pattern (semi-monsoonal), located in the equatorial area of Indonesia and covers the west and east part 
of Sumatra and the north-central part of Kalimantan. Region C with anti-monsoonal pattern covers Maluku, western-
central Papua and parts of Sulawesi (close to the western Pacific region). Region D, with a combination of monsoonal 
and cold surge characteristic, is located on the north part of Sumatera and a small portion of northern Kalimantan to 
South China Sea region. Besides the new region D, this research also showed five other differences between IMERG 
based map and gridded rain gauges data based map (2003). The result from IMERG was more detailed because of the 
28 times higher spatial resolution then gridded rain gauges on the previous study, and it includes measurements of 
rainfall on the ocean area. 
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Utilization of Weather-Radar Data to Observe the Sea Breeze Front on the North Coast of Banten - Jakarta (Case 
Study in 2018) 

Diah Lentari A. Purba and Immanuel Jhonson A. Saragih 

BMKG 

 

One  of the important  factor  in weather  and  climate  dynamics  that  can  trigger  precipitation  on the coast  and  the 
surrounding area is a sea breeze. Sea breeze occurs because of differences in surface temperature between land and sea 
due to solar  heating  which  then forms  a pressure  gradient  that leads  to a land called  the sea breeze  circulation . An 
important  part of sea breeze circulation  is the Sea Breeze Front (SBF). SBF is a boundary  area where wind from the 
sea direction meets the wind from the land direction, which is marked by significant changes in temperature, humidity, 
wind and can trigger  convective  activity . This study  aims to determine  the characteristics  of the SBF on the north 
coast  of Banten  - Jakarta  in 2018 which  were identified  using  a doppler  weather  radar  PPI product  and convective 
activity using CMAX product. Qualitative and quantitative methods are used to determine the SBF parameters such as 
frequency  of occurrence , onset  time, duration , length , column  depth  and SBF penetration , and convective  activity 
during the occurrence of SBF. The results showed that SBF was detected more in the rainy season January, February 
and December 2018, and occur between 08.08 LT and 15.20 LT. SBF can trigger the occurrence of convective clouds 
and affect the temperature and humidity conditions around the SBF. 
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Background Optical Depth Correction to Improve Aerosol Retrieval from Himawari-8 over Urban Areas in Indonesia 

Risyanto 

LAPAN 

 

Aerosols play a significant role in climate change, but the quantitative estimates of their effects are still uncertain. To 
reduce this uncertainty, one of key parameters that must be accurately quantified is aerosol optical depth (AOD). A 
conventional clear-sky minimum reflectance method, which has been widely used for AOD retrieval from geostationary 
satellite, usually has poorer accuracy over urban than other land areas. This is primarily due to complex urban surface 
properties and mixed aerosol types from different emission sources. When the surface reflectance is calculated from the 
clear-sky minimum reflectance, background aerosol optical depth (BOD) is assumed to be zero. This assumption 
generates larger surface reflectance which in turn leads to underestimation of AOD retrieved. This study proposed a 
correction for BOD value to be applied for AOD retrieval primary over urban areas where the pollution or natural source 
aerosol is persistent for long term. The study area includes Bandung, Jambi, Pontianak, and Makasar. The AOD retrieved 
from a modified BOD was compared to the collocated data measured by AERONET. The comparison showed that the 
corrected surface reflectance improved the accuracy of AOD in the study areas, with a correlation coefficient increase 
from 0.45 to 0.63 and the fraction of ‘good retrieval’ change from 32% to 55%. 
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Calibration of Spatial Rain Scanner using Rainfall Depth of Rain Gauges 

Tiin Sinatra, Asif Awaludin, Fadli Nauval, Cahyo 

LAPAN 

 

A spatial rain scanner, called SANTANU, has been developed based on a marine radar to satisfy the demand of spatial 
rain information for hydrological applications. Since the coverage of SANTANU is 44 km in radius, it is necessary to 
expand the coverage by installing it in two sites that intersect each other performing a radar network. For this purpose, 
the first SANTANU has been installed at the Center for Atmospheric Science and Technology (PSTA) in Bandung and 
the second one at the Space and Atmospheric Observation Center (BPAA) Tanjungsari in Sumedang. This paper focuses 
on the calibration of radar observations with rain gauge data in Bandung area and its surroundings. The calibration 
method is by calculating rainfall depth (three parameters) instead of only the intensity of rainfall. The data period used 
for this research is from March to November 2020. Two calibration methods are used and the results show that the 
calibration by calculating three parameters (accumulated reflectivity, duration, and intensity) in the linear model is able 
to measure quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) better than using a linear model with one parameter (accumulated 
reflectivity). 
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The Effect of the Activity Restriction Policy during COVID-19 on Air Quality in Jakarta, Indonesia 

Muhammad Faisal Muhammad Faisal Anshory, Muhammad Chavez Assad Patriot, and Muhammad Rafid Zulfikar 

 Anshory 

Institut Teknologi Bandung 

 

COVID-19 is the pandemic that becomes a problem for every countries in the world. The first time this pandemic was 
detected in Wuhan, China on December 2019 and recorded in Indonesia on March, 11th 2020. At the end of 2020, 
COVID-19 case in Indonesia has reached 743,198 cases where Jakarta occupied the highest number of 183,735 cases. 
Since the initial identification of COVID-19 in Indonesia, Jakarta as the capital of Indonesia has issued various policies 
in an effort to suppress the spread of the SARS-CoV2 virus that causes COVID-19, one of these is PSBB (Pembatasan 
Sosial Berskala Besar). So far, PSBB in Jakarta is divided into three periods, that is PSBB period on 10 April - 3 June 
2020, PSBB transition period on 4 June - 13 September 2020 and PSBB total since 14 September 2020. The three 
periods have differences but in general are restrictions on human activity, which have given a positive impact for the 
environment. Therefore, it is important to know the impact on air pollution to evaluate emission reduction to government 
policy during COVID-19. For study purposes, we use Sentinel-5P data and Google Earth Engine to extract NO2, SO2 
and CO information before PSBB and in all three PSBB periods in Jakarta. Calculating the number of reductions in air 
pollutants that are harmful to health is important, especially in study related to health, air quality or climate change. To 
strengthen study results, we compare the air quality result with meteorological conditions at each PSBB period. 
Meteorological parameters that will be observed are relative humidity, wind speed, and precipitation that we obtained 
from ECMWF and BMKG. In addition, this study can be a consideration in understanding the relationship between air 
quality during the pandemic and policies issued by the government. 
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Internet of Things Based Coastal Storm Detection System Design Using Beaufort Scale Standardization and Sugianto 
Wave Forecasting Method in Timbulsloko, Demak 

Satria Ginanjar 

Diponegoro University 

 

Storm is defined as a disturbance of the atmosphere marked by winds and usually by rain. Coastal storms must comprise 
a maritime component, such as waves, currents and/or water levels. Coastal storm detection is necessary so the number 
of casualties and losses caused by these events can be reduced. The method used in this system is the Sugianto wave 
forecasting method with standardization of coastal storms using the Beaufort scale. The tidal data is processed using the 
Admiralty method. This system was built using Arduino Uno equipped with anemometer JL-FS2 and MB1010 LV-
MaxSonar to measure wind, waves and tides parameters. The power source from 100 wp solar panels stored in a 40 Ah 
accumulator. Data from field instrument is stored to the IoT MAPID database using NodeMCU ESP8266. This system 
is placed in Timbulsloko, Demak. The results of field observation then validated using BMKG and BIG data. The results 
of field observation showed an average wind speed 2,12 m/s; significant wave height 0,20 m; significant wave period 
3,51 s; wave energy 80,12 J/m2; wind energy 14,55 W/m2. The results of tidal data showed mixed tide prevailing semi 
diurnal. 
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Direct effects of aerosols and aerosol forcing on short wave (sw) and long wave (lw) radiation based on satellite data 

Rosida 

National Institute of Aeronauticsand Space ( LAPAN ) 

 

The direct effect of aerosols on the radiation budget in Indonesia has been analyzed based on radiation flux data obtained 
from the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) instrument and aerosol data expressed in aerosol 
optical thickness (AOD) from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-Terra. The radiation 
balance calculated in this study includes net radiation, short wave radiation and long wave radiation. The data used from 
2000 to 2017 were processed to analyze the effect of aerosols on net radiation (lw + sw), short wave radiation (sw) and 
long wave radiation (lw), as well as to determine shortwave (sw) aerosol radiative forcing (ARFsw) and longwave (lw) 
aerosol radiative forcing (ARFlw) that are thought could affect climate change. In the clear atmospheric condition,  the 
value of net radiation sw and lw are estimated using the slope method. The analysis results shows a temporal variation 
of aerosol particles in high concentration with an AOD value of > 2.5, which causes a reduction in the amount of net 
radiation flux that is thought to have a dimming effect at the surface. On the contrary, in the top of atmosphere (TOA), 
the accumulation of aerosol particles that reach this layer holding back the distribution rate of the solar radiation flux to 
the surface and suspected increased the number of sw radiation flux at this layer. However, the aerosol accumulation 
did not significantly affect the net fluctuation of lw radiation, both at the surface level and at the top of atmosphere 
(TOA). The effect of aerosols on the net radiation flux sw can be very clearly seen in the case of forest fires in 2002, 
2006 and 2015. The largest reduction in the amount of sw radiation flux on the surface occurred in the western part of 
Indonesia which reached > 20 Wm-2, and the increase in the number of sw radiation flux which is hold in the top of 
atmosphere is equal to 8Wm-2. The magnitude of the influence of aerosols on climate change in Indonesian territory is 
expressed in aerosol radiative forcing (ARF). On the surface, the aerosol shortwave radiative forcing (ARFsw) value 
was -3.021 Wm-2 and the aerosol longwave radiative forcing (ARFlw) was 1.194 Wm-2. In the top of atmosphere 
(TOA) layer for aerosol shortwave radiative forcing (ARFsw) is 5.69Wm-2 and for aerosol longwave radiative forcing 
(ARFlw) is 0.41 Wm-2. 
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Why the sky was red in Jambi during forest fire? 

Sheila Dewi Ayu Kusumaningtyas 

BMKG 

 

During dry season 2019, extreme biomass burning occurred in Jambi, Indonesia and was exacerbated with El Nino 
event.  Peak burning season was observed in September with total hotspot reached of 7034. Red sky has been reported 
on September 21st during the day. Cimel sunphotometer measurements in Jambi (Meteorological Station) as one of the 
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) stations in Indonesia from 1 to 26 September 2019 were used to investigate the 
red sky phenomenon. Assesment of aerosol optical properties variation and spectral analysis are conducted. The study 
reveals that the red sky occurred due to firstly, very high aerosol loading retrieved from Sun-photometer in Jambi. The 
aerosol optical depth (AOD) was 0.34 at 500 nm on non-hazy day (early September) and then increased sharply to 5.74 
during hazy day. Secondly, during September 23rd only longer wavelengths of AOD were measured and retained at 
675, 870, 1020, and 1640 nm; whilst AOD in shorter wavelengths can not be retrieved. Highest AOD on September 
23rd was 6.19 at 675 nm which is associated with the red sky in the previous day. Thirdly, high levels of fine particulate 
presence in the atmosphere indicated from high Angstrom Exponent and its fine mode fraction. 
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EFFECT OF OZONE PRECURSORS ON SURFACE OZONE VARIATIONS IN GAW KOTOTABANG AND 
CIBEUREUM 

Arika Indri Dyah Utami, Riri Indriani Nasution, Mareta Asnia 

BMKG 

 

Tropospheric (surface) ozone concentrations are influenced by biogenic, chemical processes, natural precursor 
emissions, kinetics, deposition, as well as the distribution of ozone and its precursors. This study aims to determine the 
types of precursors (CO2, CH4, and CO) that most influence the tropospheric ozone concentration in rural and remote 
areas. The study was conducted in GAW Kototabang Station (West Sumatra) which represents the remote area, and the 
Cibereum Station (West Java) that represents the rural area. The data used in this study are the automatic observation 
data from both the Picarro G2401 and the Ozone analyzer Tei-49C in the 2019 – 2020 period. Pearson correlation 
method is used to depict the relationship between each precursor and tropospheric ozone concentrations. In general, 
surface ozone concentrations in both Kototabang and Cibereum begin to increase at 08 – 09 WIB, following the increase 
in solar radiation intensity, and decrease at 18 – 19 WIB. This pattern is due to the fact that surface ozone is a secondary 
pollutant formed by photochemical reactions, in which the photochemical reactions are triggered by energy from solar 
radiation. CO has the highest correlation with tropospheric ozone concentrations in both Kototabang (0.34) and 
Cibereum (0.53) stations. The results in this study indicate the effect of each precursor on surface ozone concentration 
and the accompanying processes. 
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Statistical Analysis of Wet Deposition In Indonesia 

Waluyo Eko Cahyono 
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Abstract. Acid deposition became an issue of major concern in Asia  in the last four decades. Acid deposition represents 
the mix of air pollutants that deposit from the atmosphere. Acid deposition emerged as the result of the impact of air 
pollution due to the increased emissions of SOx and NOx. The two components of acidic deposition are dry deposition 
and wet deposition This study aims to identify the state of acid deposition through rainwater monitoring in selected sites. 
In this research, wet depositions of SO42-, NO3-, Cl-, NH4+, Na+, K+, and Ca2+ in Jakarta, Bandung, Serpong, Maros, 
and Kototabang were studied. Comparison test was performed on the location variable with five levels in several sites 
during the period of 2009-2018. 

  

The analysis result shows that area type of Jakarta, Bandung, Serpong, Maros, and Kototabang does not differ ion 
concentration values. Based on the result, SO42- wet depositions in Jakarta, Bandung, and Serpong were not 
significantly different, as in Maros and Kototabang. Significant differences in SO42- wet deposition were found in the 
first group (Jakarta and Bandung) when compared to the second group (Maros and Kototabang). For NO3- wet 
deposition, Jakarta, Bandung, and Serpong did not differ significantly, while the other pairs of location have significant 
differences in NO3- wet deposition. Cl- wet depositions in Jakarta, Serpong, and Maros were not significantly different, 
as in Bandung and Kototabang. Significant differences in Cl- wet deposition were found in the first group (Jakarta, 
Serpong, and Maros) when compared to the second group (Bandung and Kototabang). NH4+ wet depositions in 
Bandung and Serpong were not significantly different, as in Jakarta and Maros; however, the two location groups were 
significantly different in terms of NH4+ wet deposition from Kototabang. Jakarta and Bandung are classified as urban 
areas, Serpong and Maros are rural areas, while Kototabang is remote area. However, the ion concentrations in Jakarta 
and Bandung were not always found to be significantly different, so were Serpong and Maros; and significant difference 
in ion concentrations between Jakarta-Bandung (urban area), Serpong-Maros (rural area), and Kototabang (remote area) 
were also not found. It shows that area type does not differ ion concentration values, but the location itself does. 
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Analysis of Variability and Projection of Extreme Rainfall in West Java 

Rheinhart Chrisian Hamonangan Hutauruk 
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This research discusses the effect of climate change on extreme rainfall in West Java using the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 
scenarios  by comparing  daily  rainfall  data with model  ACCESS -1, CSIROMK 3.6 model , MIROC -5 from NASA 
Earth Exchange  Global  Daily Downscaled  Projection  (NEX-GDDP) and the ensemble  of three models  each season 
with Extreme Dependency Score (EDS) method. This study projects an extreme rainfall index of 30 years (2011-2040
). The three extreme rainfall indices issued by the Expert Detection  Team and the Climate Change Index (ETCCDI) 
consisted of Rx1day, R50mm, and R95p used in this study. The results showed that the projection period (2011-2040) 
used RCP 8.5 which  had a trend  of increasing  extreme  rain index  that was greater  than RCP 4.5. For RCP 8.5 the 
maximum rainfall will increase in Indramayu, Majalengka, Purwakarta , Sukabumi and Ciamis areas. Increased rainy 
days  occurred  in Bogor , Bekasi , Karawang , Purwakarta , Bandung , Sumedang , Majalengka , Cirebon , Indramayu . 
Extreme rainfall will increase in Bekasi, Karawang and Bogor regions. 
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Weather regimes in South East Asia: connections with synoptic phenomena and high impact weather 

Emma Howard, Paula Gonzalez, Simon Thomas, Oscar Martinez Olvarado, Tom Frame, Steve Woolnough 

University of Reading 

 

Weather regimes in South East Asia: connections with synoptic phenomena and high impact weather 

This work considers the explanatory power of two sets of weather regimes for South East Asia: a two-tiered assignment, 
that first considers large-scale patterns and then assigns synoptic-scale regimes, and a flat classification, which only 
considers the synoptic scale. In the two-tiered approach, the tier 1 large-scale regimes, which capture ENSO and seasonal 
variations, are each partitioned into South East Asia regional clusters that capture synoptic variability.   

These regimes are used to study the likelihood of extreme precipitation depending on synoptic circulation. We consider 
the conditional probability depending on regime type of synoptic weather events including cold surges, phases of the 
MJO and BSISO, tropical cyclones, Borneo Vortices and equatorial waves. We then study the regime-conditioned 
probability of extreme precipitation. We find that a perfect regime forecast would have greater skill than the GloSEA5 
precipitation forecast for lead times longer than approximately one week. The tiered regimes distinguish a greater 
fraction of considered modes of variability, while the flat regimes better distinguish the precipitation variability. 

The predictability of these regimes will be discussed in a separate presentation, titled “Weather regimes in South East 
Asia: Sub-seasonal predictability of the regimes and the associated high impact weather” and presented by Paula 
Gonzalez. 
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Spatiotemporal Variation of Mesoscale Convective System Type Persistent Elongated Convective Cystem (PECS) in 
Indonesia 

Irfans Maulana Firdaus 

Institut Teknologi Bandung 

 

Research on Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) in Indonesia has been studied to identify the characteristics and 
distribution of MCS. Persistent Elongated Convective System (PECS) is one of the MCS types that can cause extreme 
weather. However, the PECS event and its characteristics in Indonesia have not been studied further to identify the 
spatial and temporal variations of PECS in the Indonesian. This study examines the Persistent Elongated Convective 
System (PECS) in the Maritime Continent from 2010-2014.  

MERG Dataset with brightness temperature is used to identify PECS and as an input Grab ‘Em Tag ‘Em Graph ‘Em 
(GTG) tracking algorithm to gain a better understanding of spatiotemporal variation in Indonesia. Flood data from 
BNPB in Indonesia is used to find out the correlation between flood and PECS events in Indonesia.  

Totally, PECS events in 2010-2014 is 5.574 events which the transitional period (MAM and SON) has most PECS 
events and longest duration of life. The PECS spread in the early morning on land and sea, while on day and night time, 
it is concentrated on land for the area of Java, Papua, and Southern Kalimantan. Java and Papua have the largest 
concentrated PECS events. The life phase of the PECS has two peaks or semidiurnal cycle, in the morning and night 
time. There are differences in peak times for each phase of the PECS on land and sea. In Indonesia, PECS has the 
smallest average maximum area than in the USA and China but has the longest duration and largest eccentricity. Based 
on flood data from BNPB, during 2010-2014, Java has the most flood. According to flood data and PECS events in 
Java, there is 8,6% of flood coincided with the occurrence of PECS events during the period. 
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The characteristics of the equatorial waves caused a record torrential rain event over western Sumatra 

Peiming Wu 
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This study examined the cause of a record torrential rain event that occurred over the western coast of Sumatra Island 
in March 2016. The influence of atmospheric equatorial waves (EWs) and the characteristics of the EWs were 
investigated. Analysis of the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis data (JRA-55) and precipitation data from the Global 
Precipitation Measurement (GPM) satellite showed that the event was caused by the combined effects of Kelvin waves, 
equatorial Rossby waves, and westward inertio-gravity (WIG) waves. An examination of the characteristics of the EWs 
revealed that the Kelvin waves had longitudinal scales of ~6,000 km, with a period of ~6 days and phase speed of ~12 
m s-1, which was typical of the convectively coupled Kelvin waves in this region. The WIG waves had a scale of ~2,500 
km, with a period of 2.5 days and a relatively fast phase speed of 12~13 m s-1. Heavy precipitation occurred when an 
eastward Kelvin wave from the Indian Ocean encountered a WIG wave from western Kalimantan Island over Sumatra 
Island. It was concluded that along with the Kelvin and Rossby waves, the WIG waves may have played a key role in 
the formation of the extreme precipitation event. 
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MERIDIONAL MIGRATION OF DIURNAL EXTREME RAINFALL OVER JAVA AND SURROUNDING 
WATERS AND ITS RELATION TO MADDEN JULIAN OSCILLATION 

Achmad Fahruddin Rais 

BMKG 

 

In this study, meridional migration characteristic of diurnal extreme rainfall (DER) over Java and surrounding waters 
and its relation to Madden Julian oscillation (MJO) was investigated. The rainfall data was the Climate Prediction Centre 
Morphing (CMORPH) V1.0 for the period of 1998-2019. The threshold of extreme rainfall was based on the 95% 
percentile of daily rainfall area average of mountainous area (MA), northern plain area (NPA), northern waters (NW),  
southern plain area (SPA), and southern waters (SW) that were based on Global Land One-kilometer Base Elevation 
(GLOBE) Digital Elevation Model. We analyzed meridional migration of DER through hovmoller diagram and overlay 
contour maps. To get MJO signal, we used the Wheeler-Kiladis wavenumber-frequency domain to filter outgoing 
longwave radiation (OLR). The results showed that DER of MA did not migrate or was stationary at 11-23 local time 
(LT), DER of NPA (SPA) was formed over northern (southern) mountainous at 14-22 LT and migrated to the Java Sea 
(the Indian Ocean) with a lower intensity at 23-07LT, and DER of NW (SW) occurred at 21-15 LT was formed from 
rainfall migration of the Java Island at 13-03 LT and stationary rainfall over the Java Sea (Indian Ocean). Based on a 
comparison of MJO-OLR in the DER period of MA, NPA, SPA, NW, and SW, it seems that MJO had a stronger impact 
on the DER of NW and SW than the others. 
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Validation of GPM IMERG extreme precipitation in the Maritime Continent by station and radar data 
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The Maritime Continent (MC) is a region subjected to extreme and damaging precipitation events which are still poorly 
predicted by numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. To improve predictability of such events, NWP need to be 
evaluated against accurate measures of extreme precipitation across the whole MC. With the benefit of its high spatial 
coverage at high spatio-temporal resolution, the new version 06B of the Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrieval for Global 
Precipitation Measurements (IMERG) product appears to be a good candidate for NWP evaluation of extreme 
precipitation in the MC. The ability of IMERG to accurately detect extreme precipitation in the MC remains to be 
checked prior to its utilization in NWP validation. Previous studies in the MC concluded that IMERG tends to 
underestimate precipitation extremes but did not account for spatial sampling error. In this context, IMERG is evaluated 
against station data from the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) and radar data in Malaysia and in the 
Philippines. It is found that the high intra-grid spatial variability of precipitation extremes results in large spatial 
sampling errors when each GPM IMERG gridbox is compared to only one local precipitation measurement inside the 
gridbox. This spatial sampling error likely explains most of the root mean square error between IMERG and GHCN, as 
well as those found in earlier studies in the MC. The use of radar data makes it possible to mitigate the sampling error. 
Overall, GPM IMERG daily precipitation is similar to local precipitation between the 85th and 95th, but tends to 
overestimate above the 95th percentile. This implies that GPM IMERG can be used for NWP evaluation of extreme 
daily precipitation up to the 95th percentile. IMERG data were also compared with radar data in western Peninsular 
Malaysia for sub-daily timescales. Allowing for uncertainties in radar data due to temporal interpolation, the choice of 
the Z--R relationship, and potential hail contamination, the analysis suggests that the 95th percentile could still be used 
for NWP evaluation of extreme sub-daily precipitation, with a tendency for underestimation above the 95th percentile 
for the shortest accumulation times. 
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STUDY OF ATMOSPHERE CONDITION WHEN MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE COMPLEX (MCC) AND ITS 
IMPACT IN MAKASSAR STRAIT (CASE STUDY AT DECEMBER 9th 2014) 

AZKA NI'AMILLAH 

Badan Meteorologi Klimatologi dan Geofisika 

 

Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) is a system consisting of groups of convective cells in the meso scale. One of the 
largest types of MCS subclass is Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC) occurred in the eastern part of the Makassar 
Strait near the Madjene and Polewali Mandar regions on December 9, 2014 morning to evening (09.00 - 15.00 WITA). 
Using MTSAT-2 Satellite Imagery data, reanalysis of ECMWF interim era, GsMap rainfall, sea surface temperature, 
surface air observation and upper air observation, the author will examine the existence of MCC in the Makassar Strait 
in terms of atmospheric conditions when MCC enters the initial until extinct and the accompanying effects of 
precipitation. The result shows that in general, MCC formed in the waters of the Makassar Strait in the morning and 
then it moved westward. The mechanism of its formation was through a process of convergence of the lower layers in 
the waters of the Makassar Strait and its surroundings so as to trigger the process of cloud formation. Warm thermal 
conditions also gave a big influence to the lower layers to the top and activate convective in the study area. Meanwhile, 
in the MCC occurrence region also has high relative humidity, negative divergence values, and maximum vorticity 
values. The impact of the emergence of MCC on that date resulted in areas with very large humidity and cloud formation 
and produced rain in the surrounding area, in this case using rainfall data from Stamet Hasanuddin, Makassar, South 
Sulawesi. With a duration of up to seven hours extinct, MCC in the Makassar Strait produces heavy rainfall in the 
Makassar Strait waters. 
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METEOROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS STUDY ON FLOOD EVENTS IN KETAPANG REGENCY 
DURING 2015 – 2020 PERIOD 

Imaduddin Salma Faalih, Erik Handono 
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Flood is one of the most frequent hydro-meteorological disasters in Ketapang Regency, West Kalimantan. Almost all 
flood records that occurred in Ketapang show that flooding in the area is closely related to the incidence of high rainfall. 
However, there has been no in-depth meteorological study to review the records of meteorological analysis on flood 
events in Ketapang. This study aims to study the characteristics of atmospheric dynamics patterns related to flood events 
in Ketapang during 2015-2020. The observational data used  in this study are the observation data of rain posts in 
Ketapang, as well as weather observation data at Rahadi Usman Ketapang Meteorological Station. In addition to 
observational data, MJO record data, Himawari 8 Satellite Image, and ECMWF 0.125 degree reanalysis data were also 
utilized to analyze upper-air patterns in each case. The results show that almost all incidents of heavy rain that cause 
flooding in Ketapang are closely related to the vortex pattern in the Kalimantan area the Inter-Tropical Convergence 
Zone (ITCZ) pattern which forms the moisture convergence belt over the Ketapang area. The wet relative humidity 
values in the 850 mb, 700 mb, and 500 mb layers was also consistent becomes the signature of flood events. It is 
empirically obtained that the geographical area of Ketapang which is an area of wind bends originating from the South 
China Sea when the westerly winds season make the Ketapang very vulnerable to moisture accumulation due to the 
vortex formed in the Kalimantan area, the Ketapang location which is in the convergence area between the air masses 
from Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere on the ITCZ pattern occurrence also resulted in large scale 
moisture accumulations which resulted in the formation of rain clouds which increased the flooding potential in 
Ketapang. 
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Spatiotemporal of Drought Characteristics Based on Standardized Precipitation Index in Central Java over 1990-2010 

Misnawati 
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Drought is a natural hazard that results from a deficiency of precipitation, leading to low soil moisture and river flows, 
reduced storage in reservoirs and less groundwater recharge. This study investigates the variations in drought 
characteristics (drought event frequency, duration, severity, and intensity). This study using the Standardized 
Precipitation Index (SPI) analyze the drought characteristics on the agricultural areas in Centra Java during 1990-2010. 
Analysis of drought characteristic by SPI during 1990 to 2010 shows the longest drought event is 4 months, the highest 
average severity is 6.06 and the highest intensity is 2.02. El Nino year’s probability drought occurrence reached 100% 
in August for moderate drought, severe drought and extreme drought category, whereas the probability drought 
occurrences in the Normal and La Nina year range 0-70% for moderate drought, 0-50% for severe drought category and 
0-40% for extreme drought category. The results of this study may help inform researchers and local policymakers to 
develop strategies for managing drought. 
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The Effect of El Nino Southern Oscillation, Indian Ocean Dipole, and Madden Julian Oscillation on Monthly Rainfall 
Intensity in Maritime Continent of Indonesia by Machine Learning 

Richard Mahendra Putra 

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

Maritime  continent  of Indonesia  has a unique characteristic  of weather  and climate  condition . In this area, there are 
some  of global , regional , and local  factor  that caused  the condition  of weather  and climate . For the large  scale  of 
climate  factor  that influence  for maritime  continent  of Indonesia  are El Nino Southern  Oscillation  (ENSO), Indian 
Ocean Dipole (IOD) and Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO). In this study, the condition of ENSO, IOD, and MJO will 
be learned by Machine Learning for knowing the pattern and combination of that factor for monthly rainfall condition. 
The dataset of this study consist of 4 big island in Indonesia, they are Sumatera, Java, Borneo, and Celebes island that 
represented by one meteorological observation for one island. The complicated combination of ENSO, IOD, and MJO 
can’t solve by human calculation  itself, so this research  will try to make a model of Machine  Learning  based on the 
dataset  that available . The dataset  is train during  2000 until  2016 for knowing  the rainfall  intensity  that caused  by 
combination of ENSO, IOD, and MJO. The machine learning model will be distinguished based on the input factor as 
predictor . Some  model  is consisting  of all factor  for predictor , another  model  only  consists  a several  combination 
factor, such as combination of MJO and IOD, combination of SOI and MJO, and combination of IOD and SOI. Based 
on the result, the best model correlation in each island for the model output is between 0.56 – 0.86 and the best result 
is in Sumatera  Island . The result  of model  is depending  on the location  of research . The error  condition  of mean 
absolute error (MAE) for the best model have a value between 20.03 – 97.20 mm/month. The result of MAE show the 
best  model  is when  the predictor  uses all factor  for calculate  the rainfall  intensity  in Sumatera  and Java Island . In 
Borneo  Island , the best model  is shown  when the predictor  only consists  of SOI and MJO. For Celebes , the model 
result show that IOD and MJO being the best predictor for rainfall intensity using machine learning model. 

BASIC  SCIENCE
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Analysis of Precipitation Microstructure Characteristic during Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) using Micro Rain 
Radar (MRR) and Disdrometer in South Tangerang 

Dede Nurheliza 

Bandung Institute of Technology 

 

Rain microstructure is an important aspect to understand the dynamics and microphysics character of the clouds. Rain 
microstructure is characterized by the distribution of size, shape and fall velocity of raindrop. Raindrop size distribution 
(DSD) explain the detail of microphysical process because it represents process of rain to the surface. One of the 
phenomena that influences the rain patterns in Indonesia is Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO). Therefore, observing rain 
microstructure with its relation to MJO can determine the differences of rainfall characteristic and microphysical 
processes during active and inactive MJO period. The data used in this study are micro rain radar (MRR), disdrometer 
and real-time multivariate (RMM) index data. The period/date selection of active MJO event performed using RMM 
index method that is more than 1 in phases 4 and 5 and otherwise for inactive MJO. Types of the rain are divided into 
convective and stratiform rain based on disdrometer data. Rain microstructure in this study focuses on DSD from micro 
rain radar and disdrometer data analysed with liquid water content profil, fall velocity, reflectivity and rain rate from 
MMR. In addition, there are parameters of DSD which is mass-weighted diameter (Dm) and total concentration (Nw) 
calculated using the moment and gamma distribution method. The result show that DSD and other parameters are greater 
during inactive MJO period. This means that process of collision-coalescence, evaporation and updraft 
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Correlation Between PM10 and Visibility During Forest Fire in Palangka Raya 

Asri Indrawati 

LAPAN 

 

Based on previous research that has been done, about the impact of forest fire on air quality and visibility in Palangka 
Raya, Kalimantan, the result are obtained that during forest fires in Palangka Raya air quality has decreased until 
dangerous levels and reduces visibility to 0.1 km from the normal condition around 7.7 km – 6.4 km. This condition 
was very dangerous to both human health and the environment, because visibility can be significantly associated with 
air quality, and can be taken as a highly relevant visual indicator of air pollution level. This research was carried out as 
a continuation of previous research by focusing on correlation between PM10 and visibility, by analyzing seasonal and 
annual, correlation during forest fires in Palangka Raya from 2000 - 2014. The correlation will later be used to predict 
PM10 concentration in Palangka Raya. The result showed  the correlation between PM10 and visibility in Palangka 
Raya tends to form a logarithmic function with the coefficient correlation r = 0.90. The Seasonal pattern showed that 
the best correlation between PM10 and visibility occours in dry season (JJA and SON), with the coefficient correlation 
r = 0.88 (JJA) and r = 0.96 (SON). Correlation during the forest fire using concentration value above the value when 
there is no forest fires (normal condition), which is 23.36 µg/m³. The result showed correlation coefficient r = 0.88. The 
prediction of PM10 concentration using the equation from correlation PM10 and visibility during the forest fires not 
give a good results because the error value is still quite large, but the correlation between PM10 and PM10 prediction 
give a good correlation coefficient r = 0.88. 
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Near Maritime Continent investigation as a alternative region to the Oceanic Nino Index to predict monthly rainfall 
characteristic in East Java 

Bagas Ega Amirul Haq 

BMKG 

 

The use of the Oceanic Nino Index (ONI) has often been used to predict Indonesia's monthly rainfall characteristic 
(MRC).  However, the correlation for East Java's MRC is considered unsatisfactory, so another alternative region is 
needed. We used the median of the MRC category from the interpolated raster of the monthly rainfall for the period 
January 1991 to January 2020.  The median was analyzed using multi lag spatial correlation (1 to 6) with 
Reyn_SmithOIv2 sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly data.  Non-categorical median plots along with ONI were 
used to identify patterns.  We propose the Near Maritime Continent (NMC) region as an alternative.  Plot analysis of 
Monte Carlo simulation results (1000 times resampling) of the mean standardized spatial correlation shows that the 
NMC has a significantly greater correlation for lag 1-4. As for lag 5-6, the NINO 3.4 region has a higher correlation. 
This shows that the NMC has more influence for East Java's MRC prediction for 1-4 months.  In addition, the non-
categorical median plot MRC with ONI shows an identical pattern when ONI is positioned three steps late. This indicates 
that the median of East Java's MRC has potential to predict ONI. 
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Mapping of Fire Weather Index (FWI) using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) Method in West Kalimantan 

Riza Adriat 
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Abstract. West Kalimantan is one of the world's lungs, but forest and land fires cause environmental damage, cause 
economic and social losses, and even health problems. For this reason, a Fire Danger Rating System (FDRS) is needed 
so that there is early warning information on the potential for forest and land fires. In this study, the components of FWI 
(Fire Weather Index) were calculated, namely FFMC (Fine Fuel Moisture Code), DMC (Duff Moisture Code), DC 
(Drought Code), ISI (Initial Spread Index), BUI (Buildup Index) and FWI. (Fire Weather Index) using parameters in 
weather data from the ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), including data on air 
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and rainfall in 2015 – 2019 are then mapped using IDW (Inverse Distance 
Weighting) method. The results showed that the highest annual average FWI value occurred in 2015, 2018, and 2019 
with values ranging from 1.30 to 2.23. The highest monthly average values occurred in July, August, September, with 
values ranging from 3.37 to 4.25. A high FWI value is followed by many hotspots, with a correlation value between the 
two parameters is 0.98. 
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MJO Propagation on Maritime Continent Associated with Northerly Cold Surge 

Siti Hairunnisa Norfahmi 
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Propagating and non-propagating MJO events on Maritime Continent were observed, based on Large-scale Precipitation 
Tracking (LPT) dataset, to discern their connection to Northerly Cold Surge (NCS) occasions, defined by strong low-
level northerly wind. Convection Index (CI) and Dry Index (DI) using Interpolated OLR Reanalysis data were applied 
to confirm distinguishable pattern of each LPT’s MJO propagation type. Statistical result showed 65% of propagating 
MJO events was associated with NCS occasions. Enhancement of moisture transport around northern Borneo was 
discovered during NCS on propagating MJO, emphasized that strong low-level northerly wind caused convergence 
when MJO events occurred, formed deeper convection to cause propagating MJO. 
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Identification Of Sea Breeze Front (SBF) Characteristics On Dry Season Using Doppler Weather Radar In West Coast 
Area Of South Sulawesi 

Nelly Handayani 
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Sea Breeze Front (SBF) is one of important components of sea breeze circulation which plays role in coastal areas 
weather dynamics. SBF causes significant change in temperature and humidity profiles, initiates vertical air currents 
that trigger convective activity. This study aims to determine the characteristics of SBF in west coast area of South 
Sulawesi on dry season using Doppler weather radar. SBF identification utilizes PPI and CMAX products to detect 
convective clouds, also SRI to estimate rainfall intensity then verify it using AWS and ARG. SBF generally detected at 
10.30-14.30 LT with an average moving speed of 2.04 m/s. The length of SBF ranges from 15.47-21.08 km and able to 
reach land areas as far as 12.57-26.09 km with 0.51-0.89 km of column depth. There was a difference in the average 
value of solar radiation intensity reached up to 106 W/m2 and 0.5°C of temperature during SBF day when compared 
with Non-SBF Day. SBF caused 17 events of convective activity with maximum reflectivity value of 42-60 dBz and 4-
8 km of cloud diameter. Five out of 17 convective activities indicate the occurrence of rain on the surface with light 
intensity. 
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Intrusion of Madden Julian Oscillation during September-October-November Period over the Maritime Continent 
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The Madden-Julian Oscilaation (MJO) is the dominant component of the intraseasonal (30-90 days) variability in the 
tropical atmosphere. It propagate eastward slowly through the portion of the Indian and Pacific Ocean where the sea 
surface is warm. The dominance of MJO activeness in Indonesia is often encountered during the NDJF season where it 
is followed by the rainy season. However, in 2020, an MJO phenomenon occurred which is very interesting to study. 
This research aims to reveal the mechanism that can support the MJO phenomenon in SON, which is often referred to 
as the transitional season. The main parameters used to support this are OLR and zonal wind. The study also used CPC 
rainfall data to see rain anomalies when MJO was active in SON with a vulnerable time of 2010-2020 and then validated 
it with observational rainfall data. MJO was indicated to be active throughout the month of October, to be exact 22 days 
in quadrant 5. This has rarely happened even in the last 10 years. 22 days this active MJO has occurred in 2015 in 
November. Slightly different happened in September 2012, which was 19 days. This research also shows that there is a 
significant increase in rainfall in Indonesia. 
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Simulation of climate comfort index based on temperature humidity index for projection of climate comfort level 
around Makassar City during 2017-2099 

Sudirman 
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There are so various climate comfort indices had developed such as Temperature Humidity Index (THI) at present . THI 
is a climate comfort index based on air and humidity conditions in an area. THI is one of the climate comfort indexes 
used for urban area development planning. Nowdays, the climate comfort index analysis has been conducted by using 
various methods such as THI. However, the analysis of climate comfort for the future is still rarely conduct. Considering 
of this matter, it is important to be conducted the study about a simulation of climate comfort index analysis for the 
future will be conducted by applying a climate projection approach around the Makassar area using projection data of 
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) . The purpose of this study is to identify the conditions of climate comfort 
levels from 2016 to 2099 period. The data used in this study are observations data of air temperature and relative 
humidity from Paotere Meteorological Station, Hasanuddin Meteorological Station and Maros Climatological Station 
as well as RCP 45 and RCP85 data in the form of air temperature that is obtain from BMKG’s Center for development 
and research). Data period used from 1991-2015 for observation data while RCP data have period from 2016-2099 . 
The method used in this study is a method of simulating the level of climate comfort through a simple regression method 
approach. This climate comfort level simulation approach method is done by reviewing the past climate comfort level 
using THI, then regressing with temperature data of RCP45 and RCP85 to project climate comfort conditions during 
2016 - 2099. The results of the simulation projection of climate comfort level are conditions of climate comfort around 
the city of Makassar every 30 years  will be an uncomfortable condition until 2099 based on the climate comfort index 
of THI.. 
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Trends analysis of rainfall in West Kalimantan using Mann – Kendall test 
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Climate change has become a topic of interest in the last decade. Changes that occur globally do not necessarily have 
an equal impact on all regions. Rainfall is a vital element in observing climate change. Analysis of rainfall trends is 
useful in studying the impacts of climate change on water availability and agriculture. This study examines variations 
and changes in rainfall on West Kalimantan with focused area on Mempawah and Kubu Raya Districts in 2000-2019. 
The Mann-Kendall (MK) test and Sen's Slope Estimator test that can distinguish between rainfall variability and long-
term monotonic trends were used in the analysis at 12 rain stations. The results of the analysis show that the trend is 
seen in all rain stations. Mempawah region tends to experience a downward trend in annual rainfall, while Kubu Raya 
has an increasing trend in annual rainfall. However, the trend of annual rainfall shows a significant change at the 95% 
confidence level detected only at one rain station(Sungai Kunyit). While monthly rainfall trends at the 95% confidence 
level were detected at seven locations. Four locations experienced increasing trend of monthly rainfall in Kubu Raya. 
Decreasing monthly rainfall trends occurred in two locations in Mempawah and one location in Kubu Raya. 
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Spatio-Temporal Lightning Analysis over North Sulawesi in 2019-2020 
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North Sulawesi, as a part of the area in the Maritime Continent, could be a vulnerable region of lightning activity 
compared to non-tropical areas. Therefore, it is important to study lightning activity in one area to identify its spatial 
and temporal distribution. Lightning activity over North Sulawesi has been investigated using lightning data from 
Winangun Geophysical Station during 2019-2020. The lightning flashes are then compared with rainfall data which is 
obtained from GSMaP satellite and also synoptic conditions which are obtained from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset. 
The result shows that the maximum flash density does not occur during the rainy season (December-January-February), 
but it occurs during September-October-November which also has the maximum surface temperature over this region. 
From the 850 mb wind data, it is also known that monsoonal wind contributes strongly to form convective clouds which 
trigger the lightning occurrence. In the land area of North Sulawesi, lightning occurs more frequently in Tondano and 
North Minahasa regions. But overall, lightning occurs more over sea area compared to land area in North Sulawesi. 
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DETERMINE MARITIME CONTINENT MONSOON INDEX AND THEIR RELATIONS WITH RAINFALL IN 
JAVA ISLAND 
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Indonesian Maritime Continent (IMC) is the world's largest rainfall contributor. The Indonesian Maritime continent has 
its own climates, as it has its own monsoon index that can represent Indonesian monsoon. Indonesia's monsoon index 
will be named Maritime Continent Monsoon Index (MCMI.) The location used in this study is the region of the maritime 
continent of Indonesia, which is restricted at coordinates 15 ? north latitude - 15 ? south latitude, and 90 ? - 150 ? east 
longitude. To determine the MCMI domain using the zonal wind strength mapping method that has been used in previous 
research and Hovmoller analysis. MCMI is obtained from the average zonal wind on a domain. To know the relationship 
between MCMI and rainfall in the rain post spread over Indonesia conducted correlation analysis and T-test. Indonesia 
has 3 (three) rainfall patterns that are patterns of monsunal, equatorial and local. This research was conducted on Java 
Island because Java Island has the dominant pattern of monsunal pattern. The data used is data on the observation rainfall 
and the data of the zonal and meridional wind components Re-Analysis. 
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Forest Fire in East Nusa Tenggara 2015 -2019: Comparison to Forest Fire in Kalimantan and Sumatra 
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East Nusa Tenggara is one of provinces in Indonesia that has big forest fire following some provinces in Kalimantan 
dan Sumatra. However, forest fires in East Nusa Tenggara have got less attention in the discussion of forest fires in 
Indonesia. This paper studies how the forest fire in East Nusa Tenggara and its smoke impact on the atmospheric 
environment from 2015 to 2019. This study used hotspot, forest fire area, visibility, and aerosol optical depth (AOD) 
data, and a statistical comparison method of these data in NTT and in Kalimantan and Sumatra.The result shows that it 
is found hotspot for a same of forest fire area in East Nusa Tenggara less than in Kalimantan and Sumatra. The forest 
fires in East Nusa Tenggara do not have an adverse impact on the atmospheric environment significantly. Forest biomass 
burning in East Nusa Tenggara where there are savanna areas and no peatland does not produce much smoke. The forest 
fire in East Nusa Tenggara has not an impact of decreasing of visibility and increasing of aerosol optical depth, while 
in Sumatra and Kalimantan visibility decreases down to 2 km and AOD increases up to 2 during fire peak season. 
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TURBULENCE STRENGTH IN THE MEASUREMENT OF POLLUTANTS 
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Abstract. Global warming is now increasingly disrupting human life, one of the causes of this global warming is air 
pollution which can be caused by natural sources and human activities. Generally, the source of pollution can be 
categorized as point sources and line sources. An example is air pollution caused by motorized vehicles producing 
Carbon Monoxide (CO), Ozone (O3), CH4, nitrogen oxides (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (SO2) gas. However, their gas 
collected in the air with a different volume that becomes turbulent itself. The purpose of this research aims to determine 
the amount of turbulence and turbulent activities in Bogor. Data testing was conducted at the Center for Climate Risk 
and Opportunity Management in Southeast Asia Pacific (CCROM-SEAP) with data taken from pollutant point 
measurements around Bogor. The difference in concentration at each research site due to the density of different vehicles 
at each site. Bogor had a higher density in the pre-PSBB period compared to recent times because this location was a 
location for massive trade and movement of public transportation in the morning and at night. Air pollution conditions 
must be observed and controlled so the pollutant concentration value does not exceed the established environmental 
quality standard threshold. 
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Automatic Rain Detection System Based on Digital Images of CCTV Cameras Using the Convolutional Neural 
Network Method 
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Meteorology  Climatology  and Geophysics  Agency (BMKG) has the duty to provide  weather  information  including 
rainfall . Weather  is a whole  phenomenon  that occurs  in the Earth 's atmosphere . Rainy or sunny weather  conditions 
greatly affect community activities in daily life, especially for outdoor activities. Rainfall conditions that occur can be 
determined  by the presence  of rainfall . BMKG has several  types of rainfall  gauges, with a number that has not been 
evenly distributed throughout the region. The price of the equipment is relatively expensive. The solution that can be 
done to increase the density of rainfall observations  is to utilize existing sources to obtain weather information . This 
research  will  utilize  CCTV  that  is spread  in the Jakarta  area  to be processed  so as to produce  information  on rain 
conditions . The method  used is to do image  processing  using  the Convolutional  Neural  Network  (CNN) method . 
CCTV  images  will be taken from the internet  automatically  by the crawling  method  to get digital  image  data. The 
available images will then be carried out a training process and model testing to get the model with the best accuracy. 
The results of this model will be used for rain detection  on digital CCTV images. The rain detection  process will be 
done automatically and in real time. The results of the rain detection process will be displayed on the map according to 
the location  of the installed  CCTV. This research  has made a CNN model  for automatic  rain detection  with 98.8% 
training accuracy  and 96.4% testing accuracy  and has been evaluated  with BMKG observation  data so that it has an 
evaluation accuracy of 96.7%. 

OBSERVATION
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The Utilization and Interpretation Of the RGB Method from the Himawari-8 Satellite Data in the Event of Hail in 
Sukabumi (Case Study : August 23, 2020) 
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On August, 23 2020, there was a phenomenon of hail in Sukabumi for 30 minutes. The growth of cloud that produced 
hail can be interpreted with Himawari-8 satellite using the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) method. In this research, the hail 
will be interpreted with RGB method which  processed using SATAID software by utilizing 3 products, namely Day 
Convective Storm (to distinguish convective clouds from the other clouds), Day Microphysics (for cloud microphysis) 
and Air Mass by combining several Himawari-8 satellite channels. In addition, the caused of hail will be supported by 
analysis of Sea Surface Temperature anomaly and the 850-700 mb layer of  Relative Humidity which processed with 
GrADS software. The results shows that Day Convective Storm product could detect the development of Cb clouds (the 
growth, the mature and the extinction phase). Day Microphysics product shows that there had been a strong 
microphysical process during hail and Air Mass product shows that there was a lot of air mass content which coming 
from the Northeast-East direction and influencing the growth of Cumulonimbus cloud. In addition, positive SST 
anomalies and wet RH values ??(75-90%) in the 850-700 mb layer influenced the convective cloud growth that caused 
hail in Sukabumi. 
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Evaluation of CCTV Data For Estimating Rainfall Condition 
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Rainfall characteristics of Indonesia's tropical climate have high variability according to space and time, so to determine 
the rainfall pattern of a location, an in situ rainfall measuring instrument (AWS = automatic weather station) is needed 
with high density. The existence of AWS also requires relatively high maintenance costs and a standard placement 
location (according to the rules of WMO = World Meteorological Organization) which is relatively broad and is not 
obstructed by other objects that can make the result of rainfall data is not representative. With the concept of computer 
vision, research will be carried out to estimate the rainfall condition from the CCTV cameras. The CCTV camera data 
which have qualitative characteristic into rainfall data which have quantitative characteristics. This research is also 
motivated by the large number of CCTVs that are placed in a lot of locations by local governments along with the Smart 
City program in districts and cities throughout Indonesia. The preliminary research was conducted in Center for 
Atmospheric Science and Technology office in Bandung. Rainfall data from AWS was used to validate CCTV data 
which placed in same location. The process of converting CCTV data into rainfall data goes through 6 stages. The first 
is reading the image mapping data and AWS (in rainfall accumulation data form). Second, read the image data in 
grayscale. Third, extract the features. Fourth, split the reference and sample data. Fifth, conducts the K-NN Mapping 
Reference Image and rainfall accumulation data. Sixth is to praise K-NN Testing. The accuracy is calculate with 
comparing the estimated number of CCTV cameras that are correct with the total sample size. The evaluation result 
states that the highest accuracy is obtained with K = 1. When K=1, the accuracy percentage reaching 94.8%. Accuracy 
decreases with increasing value of K and drastically decreases with K> 2. In the 1-10 days reference data, the highest 
accuracy is obtained by the number of reference data for 10 days, which is around 97%, stable until the value of K = 8. 
While the lowest accuracy is obtained when the reference data is 1 day with an accuracy value of about 43%. Based on 
the results of this study, it can be concluded that rain data from CCTV can be used to estimate the rainfall data. 
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TRUE WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED MEASUREMENTS SYSTEM ON THE SHIP WITH 433 MHZ RADIO 
TELEMETRY 

Aprilia Erlita Lisnawati, Nanda Winata, Satria Raya Putra, Tegar Allfi Ariyandy, Agus Tri Susanto 
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Wind is a collection of air mass flow which moves by the difference of air pressure. The true wind is an actual wind 
speed and direction did not effected by the ship speed and direction. Measurement of true wind direction and speed on 
the ship is an important thing for the safety of marine transportation as the prime transportation in Indonesia that is an 
archipelago country. The aims of this research are to stake and know the effectiveness of the true wind direction and 
speed measurements system on the ship which shown as real time data monitoring on a display. This system will make 
the ship captain easier for monitoring the true wind data without have to manually measure the true wind from the 
apparent wind data of anemometer. This system uses two main sensors such as GPS and anemometer that each sensor 
has their own function. The GPS Ublox Neo M8N produces the ship speed and the coordinate data in latitude and 
longitude whereas the anemometer deliver signal as the wind speed and direction. The apparent wind as the wind speed 
and direction of anemometer being an input signal will automatically be measured using some algorithm to have a result 
of true wind speed and direction data. This measurement will be processed by the arduino mega 2560 as a 
microcontroller that additionally also needs a RTC to produce the time data. Then the output data such time, coordinate, 
also true wind speed and direction save on the SD card and show on LCD setting up on the logger data box. Although 
the true wind data is also sent from the transmitter to the receiver by 433 MHz 3DR telemetry communication and 
display on the user interface of personal computer as a real time data. The conclusion of this research is that system 
makes the captain of ship more effective and efficient for knowing the real time true wind data and the communication 
distance that the transmitter and receiver can communicate achieve approximately 87,06 meters. 
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Application of Attenuation Correction to Quantitative Precipitation Estimation on C-Band Weather Radar in Bengkulu 
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Abstract. Attenuation causes the Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) by the C-band weather radar to 
underestimate. Attenuation correction on C-band weather radar is needed to eliminate precipitation estimation errors. In 
this study, gate-by-gate method attenuation correction with the Kraemer’s approach is applied to C-band weather radar 
data from the Indonesian Agency for Meteorology and Geophysics (BMKG) weather radar network in Bengkulu.  This 
method uses reflectivity as the only input. The Estimated precipitation error is obtained by comparing radar-based 
estimates to 10 observation rain gauges over a month. The data are processed using Python-based libraries Wradlib and 
ArcGIS 10.5. As a result, the corrected precipitation had a smaller error value (r = 0.88; RMSE = 8.38) than the 
uncorrected precipitation (r = 0.83; RMSE = 11.70). 
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Rainfall Estimation Based on Satellite Data with Convective Stratiform Technique (CST) and Modified Convective 
Stratiform Technique (mCST) Methods (case study in Jabodetabek, 31st December 2019) 
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Abstract. Accurate and real time rainfall information is needed for early warning of hydrometeorological disasters. It is 
necessary to have a method for estimation considering that the availability of observation points in Indonesia is currently 
still lacking. Various methods of estimation rainfall to use satellites have been conducted, but in many times the satellite 
failed to distinguish between cumuliform clouds and stratiform clouds consequently, the estimated value of the estimated 
rainfall to underestimate or overestimate. This study applies the Convective Stratiform Technique (CST) and Modified 
Convective Stratiform Technique (mCST) methods from the Himawari-8 satellite imagery to estimate the rain event 
that caused flooding in Jabodetabek on December 31st, 2019. Both methods were verified with AWS rainfall data in 
Jabodetabek using statistical indexes and contingency tables. The basic of the algorithms methods are carried out by 
involving the separation of cumuliform and stratiform clouds, so that the problem can be overcome because it can 
improve the estimated value of underestimate or overestimate rainfall. The results of the two methods generally show 
that the mCST method produces better rainfall estimates, while CST often produces rainfall values ??even when the 
event does not rain. 
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Weather is one of the significant aspects that have a major role in aviation safety and flight operations. Information 
about weather that is easily accessible and accurate is important to support flight activities. This research aims to develop 
an Automated Weather Observing System Category I based on the Internet of Things to support aviation meteorological 
information services. The system is designed using the HMP155 temperature and humidity sensor, PTB110 air pressure 
sensor, and RMY03002 wind direction and wind speed sensor. Data observed from the sensor is processed using a 
CR1000 datalogger and sent to the server with the NodeMCU ESP8266 communication platform using the MQTT 
protocol. The system will process data from sensors into a meteorological report on aviation in the form of a METAR 
code. Data sent to the server can be accessed through the website and MQTT dashboard. The temperature sensor 
calibration correction result is 0.15ºC. The correction value resulting from humidity sensor calibration is 1.9%. The air 
pressure sensor has a correction of -0.1 mb. The wind speed has the largest correction value of -0.31 m/s, while the wind 
direction is 0.2 degrees at the set point of 270 degrees. Delay analysis shows the value of 0.32678949 ms which is 
included in the good category with a throughput of 1416.428835 bytes/sec. The results of this study indicate the system 
can be implemented to provide actual information on aviation based on the Internet of Things. 
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Improved Performance of The CHIRPS Monthly Rainfall Estimation Extraction from Google Earth Engine (GEE) 
Platform in South Sulawesi Region 
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The integration of the availability and processing of CHIRPS satellite data by the Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform 
was used in this study to extract the estimated monthly rainfall in South Sulawesi. Several areas were selected based on 
the characteristics of the rainy period cycle representing South Sulawesi, namely Makassar, Masamba, Wajo, and Bone. 
However, the performance of the CHIRPS rainfall estimation has not been maximized with correlation coefficient values 
of 0.94, 0.63, 0.65, 0.74 for each of these areas so that the increase in rainfall estimation performance is carried out by 
applying the multiple linear regression method which takes into account the observed rainfall, the location of latitude 
and longitude as well as elevation in every location. The results showed an increase in the value of the correlation 
coefficient to 0.95, 0.74, 0.74, and 0.87 in each study area. 
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Automatic Total Cloud Cover Observation Using K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 
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One of the observed cloud condition is total cloud cover. The Meteorology and Climatology and Geophysics Agency 
(BMKG) observes the amount of cloud cover manually by observers, which means such observations are still subjective. 
This research aims to build a automatic total cloud cover observation system using K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. The 
parameter observed by this tool is the amount of cloud cover using Raspberry Pi Camera V2 which has an image 
resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels as a sensor. This system uses a Raspbery Pi 3 Rev B + microcontroller to determine the 
amount of cloud cover and uses a VGA cable as its communication system. The data displayed on a PC monitor. This 
automatic cloud cover observation system has a determination range from 0 to 8 octaves. The test results show that the 
design of the system able to provide data that is directly in the form of octaves. 
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Development of Low Cost Sensor to Analyzes the Distribution of PM2.5 and PM10 Concentration in Kemayoran 
Based on IoT 
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Particulate Matter (PM) commonly used to show the degree of air pollution and has an impact on human health and the 
visibility of the atmosphere. Standard gravimetric measurements for field measurements are still expensive and limited 
in several observation points spread across Indonesia. In this study, a low cost PM2.5 and PM10 measuring instrument 
was designed, with the application of the Internet of Things (IoT) to support real-time monitoring which can improve 
spatial and temporal resolution. The system uses ZH03A sensor with the principle of light scattering in the air. The 
sensor data is processed by a data logger that is connected to the internet via the ESP32 module. This tool is installed in 
Kemayoran by sending monitoring data to the database and processed to display the actual PM values ??on web 
application and is equipped with comparative calculations. Analysis on the resulting PM data shows at Kemayoran the 
concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 were higher in October 2020 than November 2020, with the highest values between 
morning and midnight. The dominant wind direction which carries pollutants from northwest. Also, correlation between 
PM data and meteorological factor is the highest at air temperature of -0.34 and Relative Humidity of 0.34. 
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Observation network will never be enough for creating good information about monthly rainfall. Interpolation method 
is always needed and for operational purposes, inverse distance weighting (IDW) method is used. In East Java, 197 
observation points are involved then IDW's parameters used are neighbor=12 and power=2. The consequences of this 
framework are investigated in this study. By reversing IDW's formula, two kinds of raster analysis are developed,  
distance to neighbour used (DNU) and coefficient from point (CFP). DNU shows how far points used on it for doing 
interpolation in some area by kilometer (km). Meanwhile, CFP describes an area impacted by a point. Data used in this 
study are longitude and latitude of 197 observation points. The scripts are written in R Language. Analysis based on 
local governmental region shows that Sumenep has very far DNU, in average, first point used located more than 25 km 
and its twelfth is 112 km (average other region DNU1=7 km and DNU12=35 km), it means there should be special 
interpolation mechanism for Sumenep. CFP confirms that some points give impact in unnatural ways (impacted 
area=5741 km2 or weighting per area=1.81km-2). We propose DNU and CFP as alternative quality control parameters 
for investigating consequences in interpolating rainfall. 
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The utilization of HF Radar data from 2018-2019 to study the characteristics of Sea Surface Current (SSC) in the Bali 
Strait has been carried out. The data processing method by calculating the speed and direction of the SSC of the zonal 
and meridional components. Furthermore, the SSC analysis conducted every hour and month by calculating the average 
of the same hours and months of the overall data. The result showed that a unique pattern of SSC in the Bali Strait 
occurred on the west side of the island of Bali and the east side of Java Island. On the western side of the island, there 
was a decrease in SSC speed at 0:00–7:00 and 13:00–18:00, as well as a two-time increase in 8:00–12:00 and 19:00–
2:00, both of which were at a fluctuating speed range of 0-140 cm/s with a dominant direction towards the south. On 
the eastern side of Java Island, SSC speed ranges from 0-40 cm/s all the time with the dominant direction toward the 
east to southeast. The SSC pattern each month is also more clear in this study, where in December-March the SSC speed 
is smaller than that of June-September, ranging from 0-20 cm/s and 40-140 cm/s, respectively. Furthermore, the two 
SSC patterns above can be simplified into two periods, namely relaxation and agitation. This research also applies HF 
Radar application in the case of a shipwreck in Bali Strait. 
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LoRaWAN technology is an alternative communication system for data acquisition precipitation measurement using 
LPWAN-based IoT technology. LoRaWAN technology provides long-range communication coverage up to 20 km in 
rural areas. In this study, LoRaWAN-based data acquisition network was designed with a gateway that is placed at each 
remote VSAT location on the VSAT network infrastructure owned by BMKG in all region of Indonesia. The remote 
VSAT were chosen because most of them are located in rural and sub-urban areas with sufficient internet access. With 
coverage up to 20 km, Automatic Rain Gauges as precipitation measurement instrument are designed to be placed within 
the remote VSAT radius. radio communication testing was carried out using LoRa modulation from the VSAT point 
(Citeko to Darmaga Bogor and vice versa with a distance of 26 km). The test results show that the radio communication 
system with the LoRa modulation technique is able to cover a distance of up to 26 km with line of sight conditions and 
is able to transmit data from the transmitter and received by the receiver well. This is an solution for BMKG to build an 
precipitation measurement data acquisition network based on LoRAWAN technology especially at a district or 
provincial scale in areas with limited cellular network service. 
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Monitoring using Internet of Things (IoT) 
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The main objective of this research is to create a system which we call KIMONO (Climate Smart Technology) for early 
warning of potential rainfall-induced floods/landslides based on realtime and automatic rainfall monitoring data. The 
design of this automatic early warning system includes making a prototype of a device consisting of a rain gauge and a 
water level sensor that is supported by a logger, independent power and a GPRS system (General Pocket Radio Service). 
The prototype device is installed in two locations, specifically in hilly areas (upstream) and flood-prone areas 
(downstream / settlements). By utilizing the Internet of Things (IoT), each prototype measures rainfall and river water 
level then transmits the data to the server using the Application Programming Interface (API). The advantage of this 
system is the integration between prototype device with mobile applications that can be installed on smartphones. In 
addition to displaying realtime data, this mobile application will also provide early warning notifications whenever the 
rain intensity and water level crosses some threshold by less than three seconds. The KIMONO ecosystem architecture 
including the device prototype, communication system, and mobile application will be presented in this paper. 
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Air temperature is one of the most common and important meteorological parameters, because it has a direct impact on 
human activities. Every data, including air temperature data, needs to be verified, one of which is by conducting quality 
control using the Step Check method. Step Check quality control is carried out by looking at the difference of a parameter 
in a certain period, in this case, the difference of air temperature data every hour, compared to the threshold value that 
was already determined, so before carrying out Step Check quality control, it is necessary to determine the ceiling and 
floor boundaries of the difference in air temperature data every hour to produce a threshold to be the reference in carrying 
out Step Check quality control. 
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The Java Sea's geographic location makes these waters very unique with the influence of the Indian Ocean, Pacific 
Ocean, and the South China Sea, which are connected by several narrow straits and relatively shallow depth, making 
the Java Sea very interesting to study further. Moreover, the Java Sea location around the equator adds to the ocean-
atmosphere interaction dynamics in the Java Sea. This study aims to determine the ocean-atmosphere interaction at 
several points in the Java Sea based on wind data, air temperature data, and sea level pressure data associated with sea-
level variations. This study uses climate data obtained from the ERA5 satellite observations managed by the European 
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and water level data from Indonesian Geospatial Information 
Agency (BIG) as sea-level variation data. Ocean-atmosphere interaction analysis is carried out by processing wind data, 
air temperature data, and sea level pressure data by looking for the frequency or period of the waveform data using the 
fast Fourier transform method and analyzing natural phenomena that occur at specific times based on the frequency or 
period of the waveform data at a selected point in the Java Sea. The correlation value between these data and sea-level 
variations is calculated to determine the ocean-atmosphere interaction in the Java Sea. Data processing results show a 
strong correlation between natural phenomena and climate variable data, which indicates a high frequency every 12 
hours, 24 hours, or every 6 months caused by natural factors such as day-night changes, seasonal changes, and other 
non-periodic events. 
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El-Nino which occurred in 2019 in Indonesia caused longer dry conditions. Low rainfall and vegetation drought cause 
widespread forest / land fires. This study aims to know the relationship between drought conditions and forest / land 
fires from the parameters of rainfall and vegetation greenness level. The study located in Jambi and Central Kalimantan 
during the peak months of fires which are September 2019. To see fluctuations in the peak of fires, 8 daily data were 
taken for this time period. Extraction of rainfall information is derived from the Himawari-8 infrared band 1 image into 
L2 rainfall rate data. Vegetation greenness level information is derived from Terra / Aqua MODIS red and near infrared 
band images into L2 Enhance Vegetation Index (EVI) data. Hotspot data comes from the images of Terra, Aqua MODIS, 
SNPP VIIRS, and NOAA20. Fire data was extracted from hotspot data and delineation of MODIS RGB image smoke. 
Rainfall fluctuation affects the number of forest / land fire hotspots. The decrease in rainfall follows the increase in the 
number of hotspots and the increase in rainfall affects the decrease in the number of hotspots. In Jambi Province, rainfall 
from 0 to 50 mm was followed by an increase in the number of hotspots and rainfall from 0 to 400 mm the number of 
hotspots decreased. In Jambi Province, the highest number of hotspots occurred during the lowest rains (0 mm) on 
September 6-13, 2019. Meanwhile, the TKV variable had little effect on the number of hotspots. The driest TKV (0.1) 
on September 14-21 2019 was influenced by the highest number of fire hotspots in the previous period. 
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Forest and land fire smoke detection using GCOM-C Data (Case study: Pulang Pisau, Central Kalimantan) 

Khalifah Insan Nur Rahmi 

Pusat Pemanfaatan Penginderaan Jauh LAPAN 

 

Forest and land fire occur every year in Indonesia especially in peat land area and increasing in dry season. These fires 
give bad impact to air pollutant from fire smoke events. Fire smoke distribution needs to be identified periodically. 
GCOM-C data is a new release data that could be used to detect fire smoke. This study has an objective to identify fire 
smoke from GCOM-C data. GCOM-C data has wavelength range from 0.38 to 12 µm and covers visible, near infrared, 
short-wave infrared and thermal infrared. It is relatively similar to MODIS or Himawari-8 images which could identify 
fire smoke also. The methodology used was visual interpretation to detect fire smoke using near infrared band (VN08), 
shortwave infrared band (SW03), and thermal bands (T01 and T02). Hotspot data was overlaid with GCOM-C image 
to know the location of fire events. Combination of composite RGB image has been applied to detect fire smoke. 
GCOM-C image of VN8 bands and combination of thermal band in composite image could be used to detect fire smoke 
in Pulang Pisau, Central Kalimantan. 
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CITY CLIMATE CHANGE IDENTIFICATION IN SERANG 

NIZAR MANARUL HIDAYAT 

Badan Meteorologi Klimatologi dan Geofisika 

 

The issue of climate change is a global issue  often discussed lately. But deeper study is needed  to identify and analyze 
the risks of climate change. This  study takes  Serang, Banten as the study area because Serang is a densely populated 
city . It is necessary to analyze the impact of the climate change to the city. The climate change  is indentified by rainfall 
parameter analysis  and temperatures during  the baseline periods (1981-2015), the period of 2016-2039   as the future 
(near), the period of 2040 to 2069 (middle) and the period of 2070 to 2099 (far) taken  from GCM models. The output 
of this projection will  be corrected by the equation Bennet and Eisner. Then, the Mean Absolute Error (MEA) in each 
data modeling scenarios is used  to find the best scenario models in the future. The results show that in projecting three 
periods (near, middle, far), each climate parameter has  different correction. The projection of monthly rainfall average 
in the future  will decrease while the air temperature (maximum and minimum) is  increasing. 
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Analysis of Atmospheric Condition during Flood Event at Tangerang And Surrounding Area (Case Study: Desember 
31, 2019) 

Azwar Makarim Aldimasqie 

State College of Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics 

 

On January 1, 2020, there has been flood disaster in several locations in Tangerang because of high intensity of rain 
since 31 december 2019 afternoon until 1 january 2020 morning. According to observational data from Soekarno Hatta 
Meteorological Station, accumulated rainfall on that date reached 147.9 mm which indicates very heavy rain. In this 
research, an analysis of atmospheric conditions was carried out to determine the triggering factors of the flood using 
Himawari-8 satellite imagery data, Soekarno Hatta Meteorological Station observation data, relative humidity data, and 
sea surface temperature data. Relative humidity data from layers 1000 to 500 mb indicate saturated atmospheric 
conditions in Tangerang. Based on streamline map, there is convergence from 925 mb and 850 mb. Besides, sea surface 
temperature tends to be warm in southern Java waters which trigger the growth of convective clouds at related location. 
Based on the lability index at the research location processed through the SATAID application, the Showalter index (SI) 
the morning is around 1.1 and in the night the SI changes to 0.5. The SI shows unstable atmospheric conditions verified 
through data from the Himawai-8 satellite image which shows the movement of clouds with a decrease in cloud peak 
temperature at 06.00 UTC reaching -50 °C, followed by 11.00 UTC to 00.00 UTC the temperature of the top cloud is at 
between -50 °C to -80 °C. These atmospheric conditions indicate the growth of convective clouds, triggering heavy 
rains that causing flood disaster in Tangerang. 
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STUDY OF TROPICAL QUASI-LINEAR CONVECTIVE SYSTEM (QLCS) CHARACTERISTICS IN 
MAUMERE, SURABAYA, AND PANGKALAN BUN 

Nabilla Akhirta, Eko Wardoyo, Imaduddin Salma Faalih 
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Quasi Linear Convective System (QLCS) is a type of convective system that is known to have the potential to cause 
hazards in the area of its occurrences and propagations. Several previous studies have shown that this phenomenon has 
been identified in several regions of Indonesia. But there have not been many comprehensive studies on the occurrence 
and properties of QLCS in the Indonesian region. Thus, the reliable and comprehensive theory that is able to explain the 
variability and characteristics of QLCS in Indonesia is very lacking. This observational study aims to initially conduct 
a comprehensive study on the occurrence and properties of QLCS in Indonesia. This study takes the cases of QLCS 
events during 2017 in Surabaya, Maumere, and Pangkalan Bun. These study areas are selected because they have similar 
climates and rainfall patterns and are covered by C-Band-based weather radar observation network. Observational 
classifications are performed to determine the characteristics of spatial, temporal, propagation, low-level wind profile, 
and formation in the study area. During the study period, 151 QLCS cases were identified. There are 23 QLCS cases 
from the Maumere’s radar data, 58 QLCS cases from the Surabaya’s radar data, and 70 cases from Pangkalan Bun’s 
radar data. The results show that there are several variations of QLCS characteristics among those three areas during the 
study period although they have similar climates and rainfall patterns. 
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Estimation of Peak Runoff using Remote Sensing And GIS in Keduang Sub-Watershed 

Alfan Muttaqin 

University of Sebelas Maret 

 

Abstract:  Changes in land use in the watershed from non-built areas to built areas or vegetated areas to non-vegetated 
areas will increase runoff. Because vegetation helps absorb rainwater optimally into the soil. Thus, rainwater that falls 
to the ground will become more runoff. For this reason, it is necessary to conduct a study to determine the runoff due to 
land use changes, as has been done in the Keduang Sub-watershed, Wonogiri District, Central Java. The peak runoff 
was estimated impact from of land use change using remote sensing and GIS. Remotely sensed images from the Landsat 
satellites were used to develop land use maps of the study area for the years 2009 and 2020. GIS analysis, based on the 
land use map to estimate the runoff coefficient (C). The peak runoff (Qp) was computed by the Rational method for 
each year of the study. The Mononobe equation was used to determine rainfall intensity (I), base on the recorded rainfall 
data for each year. The land use map between 2009 and 2020 shows an increase in built areas and dryland agriculture 
and a decrease in the vegetated area such as a forest. The impact of land use change increases the C value in the study 
area from 19% to 22%. The maximum daily rainfall for 2009 in the Keduang sub-watershed is 47.93 mm and 2020 is 
82.01 mm. The results showed that there was an increase in the Qp value for 2009 was 527.78 m3/s and in 2020 was 
1,021.49 m3/s. 
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Aerosol Condition during Forest Fire on Kalimantan in 2018 

Yuan Lucky Rindwiyanto 
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The development of science and technology has given positive and negative impacts in various fields. The negative 
impacts that occur such as environmental problems, one of which is forest fires. On the other hand, technological 
advances provide an alternative method of monitoring the event of forest fires by using remote sensing. Aerosol is one 
of the pollutants that produced from forest fires. Aerosol has a short-term impact on health and environment. This study 
aims to observe and determine the aerosol conditions and meteorological factors that influence the aerosol distribution 
due to forest fires on Kalimantan in 2018. Aerosols can be measured by utilizing MODIS Aqua-Terra data that showed 
by Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values. Visual distribution of AOD values ??obtained by application named Giovanni, 
using AOD display variable, namely Combined Dark Target and Deep Blue AOD at 0.55 micron for land and ocean: 
Mean. The MODIS Aqua-Terra data has a daily temporal resolution’s, it can show the comparison of values for each 
day from July to October 2018. Meteorological factors such as rainfall, the duration of sun exposure, wind speed, and 
wind direction are collected from observation stations in Palangkaraya and Pontianak. The wind conditions are 
processed with the Lakes Environmental WRPlot to determine the predicted direction of aerosol distribution. During 
the forest fires, the highest AOD value occurred in September 2018 with a value of 0.82, spread in Central Kalimantan. 
Meteorological conditions indicate the number of days without rain and the high sun exposure can support the potential 
of forest fires that produce aerosols. 
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DENTIFICATION OF TROPICAL SQUALL LINE USING INFRARED CHANNEL HIMAWARI-8 SATELLITE 
IMAGERY (Case Study of 6-7 December 2020 in the Indian Ocean) 

Nurul Izzah Fitria 

STMKG 

 

Tropical squall line is a linear type of Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) phenomenon. On December 6-7, 2020, 
the Infrared (IR1) Himawari-8 satellite image in the Indian Ocean of the Indonesian region, shows a cloud line identified 
as the tropical squall line. This study aims to identify the characteristics of the tropical squall line phenomenon that 
occurs in the Indian Ocean south of West Java using Himawari-8 Infrared (IR1) satellite imagery. Satellite image data 
is processed using an algorithm adapted to the MCC Maddox 1980 criteria. Furthermore, an objective analysis is carried 
out on the data based on the criteria from previous studies. The result shows that the tropical squall occurred for 19 
hours with the initial type of tropical squall formation as an intersecting convective band. In the mature stage, the trailing 
stratiform region and convective line develops an asymmetric pattern and shows a vortex (Mesoscale Convective 
Vortices) that forms inside the stratiform region. The result of rainfall distribution using the GSMaP model shows a 
category of heavy rain with rainfall in tropical squall areas exceeding 10 mm per hour. Keywords: Himawari, tropical 
squall line, mesoscale convective vortices 
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High-resolution-gridded rainfall dataset derived from surface observation by adjustment of satellite rainfall product 
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A high-resolution-gridded rainfall dataset is essential for many purposes.  Such as analysis of extreme weather 
conditions, natural-disaster mitigation, or to be used as an input to the hydrological model. Satellite-based rainfall 
products (e.g., GSMaP (Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation)) can solve the spatial and temporal issue despite their 
rainfall intensity often being under or overestimated. This research aims to provide a high-resolution rainfall dataset by 
adjusting the 0.1 deg GSMaP rainfall data to the surface rainfall data from several observation points in Jakarta and the 
surrounding area. The assessment includes calculating the bias between the satellite estimation in the nearest observation 
point and interpolating the error to the GSMaP grid to obtain the correction factor in every grid point. We implement 
the method for an extreme weather event in the Jabodetabek area in January 2020. The result reveals a more realistic 
rainfall spatial distribution than regularly interpolating the observation data. The validation of adjusted rainfall 
estimation in the observation point also shows a reduction in bias value. 
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Cloud to ground lightning observations over maritime continent using VLF radio instrument and Time of Arrival 
(ToA) method 

Purwadi 
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Abstract. The maritime continent (MC) is the tropical island region with the most massive of growing thunderstorm 
clouds in the world.   Some studies show that lightning can be a good proxy for severe weather. So, it can be alternative 
or complementary to the existing extreme weather observations method. V-POTEKA is the radio instrumentation with 
a vertical antenna to detect the electric field wave emitted by the cloud to ground (CG) lightning in the range of very-
low-frequency (VLF:1-40kHz). In the range of VLF spectrum, V-POTEKA can detect CG lightning in a radius of 
thousand kilometers. Using the time of arrival (ToA) method from at least three stations namely Serpong, Palau, and 
Manila, the geolocation of CG lightning can be estimated. In this study, we have observed the CG lightning produce by 
thunderstorms cloud over the MC and perform it on the geographical maps. Moreover, the CG geolocation estimation 
is validated by comparing it to other CG lightning detection network. Using the sample data location 120ºE -130ºE and 
0º-10ºN and sample period June 20, 2019 - March 31, 2020 (285 days), we found that the median distance of the CG 
lightning geolocation estimation between them is ~37km inside the sample area. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AIR QUALITY MOBILE TOOLS FOR OBSERVATION 

Ikhlas Taufiqul Hakim 
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Abstract. Mobile weather stations are needed because of its better coverage balance than static stations. Center for 
Climate Risk and Opportunity Management in Southeast Asia Pacific (CCROM-SEAP) of Bogor Agricultural 
University developed a low-cost mini mobile observation system using DOIT ESP32 DEVKIT V1 module which based 
on internet of things to monitor real time meteorological elements (such as temperature, humidity, and pressure), CO2, 
PM2.5, and PM10 concentration for Bogor (Center of Bogor city). The system equipped with an array of gaseous and 
meteorological sensors. With Firebase (Database service by Google) integration, the system records data every 2 
seconds and sent automatically to Firebase. The system also have a local webserver which displaying real-time graph 
for each elements every 5 seconds. We also creating an android application called ServMo which displaying the realtime 
data. This application may also create CSV file from all of the stored data in Firebase. This system is suitable for real-
time mobile monitoring purpose for better balance of measurements coverage. 
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SENSITIVITY OF NIES MONITORING SYSTEM 

Arman Effendi 
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Abstract. National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) with Centre for Climate Risk and Opportunity 
Management in Southeast Asia Pacific (CCROM-SEAP) working together to develop very useful monitoring system 
for measuring greenhouse gases (GHGs) and air pollutant. Air quality measurement is very complex, but this tool can 
be measured very easy to understand with real-time data. This tool can count how much anthropogenic and nature roles 
emission in this region. GHGs that is measured in the form of particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), Ozone (O3), carbon 
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). This research 
aims to measured sensitivity form this tool with nearest traffic in Bogor. This research expected to know how big this 
tool can find out and effected to nearest traffic. Monitoring system can be accessed public and share to all people with 
the purpose to management air quality and early warning in this region. This tool designed in three places, CCROM-
SEAP Bogor, BPPT Serpong, and BMKG Cibeureum. This tool is put with purpose to compare anthropogenic and 
natural emissions in Jakarta megacity and surrounding activity. 
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS PLATINUM WIRE BASED TEMPERATURE SENSOR FOR RADIOSONDE 

Soni Aulia Rahayu, Rachmat Sunarya, Edy Maryadi, and Listi Restu Triani 
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At present, atmospheric observations are very much needed, both horizontally and vertically, observing the atmosphere 
for a certain area. Vertical atmospheric observations can be made using a radiosonde. Radiosonde has many uses, 
including helping to provide weather information in flight and also for researching vertical atmospheric conditions in 
Indonesian territory. One of the sensors carried by the radiosonde is a temperature sensor. So far, radiosonde sensors 
depend on imports from abroad. This research will focus on the design of a platinum wire-based temperature sensor. 
The platinum wire used is platinum wire with a diameter of 0.025 mm with a resistance of 99.99% or ± 10 Ω. The 
platinum wire is wound into a zero Ohm resistor with the number of turns according to the required specifications. After 
going through laboratory testing, the platinum wire-based temperature sensor is then subjected to field testing using a 
reference radiosonde in accordance with the provisions of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The results 
obtained show that the response time of the platinum sensor can follow the reference data. The correlation value obtained 
is 0.99 for temperature measurements from +27 oC to -83.7 oC. 
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[Revision] The Study of Precipitation-Based Spray Schedule and Green House Utilization during La Nina Period for 
Urban Farmers in Jabodetabek Area 
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The covid-19 pandemic has turned urban farming into an activity that has been popular among people who spend their 
most of time at home. To support the household's food supply, edible plants became an option for them to be seeded. 
However, urban farmers are facing La Nina which is occurring nowadays as a challenge.  

This research aimed to observe the suitable treatment for handling the impact of La Nina on urban farming activity. The 
object of the observation was Ipomoea aquatica that was planted in several points that represented Jabodetabek area. In 
every point, there was an automatic weather station that captured dataset of air temperature, humidity, and pressure; also 
precipitation. The numbers of treatment activities were two units of testing. The first was planting treatment with and 
without considering precipitation. The second one was a planting system with and without greenhouse. Ipomoea 
aquatica was planted for 5 weeks and harvested each week to determine its height, number of tillers, and plant yield 
matter. Hypothetically, precipitation-based spray schedule and the utilization of greenhouse are more suitable treatments 
under extreme weather period that La Nina causes. 
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Diurnal Variation of Fine Particulate Matter in Indonesia Based on Reanalysis Data 

Nani Cholianawati 
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Fine particulate matter (PM2,5) at a certain threshold greatly affects human health. The PM2.5 concentration needs to 
be known at all times so that the public is always aware of the air quality conditions in the surrounding area. This study 
aims to determine the diurnal variation of fine particulates in Indonesia. The data used is MASINGAR reanalysis data 
per hour with a spatial resolution of 0.4 degrees for 2 years (2019 and 2020). Data were analyzed descriptively to see 
diurnal patterns and their spatial distribution. The data were also calculated for their correlation to in-situ measurement 
data. Urban areas have a maximum 'bimodal' pattern of midnight (23.00 - 01.00) to 43 ug / m3 and early morning (07.00 
- 08.00) up to 25 ug / m3. While in rural areas, the maximum particulate concentration occurs at midnight to reach 24 
ug / m3. The correlation between in situ data and reanalysis for Jakarta City is 0.3. 
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Comparative Study of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using Backpropagation and Bayesian Approach to Predict 
Probabilistic Based Rainfall Events 

Muhammad Ryan 
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Artificial  Neural  Network  (ANN) is a predictive  model  that is often used to predict  complex  and non-linear  events 
such  as rainfall . ANN  that  will  be tested  for  its  performance  in this  study  is ANN  which  uses  backpropagation 
algorithms  namely  Multi -Layer  Perceptron  (MLP ) and  Bayesian  approaches  consisting  of Probabilistic  Neural 
Network  (PNN), Enhanced  Probabilistic  Neural Network  (EPNN), and Competitive  Probabilistic  Neural Network  (
CPNN ). In the running  of the ANN  model , hyperparameter  settings  need  to be done  which  can greatly  affect  the 
performance  of  these  models . This  study  compares  the  performance  of  the  4 ANN  models  with  various 
hyperparameter  configurations  for each model . The prediction  results  of the Weather  Research  Forecasting  (WRF) 
output which is input parameters of the ANN model and the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method which is the simplest 
classification prediction method in machine learning were also used as a comparison method besides the 4 main ANN 
models  in this  study . The  result , it appears  that  MLP  is not  sensitive  to hyperparameter  configuration  changes 
differently  from  ANN  which  uses  the  Bayesian  approach , where  hyperparameter  changes  greatly  affect  the 
performance of these models. In general, the performance of the 4 ANN models tested, is good. 

MODELLING
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The Utilization Of Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) Model Of 3DVar (Three Dimensional Variasional) and 
Himawari-8 Satellite Imagery To The Heavy Rain in Palangkaraya (Case Study : April 27, 2018) 

Nadine Ayasha 
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On April 27, 2018 heavy rain has occured in Palangkaraya. Based on surface data observations at Tjilik Riwut 
Meteorological Station, the peak of rain occurs between 18-21 UTC, which is 54 mm within 3 hours. As a result, flood 
occured in the following day. This study aims to examine the causes of heavy rain using WRF model of the 3DVar 
technique that assimilated with AMSU-A satellite which using the tropical physic suite parameterization scheme and 
Himawari-8 Satellite data which processed by Python Programming. Based on the results of WRF modelling, WRF of 
3DVar model is not representative enough in relation to heavy rain event. However, there are several weather 
disturbances that shows the potency for severe weather occurrence. These are indicated by the shear line and eddy 
circulation at 18 and 21 UTC, and time series of air pressure decreases with a 0.5 mb tendency between 15 to 18 UTC. 
Moreover, the cloud top temperature graph from Himawari-8 Satellite data shows a drastic reduction in temperature to 
-61.4323 at 18.20 UTC, which support the process of the heavy rain. Based on the results of the weather analysis, it 
shows the caused of heavy rain in Palangkaraya. 
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TURBULENCE ANALYSIS ON THE FLIGHT OF ETIHAD AIRWAYS IN BANGKA ISLAND USING THE 
WRF CASE STUDY MAY 4, 2016 

Bayu Retna Tri Andari 
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Abstract. The increasing of safety of aviation operations in Indonesia should be supported by accurate weather forecasts. 
This weather forecast is needed, especially in detecting turbulence, considering that geographically Indonesia has 
effective solar radiation resulting to convective clouds formation. Convective clouds can trigger turbulence then produce 
disruption and even accidents on flights. This research uses a case study on the Etihad Airways flight on the Bangka 
Island at May 4, 2016. At the time of the incident, there was turbulence at 39,000 feet altitude and the aircraft did not 
enter overcast area. The turbulence in this study is simulated using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model 
which is downscaled up to 3 km with parameterization WRF Single-Moment 6 Class (WSM6). The results then verified 
using correlation and linear regression for temperature, wind direction, wind speed, and pattern resemblance between 
cloud fraction and the convective core distribution. The turbulence is analyzed from the south-north and west east 
vertical air flow. The turbulence spotted at 06.40 UTC when there is fairly strong updraft which can cause turbulence. 
The turbulence parameters used such as eddy dissipation rate (EDR), Richardson number and Turbulence Index 1 (TI1) 
indicate that this case is in the strong category. Turbulence that occurs on this study is identified as a near cloud 
turbulence (NCT) event due to cloud formation observed in the west of the turbulence and strong updraft activity at the 
location of turbulence. 
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Rainfall Prediction over Ambon Meteorological Station Using Multi-Physics Ensemble WRF-ARW 
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One of method to create good forecast with WRF-ARW modelling is tuning for parameterization, but this method can’t 
give probability event of rainfall. The result was there have been able to simulate and predict some weather parameters. 
However, from the results of the verification there are some weather parameters are still low accuracy. Because of the 
low accuracy on some parameters of the weather, the authors are interested in performing post-processing methods in 
predicting the weather in extreme weather at Pattimura Ambon Meteorological Station. In this study will use multi-
physics ensemble prediction system (MEPS) by combining 20 WRF-ARW parameterization scheme, which will be 
processed ensemble mean, ensemble spread, and basic probability to get the uncertainty from each weather parameters. 
Verification process using spreads and skill method and ROC curves. The MEPS products have the better skill compared 
to the forecast control, the correlation value of MEPS products is larger and with the lowest error value. The result of  
ROC curves shows the MEPS has an ability to predict weather condition from cloudy and extreme rain. 
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FORECASTING AIR QUALITY CONCENTRATION IN DKI JAKARTA USING ARIMA AND HYBRID 
ARIMA-ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
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Jakarta is the capital city of Indonesia. But Jakarta has a bad image of having high air pollution and various other 
environmental problems. As a big city with 60-70% 

air pollution from motor vehicles, the residual gas produced by motor vehicles contains PM10 particulates which are 
very dangerous for the environment, especially humans. The prediction of PM10 particulate air quality is done as 
preliminary information in anticipating negative impacts as well as contributing to the discourse point of view about the 
relocation of Indonesia's national capital. Forecasting is the art and science of predicting future events by involving 
historical data and projecting it into the future with a systematic approach model. The statistical methods used are the 
ARIMA and Hybrid ARIMA-Artificial Neural Network (ANN) methods. Both methods are compared with the goodness 
of the model with the criteria of the goodness of the model and the best method is chosen from the criteria of the 
goodness of the model. The ARIMA model ([1,2,42], 1,[2] was chosen as the best model by entering five outlier data 
into the selected model. The ARIMA-ANN Hybrid model formed 3-1-1 produces an outsourced RMSE value no better 
than the ARIMA. 
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Various researches have been carried out to develop weather forecasting methods by utilizing Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN), especially Deep Learning (DL) which have achieved significant success. This research utilizes the Deep Belief 
Network (DBN) algorithm to predict the time series of weather parameters and rainfall events for the next 72 hours. The 
weather parameters used are dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature, relative humidity, air pressure, wind speed, 
and rainfall events. The data used is synoptic observation data for nine years from 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2018 
which is located at Maritime Meteorological Station Paotere Makassar. The results show that from the eight schemes 
tested, the DBN Algorithm is able to predict the weather time series well. According to the five five parameters 
predicted, four of them have good results, those are dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature, air pressure, and relative 
humidity. This is indicated by the result of outputs that tend to have very strong correlation level and low RMSE value. 
However, wind speed prediction has poor results because the pattern of changes in wind speed is more stochastic than 
other datasets that makes wind speed prediction becomes more difficult. Meanwhile, the rain classification training 
encountered obstacles due to the training time which reached 40 hours making it less efficient to be continued. 
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One of the international issues that has received public attention is climate change which recently has increased in 
response to the forest fire impact. Forest fire smoke contains dangerous component is carbon dioxide (CO2) as one of 
the main triggers that trap heat in the atmosphere, such that the ozone layer depletion have increasingly widespread. 
Some step were attempted to reduce the forest fire impact is by implementation clean technology and reforestation 
efforts. To study forest fire impact dynamics on ozone layer depletion, we discussed to can be formulated into a 
mathematical model. Furthermore, the problem can be formulated as an optimal control problem that determined by 
pontryagin minimum principle which contain on objective function in the optimal cost of implementation clean 
technology and reforestation efforts. Numerical simulation results show that giving control simultaneously between 
implementation clean technology and reforestation effort carried out has a significant effect in reducing the widespread 
ozone layer depletion due to forest fire with optimal cost. 
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Analysis of sulfure dioxide dispersion based on seasonal using multi-model integration (WRF - CALPUFF) 
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Air pollution is one of the environmental problems that cause a bad impact on human life. The sources of air pollution 
come from various sources such as industry, mining, transportation activities, etc. This study aims to identify the 
seasonal dispersion of Sulfur Dioxide produced by kiln stacks in PT Semen Padang, Tbk. The Dispersion model used 
in this study is CALPUFF (For air pollution model) integrated with WRF (Weather Research Forecasting) (For 
meteorological model). CALPUFF requires the wind field generated by the CALMET model and the WRF model. From 
the simulation, the direction of SO2 dispersion on the wet season and the dry season is influenced by meteorological 
phenomena such as sea breeze and land breeze. The dispersion of Sulfur Dioxide in the dry season passes the urban area 
more than in the wet season with the highest concentration is 122 µg/m3. On the other hand, in the wet season, the 
highest concentration is 120 µg/m3. These results are below of national quality standard in Indonesia (365 µg/m3). The 
statistic also shows that the correlation and error (RMSE) between the model and observed data are 0,63 and 5,49 on 
the wet season, whereas on the dry season are 0,74 and 2,89. 
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Modeling of Rainfall Levels in the Kolaka Regency in 2019 
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Rainfall observation and research in the Kolaka Regency area continues to develop in line with the need for mining, 
water resource management and as an effort to mitigate hydrometeorological disasters. Kolaka Regency is included in 
the Non-Season Zone area, namely an area that does not have a clear climatological boundary between the rainy season 
and the dry season. This situation causes the potential for hydrometeorological disasters such as floods and landslides 
to continue to increase. Rainfall level modeling is carried out to see the relationship between local weather parameters 
and rainfall in the region. The data used in this study include the average sea surface temperature (SST) and global SST 
anomalies from 2000-2019 with a resolution of 0.083° latitude x 0.083° longitude in the Bone Bay area, data on average 
air temperature, Relative Humidity (RH), direction and wind speed and daily rainfall of Kolaka Regency in 2019. With 
the multinomial logistic regression method, it was found that SST conditions were a factor that influenced the rainfall 
category, based on processing results, the odds ratio for SST was exp (-0.3254) = 0.7222. This means that the greater 
the SST will have a tendency of 0.7222 times smaller in the rainfall category, in other words, the higher the SST value 
causes the air condition to become drier so that the other rain cloud forming factors are getting smaller, thereby reducing 
the tendency for rain to occur. RH conditions are also a significant factor affecting the rainfall category, based on odds 
ratio processing, the RH variable is exp (0.1678) = 1.1827, meaning that every increase of one humidity unit will have 
a tendency of 1.1827 to have a higher category of rainfall than if the condition RH is smaller one unit, in other words 
the increasing humidity will increase the tendency for rain to occur. 
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WRF-Model Sensitivity Test and Assimilation Studies of Cempaka Tropical Cyclone 

Fazrul Rafsanjani Sadarang, Fitria Puspita Sari 
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The weather research and forecast (WRF) model was used to forecast the most intensive stage of Cempaka Tropical 
Cyclone on 27 - 29 November 2017. This study aims to evaluate the combination of cumulus and microphysics 
parameterization and the efficiency of assimilation method to predict pressure values at the center of the cyclone, 
maximum wind speed, and cyclone track. This study tested 18 combinations of cumulus and microphysics 
parameterization schemes to obtain the best combination of both parameterization schemes which later on called as 
control model (CTL). Afterward, assimilation schemes using 3DVAR cycles of 1, 3, 6 hours, and 4DVAR namely 
RUC01, RUC03, RUC06, and 4DV, respectively were evaluated for two domains with grid sizes of each 30 and 10 km. 
GFS data of 0.25-degree and the Yogyakarta Doppler Radar data were used as the initial data and assimilation data 
input, respectively. The result of the parameterization test shows that there is no combination of parameterization 
schemes that constantly outperform all variables. However, the combination of Kain-Fritsch and Thompson can produce 
the best prediction of tropical cyclone track compared to other combinations. Whilst, the RUC03 assimilation scheme 
noted as the most efficient method based on the accuracy of track prediction and duration of model time integration. 
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The weather forecast is very important to protect life and property. Forecast of temperature is importance to agriculture 
sector. Furthermore, it can help meteorologist to forecast the other atmosphere condition such as humidity, evaporation, 
etc.  The purpose of this research is to predict the temperature condition in the next day using artificial neural network 
model (ANN). In order to make modelling of ANN, the average temperature that measured in meteorological station in 
urban and coastal area of Jakarta over 2010 – 2019 were used as training data. The testing data using surface temperature 
during January – December 2020. This model is using variation number of neuron in hidden layer between 3 and 15. 
Based on the result, ANN model is good enough to predict the temperature condition in Jakarta and surrounding area 
with correlation between 0.631 – 0.669 and mean absolute error (MAE) between 0.546 – 0.581oC. The best model 
prediction was obtained when the number of neuron is 13 in urban area of Jakarta and 9 in coastal area of Jakarta. 
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Many countries around the world have poor air quality due to particulate emissions such as PM2.5 and PM10, especially 
in Indonesia. Emissions from motor vehicles contribute around 85% of the total air pollution in urban areas such as DKI 
Jakarta. In this study, we developed a model for predicting PM concentration using the Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM) method with statistical testing namely Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and 
designed a low cost instrument with a ZH03A sensor for predictions results testing. We apply data per day from the 
Kemayoran observation station, Central Jakarta, for the period 1 October 2015 to 30 September 2020. The prediction 
model gives an MAE value of 24.37 and an RMSE of 31.91 for the PM2.5 model, for PM10 it has an MAE value of 
18.90 and an RMSE of 19.50. Testing with ZH03A resulted in an MAE value of 22.45 and an RMSE of 27.22 for PM2.5 
and PM10 testing with an MAE value of 14.96 and an RMSE of 17.87. The proposed model is able to predict the 
concentration of PM with good and reliable performance for the Kemayoran area. 
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In this study, prediction of tropical cyclones using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model was used to test 
the double-moment (DM) and single-moment (SM) microphysical parameterization schemes in event of Lili and 
Mangga Tropical Cyclones. Models with microphysical parameterization schemes WDM5, WDM6, WSM5, WSM6, 
and without microphysical parameterization schemes (CTL) were each tested against track predictions, the pressure 
value, and maximum wind speed. The results of track prediction show that the best schemes in the tropical cyclone case 
of Lili and Mangga is WSM6 and WDM6, respectively, with an average error value of 78.1 and 80.1 km. Based on the 
Taylor diagram, the prediction results of the pressure value and the maximum wind speed in case of Lili Tropical 
Cyclones get the WDM6 scheme as the best scheme. Meanwhile, the results of the pressure prediction at the cyclone 
center in the case of Mangga Tropical Cyclones show that the WDM6 scheme is the best. However, the prediction of 
maximum wind speed in Mangga tropical cyclones produces the CTL scheme as the best scheme. This study shows that 
DM dan SM microphysical parameterization schemes have a big impact on track prediction compare to pressure value 
and maximum wind speed variable. 
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Scientific work of Supari 2017 became underlying of presidential claim about La Nina's impact. 1000 times bootstrap 
resample is used. The occurrence of La Nina is influenced by the oceanic Nino index. The bootstrap method is a 
resampling technique to estimate the statistics of the sample. More repetitions mean better estimation. But the more 
repetitions used, the more computation power needed and the longer it will take to get the results. This study tries to 
prove the efficiency of choosing 1000 by searching a better optimal setting. Data used in this study are monthly rainfall 
of 197 rain gauge data spread across East Java. To get the standard threshold of the 1000-repetition bootstrap method, 
1000 repetitions of this were repeated 100 times and the average rainfall values for the 5 and 95 percentile were taken. 
We using 100 - 900 repetitions and see the percentage of the difference of the average rainfall between the simulated 
ones and 1000 repetitions. This study has shown that we just need about 750 - 800 repetitions to obtain the same result 
as using 1000 repetitions. The result also shows that number of repetitions is neither related to its average, standard 
deviation, nor seasonal period. 
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The Impact of COVID-19 Outbreak on Air Pollution Levels Using ARIMA Intervention Modelling: A Case Study of 
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Jakarta is region with high number of COVID-19 cases in Indonesia. This study investigates the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic and the resulting large scale social restriction on air pollution levels in Jakarta, Indonesia by studying 
particulate matter (PM10) levels. This study employs ARIMA intervention using daily COVID-19 case data from 
January 1, 2020 to September 30, 2020 (the period before and after the first case of COVID-19 in Indonesia on March 
2, 2020). The analysis shows COVID-19 started to have impact on PM10 in Jakarta on 11th day after the confirmation 
of first COVID-19 case in Indonesia, which is indicated by unordinary increase in PM10 level. However, on 12th day 
after intervention, PM10 level decreases. This occurred at begining of period when large-scale social restrictions are 
imposed. However, one month after intervention, PM10 increases again and continue to increase until the end of period 
of study. This is allegedly because people are accustomed to being ignorant and bored with pandemic situation so that 
social restrictions and movements are no longer effective which results in rising of PM10 levels again. Hence, it can be 
concluded that COVID-19 have impact on air quality in Jakarta even though impact is very small. 
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FOG PREDICTION APPROACH BASED ON SURFACE OBSERVATION AND WRF SIMULATION DATA 
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Fog is one of the meteorological phenomena that can decrease visibility range. In order to serve the aviation activity, 
fog reports are very important to be fulfilled. Fog observation and prediction are a complex process that require 
sophisticated equipment and experienced forecasters. In this study, two fog cases are investigated on February 19th and 
April 08th using synoptic, Radiosonde, Himawari 8-AHI and Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) data. Several 
parameters that are used as analysis considerations, including relative humidity, surface temperature, CAPE, CIN, LWC 
and downward longwave radiation flux. Synoptic observations show that the fog phenomenon occurs in the early hours 
of the morning and persists until the sun rises. RGB technique from Himawari-AHI shows the distribution of fog around 
the study area. Surface layers show the rapid increase of Liquid Water Content (LWC) during fog events and its values 
remain until the fog disappears by the Sun radiation. The vertical profile of second fog phenomena shows the presence 
of dry air above the fog layer and it supports radiative loss into the atmosphere as it shown by the rapid increase of 
downward long wave radiation. 
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Analysis of The Influence Hybrid Mass Coordinate on WRF-ARW Models to The Turbulence Simulation of Batik 
Airlines Aviation (Case Study October 24th, 2017) 
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The influence of hybrid mass coordinate is better to represent turbulence in the America than basic mass coordinate. 
Therefore, it is necessary to research the effect of these coordinates on turbulence simulations in Indonesia due to analyze 
different atmospheric conditions from the America. In this research, two experiment are performed using two different 
vertical coordinates with a case study flight turbulence from Batik Airlines on October 24th, 2017. The two different 
vertical coordinates are hybrid sigma coordinate and basic mass coordinate. The data used are NCEP-FNL, Himawari-
8 satellite image data, reanalysis ERA-5 data, and sounding data.  

 Based on the result of this research, simulation using hybrid sigma coordinate shows isentropic lines that have the 
potential turbulence during and after turbulence event. According to the Richardson number value and intensity of the 
energy dissipation rate, the hybrid mass coordinate simulation shows turbulence potential greater than the basic mass 
coordinate. 
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Abstract. Maintaining ground water level (gwl) over peat land areas as become a concern to prevent land and forest fires 
especially during dry seasons. This paper demostrates the application of machine learning in ground water level 
forecasting to help the decision making on when the best time to implement the mitigation actions for land and forest 
fires, Using 2018-2020 ground water level data over six province in Sumatera and Kalimantan, three different machine 
learning models were tested to find the best fit with the data and the ETS model was chisen for time series forecasting. 
Seasonality analysis showed annual trend on gwl data and the model outcomes reveal an agreement with the annual 
trend. 
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WRF-Chem Modelling of PM2.5 Concentration in Jakarta during Rainy and Dry Season in 2019 
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Air pollution is an inevitable problem in the megapolitan city of Jakarta with PM2.5 as one of the most important 
indicators of air pollution affecting human health. Jakarta has a significant difference in weather during the rainy season 
and dry season, but the difference in variability of particulate concentration between the seasons is not widely known. 
Numerical simulations of PM2.5 concentrations using WRF-Chem were carried out in the two most important periods 
in 2019, namely in the wettest period (January, 3rd dasarian) and the driest period (July, 1st dasarian) in Jakarta. 
Simulations were carried out using the two WRF-Chem model schemes, namely CMBZ-Mosaic and T1-MOZCART. 
The purpose of this study is to obtain the results of the particulate concentration model spatially and temporally in 
Jakarta area during the study period. The accuracy level of the model output is also compared with the ground based 
data in three observation locations, which is located in South Jakarta, Central Jakarta, and at BMKG Headquarter Office. 
It can be seen how the performance of the two model schemes in two different seasons. The simulation results are 
expected to be able to show changes in PM2.5 concentrations both spatially and temporally during the rainy and dry 
seasons in Jakarta. 
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Abstract. Bengkulu areas which is located along the side of Indian Ocean and bordered by Bukit Barisan mountains 
have a local and unique weather pattern as the rain distributions are influenced by the topography condition. This 
research aims to evaluate the influence of topography on rainfall accumulation for three different locations of coast, 
hilly, and mountainous areas. The evaluation has been caried out by using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
model considering four scenarios changing on elevation levels : (i) no changes in mountain height, (ii) the mountain 
height is reduced by 30%, (iii) reduced by 50%, and (iv) the flat mountain. Based on statistical evaluation of air 
temperature and wind speed parameters, in general, WRF model is able to simulate weather condition during heavy 
rainfall event in Bengkulu. The result shows that the modification of topographic elevation influences the amount of 
rainfall in hilly and mountainous areas. Whilst, the Bukit Barisan mountains does not only affect the changes in wind 
direction, but also reflectivity value and the amount of rainfall as it acts as an obstacle for the flow in Bengkulu area. 
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Water Level Prediction for Coastal Inundation Early Warning in Belawan Coastal Area Using DELFT3D Model 
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Coastal inundation has a great impact on the environment, such as damage to infrastructure and pollution of land and 
water. One of the efforts to prevent coastal inundation is to predict the water level. Delft3D is a hydrodynamic model 
that's able to simulate the water level. Coastal inundation research using Delft3D model is still rarely done in Indonesia, 
especially in the east coast of Sumatra. This research is conducted in Belawan coastal area by simulating the water level 
that caused the coastal inundation using Delft3D model. The best bathymetry for the prediction of water level and the 
magnitude of the wind effect was obtained from the simulation. The final step is to predict the water level in Belawan 
coastal area. The result of this show that Delft3D model can stimulate the water level which causes the coastal inundation 
in Belawan coastal area. The correlation of Delft3D model is 0.9, while for the RMSE, RMSE of GEBCO bathymetry 
is 0.39 meters and NOAA bathymetry is 0.46 meters. So, GEBCO bathymetry is better than NOAA bathymetry on 
describing the water level in Belawan coastal area because of the RMSE. The wind effect on the water level simulations 
is not significant because the coefficient of determination is 0.47%. In addition, the Delft3D model with GEBCO 
bathymetry input is able to predict the water level which causes the coastal inundation with correlation reaches 0.92 and 
RMSE is 0.39 meters. 
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Abstract. Fraction Skill Score (FSS) is one of spatial verification method to evaluate model performance on spatial scale 
variations. The method was applied to assess the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model using 2 km 
(MODEL2KM) and 6 km (MODEL6KM) grid size. Cloud Top Temperature (CTT) data from Himawari-8 satellite was 
utilised as a ground truth data. This study aims to evaluate the most fitted threshold of convective cloud simulation for 
three heavy rain events. The threshold considers the evaluation of absolute and percentile aspect. The result shows that 
there is no significant change in the FSS value for resolution increase of MODEL2KM compared to MODEL6KM. 
Also, the events of heavy rain having a lower CTT generate a higher FSS value for absolute threshold. Whilst, the 
percentile threshold for three cases have a greater FSS value, though it cannot provide the information of CTT absolute 
temperature value. 
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Drought Sensitivity Modeling in Grobogan Regency, Central Java 
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Drought is a phenomenon of low rainfall which causes water reducing that affecting agricultural sustainability. 
Grobongan Regency is the district with highest agricultural sector in Central Java Province, which also occurred by 
drought that affecting agricultural production there. 15 sub-districts were affected by drought in Grobogan Regency. 
This study aims to analyze drought sensitivity in Grobongan Regency. The analysis uses scoring and overlay techniques 
in Geographical Information System (GIS) from physical and social parameters which is rainfall, soil type, slope, and 
population. This study results indicate that Grobogan Regency is dominated by high drought sensitivity. Mitigation 
strategy is needed to mitigate drought and loss could be reduced. 
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Abstract. Global warming due to the increase in the concentration of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere occuring either 
naturally or anthropogenically has caused global climate change. Signs of climate change affects on the availability of 
clean water, one of which is the decrease in rainfall. That condition also occured in Bangka Island where based on the 
previous studies there was a deficit of clean water from May to October. Bangka Island, located on the Tin Belt, with a 
high tin deposit content, creates many basins which are the main source of clean water for the Regional Water Utility 
Company (PDAM). The projection of clean water availability in Bangka Island was conducted by using the output of 
the Global Climate Model scenario, RCP 4.5 which was downscaled with spatial observation data for the monthly 
precipitation and air temperature variable. The air temperature value will  be converted into an evapotranspiration value 
by using the Thornwaite method. Based on the analysis, it was found that an increase in temperature due to climate 
change increasing the amount of evapotranspiration, led to a decrease in the availability of clean water in the basins of 
the Bangka area in 2018-2100 relative to the historical year (1981-2017). 
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ANALYSIS OF TRAJECTORY AND METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS ON THE HIGHEST PERIOD OF 
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The condition of PM2.5 concentration in the environment is getting great attention around the world considering the 
health risk caused by PM2.5, especially in the megapolitan city of Jakarta. Wind as a medium that brings pollutants, 
plays an important role in the distribution of PM2.5. The HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model 
(HYSPLIT) is used to make backward trajectory for the period June 20th – 26th 2019, which was became the worst 
PM2.5 concentration occurred in Jakarta in 2019. The data used as model input is GFS 0.25 x 0.25 data. Meteorological 
parameters and wind profil in the study period was also carried out using ground based observation and rason data in 
Jakarta. The purpose of this study was to determine the origin of air masses and wind profile analysis in each layer that 
occurred when the highest PM2.5 concentration occurred in Jakarta in 2019. The results of this study indicate that the 
pattern of the origin of air masses from the model, as well as the wind profile in general comes from the eastern region 
of Jakarta. 
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Many land and forest fires in Indonesia occurred during the drought season, which is around the middle of the year. 
These incidents occur frequently in the provinces of South Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan, West 
Kalimantan, Lampung and South Sumatra. However, there were also episodes of land and forest fires at the beginning 
of the year in several areas, such as in Riau province. The drought season in Indonesia is mostly influenced by the 
movement of winds from the Australian continent, known as the Australian monsoon. In addition, local cloud formation 
that influenced by Sea Surface Temperature (SST) around Indonesia affects the severity of drought season in each year. 
Moreover, it affects severity of land and forest fires itself indirectly. The objective of this research is to examine the 
association of the Australian monsoon and local SST with land and forest fires in Indonesia. This research use the 
Australian Monsoon Index (AUSMI) as an indicator for the Australian monsoon, as well as SST in the Karimata Strait 
and SST in the Java Sea as indicators of local SST. Indicator of land and forest fires that will be used is the number of 
hotspots. Heterogeneous Correlation Map (HCM) will be used to describe the number of hotspots association with 
AUSMI and local SST. HCM is obtained by calculating the Pearson correlation of the Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) result using hotspot and AUSMI indicators, as well as hotspot and local SST indicators. The analysis shows that 
AUSMI with an east wind pattern is a pattern that associate with the number of hotspots in Indonesia, especially in years 
when zonal winds enter an upward phase more slowly. SST in the Karimata Strait is associate with a hotspot in the 
coastal part of Riau province that occurred at the beginning of the year. Meanwhile, SST in the Java Sea is associate 
with the number of hotspots in the provinces of Lampung, South Sumatra, Jambi, West Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan, 
South Kalimantan and East Kalimantan. 
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Indigenous peoples share common ancestry in the same geographic regions and have their own values, ideology, 
economy, politics, culture, and territory. Each indigenous group has a cultural core in everyday life, known as local 
wisdom. Local wisdom is knowledge, practices, and beliefs understood by a group of people and passed on from 
generation to generation through a process of cultural transmission that takes into account the relationship between 
living things and the environment. One of the local wisdom that is often found in indigenous groups is season prediction. 
The indigenous peoples in South Banten have local wisdom to predict season onsets, making them food self-sufficiency 
at a local scale. This study explores the local wisdom information used by indigenous peoples in the South Banten region 
to predict the start of the season and see the capabilities of the local wisdom models of indigenous peoples in the South 
Banten region and the current models. The collection of local wisdom data uses snowball techniques from one source 
to another. The contemporary model was constructed using simple linear regression with the predictor Nino 3.4 anomaly 
index results from several prediction models. The comparison of the prediction model's capabilities is shown with the 
Taylor diagram. Indigenous peoples in South Banten use calendars and several natural signs in their decision-making 
system by their customary leaders to predict the rainy season's start. The local wisdom model has the best ability 
compared to other models. This matter occurs because the study area tends to be influenced by local factors compared 
to the Nino 3.4 anomaly. The local factor in question is the topography of the study area in mountains that can cause 
wind deflection carrying humid air masses, changes in low-pressure systems, and local convection currents. 
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To design the climate change adaptation strategy, detailed information regarding future climate extremes is required. 
This study aims to estimate the possible changes in precipitation extremes in Indonesia during the mid-21st century 
(2046-2065) based on CORDEX-SEA experiments. Nine GCMs-RCMs downscaling chains under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 
were selected as ensemble members. To represent the precipitation extremes, we used four extreme indices i.e., 
precipitation total (PRCPTOT), consecutive dry days (CDD), annual/seasonal maxima of daily rainfall (RX1day), and 
frequency of daily rainfall >= 50mm (R50mm). Three observation datasets (station data, CHIRPS, and CMORPH) were 
utilized for the validation process. The changes were quantified with respect to the reference period (1986-2005). We 
applied monte-carlo simulations test to assess the significance of changes. It is found that the northwest-southeast 
gradient of annual rainfall can be reproduced realistically by the ensemble mean but wet bias is clearly identified. The 
PRCPTOT is projected to slightly decrease for almost the whole country but not robust, with magnitudes less than 10% 
both under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Over Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Papua, the decrease is statistically significant. For 
R50mm index, the significantly increase tendency (but not robust) is dominant over Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Papua 
while over Sumatra and Java, a mixed tendency of increase and decrease is found. A similar pattern is projected for 
RX1day, but the changes are not significant and not robust. The dry spell (CDD) is projected to increase significantly 
(and robust) by as much as 20-30% over whole the country. The findings suggest a potential higher drought risk in the 
future. 
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As part of the lungs of the world, the forest covers Sumatra Island has a significant impact on world oxygen producers 
and the absorption of carbon dioxide. Drought over Sumatra Island often causes forest fires that can damage the function 
of forests as the world's lungs. Prediction of the seasonality of forest fires is needed to prevent and overcome forest fires 
that will occur next month. This study utilizes seasonal rainfall predictions to predict the incidence of forest fires based 
on the drought index obtained. The result shows that ECMWF SEAS5 has good performance to predict rainfall over 
Sumatera Island for the first until the fourth months (lead time 0 - 3). The Negative Standardized Precipitation Index 
(SPI) coincides with increase number of the hotspot. A linear equation has applied to the calculated number of hotspots 
base on SPI from ECMWF 
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Micro climate is caused by the interaction between atmosphere and earth surfaces in local areas. Built environment has 
pay attention in microclimate since it considerably affects the thermal earth surfaces. This research is located in tropical 
coastal area, specifically at Universitas Islam Sultan Agung Semarang campus area as a part of built environment where 
close to the Java sea. The aim of this paper is to investigate the diurnal pattern of microclimate in research location 
before modeled to the wider area.  A numerical modeling method is applied in this research to simulate the diurnal 
thermal pattern.  The research shows that microclimate is influenced by the earth surface objects and following the sun 
movement respectively. 
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Based on rainfall patterns, Indonesia's climate is divided into 3 categories: monsoonal, equatorial and local rainfall 
patterns. In this study, we tried to measure the rainfall patterns in the Tanjung Selor. The data used in this study are 
daily rainfall data for 30 years which are added together for different months and years. This study used spectral analysis 
of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to measure rainfall patterns in the study area. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method is 
a signal decomposition algorithm that converts the original signal into several simple sine waves by utilizing the Fourier 
transformation equation. The results show that there was a one- year period rain cycle in the Tanjung Selor region and 
the peak of rainfall occurred in December. The peak rainfall detected in the Tanjung Selor was obtained by averaging 
rainfall data for the same month and comparing the average for the whole month. 
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Flood is a classic problem that always hits Jabodetabek every year. To anticipate the impact, technological innovation 
is needed to monitor the rainfall in near real time accurately to minimize the disaster risk from the beginning. Monitoring 
the rainfall intensity can use the cloud peak temperature data from Himawari-8 satellite which is converted into rainfall 
estimation by several approaches, those are AE, CST, mCST, IMSRA, RNL and INL. In this study, six techniques were 
tested on the observational rainfall data to choose the best technique for monitoring the rainfall intensity. This objective 
is carried out in multiple timescale and on various topography in Jabodetabek. Timescale used is divided into four 
timescales, namely DJF, MAM, JJA and SON. The selected technique is then used as a reference in making decisions 
on near real time monitoring automation programs that estimates rain products in the form of rainfall distribution maps 
and their intensity. The results showed that the RNL technique is a technique selected in DJF timescale for highland 
areas and JJA timescale for lowland and coastal areas. The INL technique was selected at DJF timescale for lowland 
and coastal areas as well as for highland areas at MAM, JJA and SON timescale. The CST technique was selected in 
MAM timescale for lowland and coastal areas, then in SON timescale for lowland areas. The IMSRA technique was 
selected on SON timescale for coastal areas. So that in the decision-making process, these techniques are used as the 
final technique for near real time monitoring of rainfall estimates for Jabodetabek. 
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Nowadays, many researchers are starting to pay more attention to the association between PM2.5 concentration and 
respiratory diseases. PM2.5 is the most threatening air pollutant for human health in cities, and can cause a rising number 
of deaths. In recent years, PM2.5 concentration continues to show a positive trend, especially in Jakarta as one of the 
mega coastal cities which is reported as the city with the worst air quality in Indonesia. However, the limitation of 
obtaining detailed PM2.5 concentration data is one of the problems that hinder in analyzing the relationship between 
PM2.5 and respiratory system engraver. Therefore, this study aims to identify methods to estimate the spatial distribution 
of PM2.5 concentration in Jakarta at its best. We will compare the estimated spatial distribution results of PM2.5 
concentrations from three different interpolation methods, there are Kriging, Spline, and IDW (Inverse Distance 
Weighted), as well as identify which method is most realistic in generating the estimated concentration value of PM2.5. 
The data used in this study is the latest observation data of PM2.5 measurement results in seven points spread across 
Jakarta. The data is a two-year time series data in the period 2019-2020 which will then be processed into annual average 
data. We expect that, the best tool used in the method that can produce the most realistic PM2.5 concentration value is 
the Kriging interpolation tool. 
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Kelvin waves propagation were identified by filtering OLR values for specific wavenumber and period. Satellite data 
assimilation on Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model was used to provide a better simulation of Kelvin 
waves. This research was conducted by simulate the Kelvin wave on assimilated WRF output using AMSU-A satellite 
data, and the results were validated by reanalysis data from NOAA and ECMWF, observation data, and GSMaP satellite 
data. Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR), zonal wind, temperature, and rainfall were used to identify and compare 
the propagation and horizontal-vertical structure of waves and the modulating rainfall influence by Kelvin waves on the 
output of assimilated WRF models and reanalysis data. The results showed the assimilated WRF output could identify 
Kelvin wave propagation that resembles reanalysis data better compare to non assimilated data output. Furthermore, 
assimilated WRF output capture the horizontal and vertical structure that generally consistent with the linear theory of 
the Kelvin wave. However, model underestimate on predicts rainfall and failed to indicate rainfall modulation by the 
Kelvin wave, respectively. 
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As a coastal city, Jakarta is influenced by sea breeze (SB) circulation. SB regime usually found during the dry season, 
between June to October.  Several studies suggest that urbanization and urban development may have impact on SB 
circulation over coastal cities, including Jakarta. The existence of urban roughness and excessive release of 
anthropogenic heat could potentially alter the SB penetration. In this research, Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) 
model is applied to assess the impact of urban environment and the anthropogenic heat emission (AHE) on SB 
penetration over Jakarta. The WRF model was improved with detailed urban representation and AHE distribution to 
better understand the urban atmospheric environments. Simulation is carried out for one sea breeze day (SBD) on 5 
August 2018. Simulation shows that the enhanced model could produce the sea breeze circulation over Jakarta.  
Simulation with urban parameter and AHE dataset shows significant discrepancies against control (default) simulation 
in term of SB penetration. Change in urban roughness parameter and AHE also affecting the SB penetration over Jakarta. 
These results imply that the urban environment of Jakarta have profound effect on SB circulation which dominating the 
region during dry season. 
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Prakiraan cuaca untuk wilayah Indonesia yang berada di wilayah equator memiliki tingkat kesulitan yang cukup tinggi 
bila dibandingkan dengan prakiraan cuaca di wilayah yang berada pada lintang tinggi. Model prakiraan cuaca telah 
banyak dikembangkan untuk memudahkan melakukan prakiraan kondisi cuaca sehingga, model cuaca sangat membantu 
dalam meningkatkan kualitas prakiraan cuaca di Indonesia. Salah satu model prakiraan yang banyak digunakan untuk 
skala regional salah satunya adalah model cuaca numerik Weather Research and Forecasting. Model Weather Research 
and Forecasting-Advanced Research weather (WRF-ARW) adalah sistem prediksi cuaca numerik dan simulasi atmosfer 
yang didesain sedemikian rupa untuk kebutuhan penelitian serta operasional. Model WRF-ARW tidak sepenuhnya dapat 
menyelesaikan persamaan atmosfer secara eksplisit. Untuk itu perlu adanya parameterisasi. Parameterisasi melibatkan 
algoritmik atau statik hubungan dari proses fisis yang tidak dapat direpresentasikan secara langsung dengan model 
WRF-ARW. penulis melakukan parameterisasi kumulus untuk mengetahui parameter kumulus mana yang cocok untuk 
wilayah di Indonesia sehingga, dapat meningkatkan akurasi prediksi hujan. Skema yang digunakan adalah Skema Kain 
– Fritsch (KF), Skema Betts-Miller Janjic (BMJ), Skema Simplified Arakawa, serta Skema Grell 3 D Ensemble. 
Berdasarkan total curah hujan harian, skema terbaik yang mendekati nilai observasi sesungguhnya adalah skema Betts- 
Miller-Janjie dan skema Grell 3D ensemble. skema parameterisasi yang cocok digunakan untuk prakiraan hujan di 
wilayah penelitian Stasiun Meteorologi Maritim Belawan Medan adalah skema parameterisasi Betts- Miller-Janjie dan 
skema Grell 3D ensemble dimana kedua skema tersebut memiliki pola kejadian hujan yang identik dengan hasil 
observasi serta memiliki bias nilai curah hujan paling kecil diantara skema lainnya. 
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Abstract - Indonesia is an agricultural country. According to BPS, Indonesia's rice field area in 2015 was 8,087,393 ha, 
with the biggest rice area location in East Java Province. The results of agricultural manufacturing in Indonesia are 
motivated by using climate factors, in particular precipitation. Global warming is the boom inside the common 
temperature of the earth's surface as a result of the boom in the quantity of greenhouse gasoline emissions within the 
surroundings (Idayati, 2007). Global warming can cause changes in precipitation patterns (Nurhayati et al., 2020). The 
data used in this study are precipitation data and surface air temperature from 1990 to 2019. The data is sourced from 
the ECMWF and is located in East Java Province. This study uses the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) method based 
on time series analysis. The results showed the best results in data modeling with the number of Epoch 100 which 
resulted in an RMSE value of 2.3776965. Data processing is divided into two, namely prediction of precipitation based 
on precipitation data to determine normal precipitation and prediction of precipitation based on precipitation and air 
temperature data to determine precipitation affected by global warming events. This comparison shows that there is a 
difference in the amount of precipitation between the two data and there is an increase in the amount of monthly 
precipitation due to the global warm 
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The accuracy of precipitation predictions of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model can be improved through 
examining the parameterization schemes and data assimilation. The simulation involves six combinations of cumulus-
microphysics parameterization schemes: KF-WSM6 (KW), BMJ-WMS6 (BW), GD-WSM6 (GW), KF-Thompson 
(KT), BMJ-Thompson (BT) and GD-Thompson (GT). Data assimilation performed using the 3DVAR technique with 
cycling mode.  The data used as assimilation input are surface and upper air observation data, AMSU-A and MHS 
satellite radiation sensors, Z-CAPPI products from Juanda weather radar. The purpose of this research is to know the 
most reliable combination of parameterization scheme used for precipitation prediction on Surabaya region and to 
identify the influence of data assimilation on the initial condition of the model and precipitation prediction. The 
parameterization schemes examination show that the most reliable scheme to predict precipitation on Surabaya are a 
combination of GD-Thompson (GT). The increment of model's initial conditions on the five experimental schemes have 
different values in each parameter analyzed. The initial conditions of wind parameter only change significantly on 
observation and upper air data (OBS) and all combined data (ALL) experiments. ALL experiment can reduce the 
precipitation bias value on the domain's research. The experiments with the closest pattern to observation data is ALL. 
The ROC curves show that ALL experiment has the prediction ability of three-hourly precipitation with threshold ≥ 1 
mm, ≥ 5 mm, ≥ 10 mm, ≥ 20 mm, and ≥ 50 mm better than other data assimilation experiments. Overall, it can be 
concluded that the model with assimilation has a better performance in simulating precipitation predictions on the first 
and second days than the model without assimilation. 
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Indonesian climate is strongly efected by El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as one of strongest climate driven factor. 
ENSO prediction during the upcoming months or year is crucial for government in order to design the next 
strategicpolicy. Besides producing its own ENSO prediction, , BMKG also regularly release the status and ENSO 
prediction collected from another climate centers, such as Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). However, skill of these products is not clearly known yet. The aim of this 
study is to conduct a simple assessment on the skill of JMA Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) and NOAA Climate 
Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2) ENSO prediction using World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Standard 
Verification System for Long Range Forecast (SVS-LRF) method. Both ENSO prediction results also compared each 
other using Student's t-test. The ENSO predictionsdata were obtained from the ENSO JMA and ENSO NCEP forecast 
archive files, while observed Nino 3.4 were calculated from Centennial in situ Observation-Based Estimates (COBE) 
Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly (SSTA) . Both ENSO prediction issued by JMA and NCEP has a good skill on 1 to 
3 months lead time, indicated by high correlation coefficient and positive value of Mean Square Skill Score (MSSS). 
However, the skill of both skills significanly reduced for May-August target month. Further careful interpretation is 
needed for ENSO predictionissued on this mentioned period. More comprehensive result related this assessment can be 
found on full paper. 
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Indonesia Multi-Model Ensemble II (InaMME-II) is a follow-through activity of Indonesia Multi-Model Ensemble I 
(InaMME-I) that was built earlier in 2019. InaMME-I is applying a multi-model ensemble in producing monthly, 6-
monthly and 12-monthly rainfall forecasts over the Indonesia region. In this application, there are several American 
Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME) models involved. InaMME-II integrates the outputs of InaMME-I and bias-corrected 
ECMWF System 5 (SEAS5) products with 5 km grid resolution. This study evaluates the hindcasts of the models from 
June 2019 to August 2020 periods. There are 80 ensemble members taken into account in the analysis, considering both 
rainfalls deterministic and probabilistic forecasts. Improving the skill while producing more reliable monthly rainfall 
forecast is the primary goal of InaMME-II. The accuracy analysis output of deterministic forecast using nine rainfall 
categories for the lead time one (LT-1) shows about 15-19% accuracy improvement in inaMME-II compared to 
inaMME-I. Furthermore, the rainfall threshold above 150 mm is applied in order to evaluate the accuracy of the 
probabilistic forecast. The result shows about 7-15% accuracy improvement found in inaMME-II in comparison to 
inaMME-I. The results of this evaluation serve as a reference for producing an operational system for predicting seasonal 
rainfall in Indonesia.  
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Predicting seasonal climate is particularly important for supporting operational and management activities in various 
sectors. For a tropical country like Indonesia, rainfall is one of the most important variables needed in planning support, 
especially in the fields of agriculture and disaster management. In the context of seasonal predictions, rainfall prediction 
information is not only required in the form of monthly total, but also other information calculated from daily rainfall 
statistics such as season onsets and extreme indices. BMKG as Indonesia National Weather Agency needs to provide 
regular and scheduled climate information in the form of deterministic and probabilistic forecasts. In this study, we 
convey the development of a multi-model ensemble (MME) prediction system developed by using statistical 
downscaling and bias correction techniques to the output of several GCMs specifically designed for seasonal climate 
predictions. A statistical downscaling technique based on multivariate modeling approach is implemented for predicting 
monthly rainfall from multi-models up to 12-month lead times. These outputs are then used as reference for developing 
scaling factors for producing multi-model daily rainfall forecasts for up to 9-month lead times. For this purpose, the 
operational 9-month forecast time-series from the CFS-v2 modeling outputs are used as data source to generate multi-
model daily rainfall forecasts. The seasonal prediction system namely Indonesia Multi-Model Ensemble (Ina-MME) is 
introduced and evaluated in this paper, and further development possibilities based on the daily rainfall forecasts resulted 
from the system are also presented. 
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Two indices (RMM1 and RMM2) are used to represent the MJO. Together they define the MJO based on 8 phases and 
can represent both the phase and amplitude of the MJO. Real-time Multivariate MJO series 1 (RMM1) and 2 (RMM2) 
is based on a pair of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of the combined fields of near-equatorially averaged 850- 
hPa zonal wind, 200-hPa zonal wind, and satellite-observed outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data. This study used 
long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNN) to predict RMM as supporting factors to improve 
the weather prediction quality in the future. LSTM has an excess in understanding temporal dependencies. The data 
used are RMM daily data period 1st January 1981–2nd October 2020. The model results show the performance of 0.07 
for RMM1 and 0.06 for RMM2 in terms of root mean square error (RMSE). 
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In recent years, reliable and skill full seasonal predictions became a crucial factor for supporting several sectors such as 
agriculture and. In this study, we assess the prediction performance of direct output model (raw) SEAS5, version 5 of 
the seasonal prediction system of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). SEAS5 is 
evaluated in 82 BMKG’s station which have clustered to three dominant rainfall type in Indonesia, namely Type A, B 
and C. We found, The prediction performance of raw SEAS5 precipitation are varies spatial and temporal.  SEAS5 tend 
to underestimate (overestimate) in Type A during ASO (DJF) season. Nevertheless, highest prediction performance is 
observed in Type A during dry season in particular in coast and lowland area rather than in highlands. 
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The accurate quantitative estimation of burn-area are crucial to analyze the impact of forest fire. The medium resolution 
optical-satellite imagery of Landsat-8 is employed covering the period 2016 to 2019 for tropical savannah forest fire 
patches identification in East Nusa Tenggara Province, Indonesia using Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform. The fire 
period in this area is around May to November during these years. Bi-temporal (pre- and post-fire) reflectance contrast 
of burn-sensitive spectral bands was used to compute differential spectral indices, i.e., Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR), 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (dNDVI), Normalized Difference Water Index (dNDWI), and Char Soil Index 
(dCSI). Sample training-data of burn and unburn classes were collected with reference to MCD64A1 of MODIS burn 
area and hotspot data from field surveys. Random Forest (RF) algorithm has been employed to identify forest fire 
patches. The differential spectral-indices composite is further used as an input to supervised Random Forest algorithm 
for capturing the shape and pattern of fire patches.This study has demonstrated the potential utilities of supervised 
algorithm on the medium resolution optical-satellite imagery to identify fire patches. 
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Water  is a basic  need. However  there  are many  regions  which  have  very limited  access  for fresh  water  caused  by 
climatic factors or geological conditions. While abundant water is actually available in our atmosphere in the form of 
moisture. Recent technology , such as Atmospheric Water Generator (AWG), is a possible solution to gain water from 
our  atmosphere . However , comprehensive  study  is needed  to understand  the  potential  water  harvesting  in our 
atmosphere. Here, we examine the water availability in the atmosphere based on several parameters like temperature, 
humidity and pressure. The data is collected from observation using WS1040 Automatic Weather Station in a year of 
2020 with a half-hour interval . Then, we will examine  the optimum  time on generating  water  from the atmosphere 
during each season, especially in dry conditions. We also simulate the minimum condition to fulfill daily basic needs 
of fresh water. 

SERVICES
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Identification of regional evaporation zones is very important because information on the classification of evaporation 
patterns in an area can be used for various purposes, one of which is knowing the amount of water in the reservoir that 
is lost due to evaporation. In this study, the evaporation zone in Indonesia was created using cluster analysis. The 
evaporation data from 144 BMKG observation stations for 6 years from 2014 to 2019 are used after the normal monthly 
calculation is then standardized with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1 to ensure that all variables are given the same 
weight so that it becomes the 144 x 12 matrix used in the analysis.  Hierarchical cluster analysis was chosen to 
regionalize evaporation. Five different techniques are applied to initially determine the most suitable method for the 
area. Cluster stability is also tested. It was decided that Ward's method is the most likely to produce acceptable results 
in this evaporation variable. 3 different classifications of evaporation zones are found in Indonesia. Evaporation zone 1 
with the characteristics of having a fairly high annual cycle variation and the peak of the monthly average evaporation 
occurred in September reaching 160 mm/month in 45 observation stations spread over parts of Sumatra, Kalimantan, 
Java, northern Sulawesi, Maluku islands, and Papua. Evaporation zone 2 with the characteristic of having a low monthly 
cycle variation and the peak of the average monthly evaporation occurs in July, August, and September with a monthly 
average below 100 mm/month in 64 observation stations spread across parts of Sumatra, Kalimantan, Java, northern 
Sulawesi, Maluku, and Papua islands. Evaporation zone 3 with the characteristic of having a low monthly cycle variation 
and two peaks of average monthly evaporation occurred in March and December with a monthly average of around 100 
mm/month located in 34 dominant observation stations spread throughout the archipelago. southeast, parts of Sumatra, 
Java, southern Kalimantan, and Sulawesi. 
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Abstract. The number of people who want to get the public weather service information is increasing and it is becoming 
a challenge for all bureau of meteorology in the world now. Although, the routine public weather service information 
in the last decade brings the good weather forecast information for people and services to people with fast, accurate, 
widely, and easy to understand that information and they can find in many sources like website or in application, but it 
is not good enough in this decade and for the future. People not just need the weather forecast information like usually 
as text in paper, and standard infographic, but more than that it should be adding some information about what impact 
should be and how people response that impact with the output in static Geographic Information System (GIS) map in 
standard layout. The main reason is if the weather is going to worse, people know what the step they can do to response 
that after receives the information. That is mean a meteorologist needs to make cooperation with many stakeholders to 
produce impact matrix base on each area responsibility. In this paper we are going to analysis dan make the IBF’s map 
base on multi model ensemble data and National Digital Forecast (NDF) data, then we make rank and score with disaster 
spatial data to get impact area using GIS software ArcMap 10.8.1. We are going to use basic and advance method in 
ArcMap 10.8.1 to produce the impact area. Basic method is likes analysis point data from NDF to produce a shapefile 
and advance analysis, we are going to use the Arctoolbox in ArcMap 10.8.1 to extract the map from multi model 
ensemble data in raster format data to produce a shapefile data, after that we are going to combine the shapefiles with 
disaster spatial data. Then the final step is we are going to setting the layout that easy to read and understand to people 
and stakeholders. Output IBF’s map in picture format and PDF file format. Using the ArcMap 10.8.1 is useful and easy 
for a meteorologist who want to create IBF map in each responsibility area. The IBF are going to solution what the 
action plan for people can do and what the stakeholders need because in IBF’s map shows the specific area with detail 
warning and impact matrix. 
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This paper at first presents the results of a comparative analysis of environmental data observed at 3 (three) areas of 
Vannamae shrimp ponds in Lampung Province with that of routine observations conducted by BMKG in the same area. 
The main objective is to show case study of climate change that occur locally in the pilot area as part of the workshop 
organized by PT. STP in February 2020 (Sakya-2 and Sakya-3, 2020). Survey on qualitative understanding and 
perceptions on climate change was also carried out for all participants, both before and after the workshop. In general, 
climate change is understood in the form of changes in temperature, rainfall and salinity that have an impact on 
prevalence. Rain that falls suddenly, without treatment from farmers can be fatal, due to its effect on salinity, temperature 
and the dissolved oxygen (DO) as well as acidity level (pH) of pond (PPPKRP-KKP, 2018). This occurrence is 
frequently not monitored because the observation in the pond area is carried out manually though regularly, but within 
the period of once a month. Adaptation is carried out based on visible symptoms and tacit knowledge. It has also been 
felt that climate change affects fish farming production negatively between 25% and 50% (Sakya-1, 2020). These 
patterns rephrase many previous studies, both in Indonesia and other countries (Parura et al., 2013, Islam et al, 2016, 
Suwarsih et al, 2019, Sakya-1, 2020), which in turn reduces the revenue of farmers (Syahbana, 2012, Parura et al, 2013, 
Wahyuni, 2019). Further analysis of the anomaly events in the pilot area show a close association with the preceded 
regional climatic phenomena. To optimally mitigate the impact of climate change on aquaculture ponds can be carried 
out by developing an integrated climate early warning system in ponds supported by data and information resulted by 
climate observation network at BMKG (Sakya-2, 2020) and literacy efforts (BMKG, 2018 and Fattah, 2018). The 
strategic role of fishery sector in national food security, not-the-least aquaculture, encourages reform of the national 
fishery sector to face climate change (Poernomo, 2019). In this regard, MMF foresees an opportunity to implement big 
data as the realization of industry 4.0 (KKP, 2020) in the fishery sector. This paper further discusses the potential 
challenges of applying big-data facing the impact of climate change especially on aquaculture. 
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The calculation of the solar energy potential was conducted during 1990-2019 around the equator. The research sites 
included Sambas, Mempawah, Sintang, Supadio Pontianak, and Ketapang. It is necessary to calculate the potential for 
solar energy to increase renewable energy use in the tropics. Therefore, this study aimed to calculate the potential for 
solar energy surrounding the equator. The potential for solar energy was calculated employing the validated Angstrom-
Prescott equation. The Angstrom-Prescott equation's validation results surrounding the equator, particularly in the West 
Kalimantan area, were stated good with a and b coefficient values ??of 0.28 and 0.35, respectively. The potential for 
solar energy has annual and monthly variations. The potential for solar energy in West Kalimantan was identified at 
4.82 ± 0.84 kWh.m-2.day-1. Furthermore, solar energy potential in areas with monsoonal rainfall patterns was higher 
than in areas with equatorial rainfall patterns. The lowest potential value of solar energy in West Kalimantan occurred 
in December in the low category. Meanwhile, the highest value occurred in March and August in the high category. The 
potential for solar energy can change between decades. There were changes in the category of solar energy between 
periods at several locations, but the only significant differences occurred in Sambas and Supadio, Pontianak. Location 
affected solar potential, where Ketapang is identified to have the highest potential. The potential for solar energy could 
meet the electricity needs by 97,160 times, making it feasible to be developed in West Kalimantan. 
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Abstract: The tourism industry is one of the largest industries and is the service sector with the fastest growth rate in the 
world today. The increase in the number of destinations and investment in tourism development has transformed tourism 
as a key driver of a country's socio-economic progress through foreign exchange earnings, job creation and business 
opportunities, and infrastructure development. Apart from that, weather and climate have a vital role in the development 
system of the tourism industry. Most tourists will use easy-to-understand climate information to determine travel times. 
Indonesia is a region that has wide beaches and islands such as the province of East Nusa Tenggara. To find the climate 
comfort value of an area, a Tourism Climate Index (TCI) is needed. The data used are monthly in the years 1991-2015, 
namely the maximum air temperature and minimum air humidity (Daytime Comfort Index), average air temperature 
and average air humidity (Daily Comfort Index), rainfall, sunshine duration and average speed. - average wind. These 
variables are classified into the class 'ideal' to 'impossible'. Furthermore, each city was classified according to the annual 
TCI distribution. The results showed that the Rote and Maumere regions were in the 'Very Good' category. However, 
this area occurs in summer only (June and July). Meanwhile, Sabu and Rote had the highest number of comfortable 
months, namely 7 months. Meanwhile, Maumere and Eltari were the research areas that had the least number of 
comfortable months, namely 5 months. Summer (June, July, August) causes the TCI value to be ≥ 70 (up) while the 
rainy season (December, January, February) has an uncomfortable effect on TCI ≥ 52 (down). 
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Development of Drought Information System at Remote Sensing Application Center, National Institute of Aeronautics 
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National Earth Monitoring System (SPBN) is a natural resource and disaster information system developed by Pusfatja 
LAPAN. Drought monitoring is one of the SPBN disaster information products, which consists of Standardized 
Precipitation Index (SPI), Vegetation Greenness Level (TKV) and monthly accumulation of rainfall information. 
Product quality is improved towards data processing automation systems as well as provision of user-oriented 
information products. The data processing automation process and a brief explanation of the resulting information will 
be explained in this paper. By blended two dataset (TKV dataset that characterized agricultural drought and monthly 
rainfall dataset that characterized meteorological drought) we introduce a new drought index using scoring method. The 
purpose is to state meteorological and agricultural drought conditions in a single index. As preliminary result, a drought 
index model based on blended data has been built where the level of drought is divided into five classes, namely 
cloud/water, severe dry, dry and normal. Information product development which is in the process of future development 
will also be reviewed in this paper. 
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Indonesia implements the impact-based forecast (IBF) platform since March 2019, after two years of arranging the risk 
matrix and legal aspect. There are two leading state institutions in this system: the Indonesia Agency for Meteorology 
Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) and the National Agency for Disaster Management (BNPB). The IBF paradigm 
needs good communication between meteorologists who provide early warnings and disaster managers who can respond 
to reduce the potential impacts. The classical institutions that exist in many developing countries make IBF challenging 
to implement. Indonesia is also facing these burdens, which has a large area consisting of 33 different provinces. So the 
step in implementing impact-based information has become a breakthrough in efforts to reduce the risk of 
hydrometeorological disasters. Good communication, accessible platform, capacity building, and public outreach 
programs have made an IBF in Indonesia quite successful. There are currently more and more sector initiatives that 
want to collaborate, such as the IFRC and the Ministry of Infrastructure, which also utilize weather early warning 
information to support their business processes. Changes in the process of delivering early warning information, 
especially to people who are quite difficult to understand the dangers of extreme weather threats, currently there have 
been many changes since the application of impact-based forecasts. In fact, in the last year, the increased accuracy has 
made the public and the media use it as a reference. 
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Jambi City is the upstream area of ??the Batanghari Watershed (DAS) which consists of 25 sub-watersheds that flooded 
every year. This flood disaster is not only causing materially but can also result in loss of life. The main cause of floods 
is high rainfall. In the hydrological cycle, the process of flooding not only by the atmospheric conditions (rainfall) but 
also conditions on the surface (watershed morphometry). The objective of this paper is to determine the areas affected 
by flood inundation. The method used is to modelled flood inundation due to extreme rainfall using the HEC-RAS 2D 
application. The data used include data on several extreme rain events that resulted in flooding and discharge data and 
morphometry of the Batanghari sub-watershed in Jambi City. Knowing the extent of the affected area can be used as 
initial information for disaster management preparedness in order to minimize the incurred losses. So that the predictions 
of future extreme rain events can be added to information on areas that are potentially affected by flood inundation. 
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Abstract. Landslide is one of the natural disasters that can cause a lot of loss, both material and fatalities. Banjarnegara 
Regency is one of the regencies in Central Java Province where landslides often occur due to the region's topography 
and high intensity rainfall. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the threshold of rainfall that can trigger landslides to 
be used as an early warning for landslides. The rainfall data used for the threshold is daily and hourly rainfall intensity 
from remote sensing data that provides complete data but with relatively rough resolution. So that remote sensing data 
need to be re-sampled. The remote sensing data used is CMORPH satellite data that has been re-sampled for detailing 
existing  information  of rainfall  data. The resampling  method  used is the bilinear  method  and nearest  neighbor  by 
choosing between the two based on the highest correlation . Threshold  calculation  using Cumulative  Threshold  (CT) 
method resulted equation P3 = 7.0354 - 1.0195P15 and Intensity Duration (ID) method resulted equation I = 1.785D- 0
.305. The peak rainfall intensity occurs at the threshold of 97-120 hours before a landslide occur. 

EXTREME  EVENTS
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Hydrological drought forecast skill in the upper Citarum River, West Java, Indonesia 
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Sub-seasonal and seasonal hydrological drought forecast that can predict drought occurrence a few months ahead is a 
key for water managers and stakeholders managing drought. Therefore, a study on the performance of hydrological 
drought forecasts is of utmost importance for developing drought early warning systems in a certain region. Here we 
evaluate the skill of hydrological drought forecast, i.e. streamflow drought, for the Citarum River located in the upstream 
and the bottom area of the Saguling reservoir. The proxy observed streamflow data are obtained from a high-resolution 
conceptual hydrologic model (wflow_sbm) forced with gridded meteorological observations period of 1989 - 2009, 
which runs at a daily time step. The same model fed by the bias-corrected ECMWF seasonal forecast 5 (SEAS5) was 
used to forecast 25 ensemble discharge streamflow data with the same proxy data period (1989 - 2009). Streamflow 
drought was identified using the Standardized Streamflow Index with accumulation periods of x-month (SSI-x, x=1, 3, 
and 6-month), with a lead time of 7-month. The performance of drought forecasts will be determined using the Brier 
Score (BS), which indicates a higher skill when BS is low. Results show that streamflow drought can be well predicted 
up to 3-4 months ahead with higher skill found in the downstream location than the upstream. The highest skill obtained 
for the river located in the downstream region highlights the importance of water bodies, such as a lake, pond, and 
reservoir that reduce temporal streamflow variability in describing the high skill of streamflow drought forecasts. 
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La Nina event occurring this year, 2020, is a natural phenomenon affecting global climate including Indonesia. This 
study aims to identify the areas in Indonesia frequently affected by La Nina events to provide general guidance in 
anticipating impact of the event. An affected area is recognized when rainfall increases up to above normal conditions 
during the La Nina event. The gridded data of monthly rainfall with 0.5 spatial resolutions, i.e. Global Precipitation 
Climatology Centre (GPCC Full V2018), for period 1950 - 2016 was used. La Nina years are selected based on the 
Oceanic Nino Index. The possibility of the area to be affected by La Nina event is quantified using a simple approach, 
the frequency analysis. During June to October of the La Nina year, the probability of La Nina impact more than 60% 
is found over most of the country. It seems that August-September is the peak of La Nina impact characterized by many 
places with probability of impact more than 80%.  On the other hand, for the rest months, the probability is generally 
low, less than 50% with some spots still having probability of 70% during April and May. These findings suggest that 
the impact of the La Nina event is spatial and temporal dependent. 
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The quantity of the groundwater is dependent on the input of the hydrological cycle – namely precipitation (rainfall). 
The research area is in Banteng Village, Ngaglik that located in the transition zone of Yogya-Sleman Groundwater Basin 
and categorized as sub-urban area. The seasonal monitoring can provide information about the respond of groundwater 
level in dry and wet seasons or even its condition in the cyclone event. The monitoring of groundwater level is carried 
out for a year, from September 2017 to September 2019 with the installation of the logger in 42 observation wells for 
analyzing the pattern of groundwater level in dry, transition, and wet season. Analysis of local recharge in the transition 
zone is intended to estimate the role of local rainfall on groundwater recharge using the Water Level Fluctuation (WTF) 
method. The required parameters are the fluctuation of groundwater level, the time lag from the bottom to the peak of 
the hydrograph, and safe yield. The result is presented by the hydrograph between groundwater level – hyetograph. The 
pattern of groundwater flow in the three seasons is quite similar, flowing from north to south with the difference in the 
groundwater level (equipotential line). Fluctuation of groundwater level is positively correlated to the accumulation of 
daily rainfall. There are four segments that show characteristic of the groundwater level - namely recession (dry), rising 
limb for 56 days (transition), constant for 100 days (rainy), and recession limb - and six peaks of the hydrograph. The 
first and second scenario was created in order to quantify the recharge of local groundwater at the peak and post of the 
Cempaka Cyclone. Estimated local recharge at the peak of Cempaka Cyclone is 6779,88 mm/yr. On the other hand, 
estimated recharge post-Cempaka Cyclone shows a difference, namely 4103,70 mm/year withgroundwater level 
fluctuation reaching 4,2 – 4,8 meters. 
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Rainfall intensity is considered an important factor contributing to flood events worldwide. As a case study, this research 
analyzed a series of daily data on rainfalls and flood events that occurred in Jakarta – Indonesia from years 2000-2019. 
This study focused on the calculation of EVT (Extreme Value Theory) using Block Maxima with the approach 
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) and Peaks Over Threshold approach Generalized Pareto Distribution (GP). 
Maximum Likelihood and L-moments are used for parameter estimation. Extreme precipitation for a return period of 2, 
5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 years were obtained from that calculation. The result showed that GP has higher extreme rainfall 
intensity than the GEV result. The 2015 floods event had the highest return period (25 years) with rainfall intensity of 
277 mm/day.  The duration of the flood event for each return periods was analyzed using the IDF curve. This research 
can be useful for considering the amount of rainfall intensity that should be anticipated for city planning particularly on 
flood management. 
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Extreme rainfall is a hydro-meteorological event that most often causes disasters such as floods and landslides in Bandar 
Lampung. This makes the importance of using rainfall probability distribution to explain the potential of extreme rainfall 
events in Bandar Lampung. In this study, rainfall data were modelled using generalized Pareto distribution. The 
generalized Pareto distribution is known to be effective in explaining extreme event data and is suitable for data that 
involves time-dependent parameters to account for temporal changes in the frequency of distribution. The data used in 
this study are the intensities of daily rainfall from the Maritime Station of Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics 
Agency (Indonesian: Badan Meteorologi, Klimatologi, dan Geofisika, abbreviated BMKG) in Panjang - Bandar 
Lampung in the period 1999-2018. The data used to determine extreme rainfall threshold in Lampung is daily rainfall 
intensity data for 10 years from 2009 – 2018 from 15 rainfall post in every district / city in Lampung Province. The 
results showed that the generalized Pareto distribution was very suitable in describing the intensity of rainfall in Bandar 
Lampung and could be used for flood disaster mitigation. 
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During 12-13 July 2020, heavy rainfall had caused Masamba, Yongkang, and Rada rivers to overflow, causing flash 
floods in the Masamba region. This extreme event resulted in many casualties; at least 38 people died and displaced 
thousands of people. This study presents an analysis of the multi-scale hydrometeorological settings that led to the 
development of these intense storms in the Masamba flood. Boreal Summer Intraseasonal Oscillation (BSISO) 
Normalized PC2 has entered phases 4 and 5 on 7 - 13 July 2020, associated with cloud growth in the Indonesian Maritime 
Continent. Besides, the sub-seasonal tropical disturbance of Kelvin Waves is convectively active in the Sulawesi region 
on 7 - 13 July, increasing the probability of extreme rain events at the location. Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) were 
in warmer conditions in the Bonne Bay region at the south of Masamba, supplying more water vapor into the atmosphere. 
The easterly wind (Australian monsoon) enhanced the diurnal cycle of the water vapor mass movement from Bonne 
Bay to the highlands of Masamba. From the observation of GPM satellite imagery, the accumulation of spatial rainfall 
on July 12 and 13 was concentrated in the eastern region of Sulawesi, which reached >150 mm/day and >50 mm/day in 
Masamba. 
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Atmospheric stability is fluctuated over a day that can be used to identify the events of meteorological phenomena such 
as thunderstorms, extreme rainfalls (and etc). Connection of meteorological and climate phenomena (e.g., ENSO, etc) 
is of interest. The impacts of ENSO on rainfall in western Indonesia is dominant during dry season. This research focuses 
on the impacts of ENSO on atmospheric stability using a case study of La Nina 2010, El Nino 2015, and 2014 as a 
neutral year. Analysis of four stability indices, namely: CAPE, SWEAT, K-Index, Lifted Index that derived from 
radiosonde data and weather condition from synoptic data from Soekarno Hatta Meteorology Station for peak of dry 
season during July-August-September (JAS) 2015 (2010) which is strongest El Nino (La Nina) since 2005, and during 
JAS 2014 which is neutral year is conducted. This study shows that in El Nino (La Nina) event, based on stability index, 
probability of atmosphere to be unstable is decreased (increased), compared in ENSO neutral event, except SWEAT 
that always in category of no potential for severe thunderstorm and tornado. Decreasing (increasing) in probability of 
unstable atmosphere is also accompanied by less (more) frequency of vast cloud cover, moderate rainfall events, 
thunderstorm events, and total rainfall in JAS. 
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At least 178 villages prone to flooding and 80 villages prone to drought, Bojonegoro Regency has regular floods and 
droughts event. The extreme floods in Februari 2007 coincided with the La Niña phenomenon while the 2014/2015 
severe drought coincided with a strong El Niño. Indeed, extreme hydrometeorological events are often associated with 
El Niño and La Niña phenomena. Bojonegoro Regency as an intensive agricultural area needs to anticipate these two 
incidents. Despite the similarity of time, there has been no research on the local effect of El Niño / La Niña on rainfall. 
This information can help farmers and government to plan preparedness of these events. In this study, we assessed the 
relevance of drought and flood events with El Niño and La Niña phenomena; if there is relevance then we identify the 
areas that are responsive to the event. 
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Documenting Indonesian Rainfall during the 2019 Strong Positive IOD Event 
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Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is one of the climate modes affecting global climate, including Indonesia. In 2019, an 
extreme positive IOD event occurred lasting from May to November. This study is aimed to document the effects of the 
2019 IOD event on Indonesian rainfall. Monthly rainfall data collected from 90 BMKG stations are analyzed and 
compared to their normal value (rainfall average of 1981-2010). To explore the atmospheric dynamics during the event, 
several parameters of Japan re-analysis data (JRA) are also analyzed. We found that 63 out of 90 stations recorded a 
below normal annual rainfall. In contrast, only three stations reported an above-normal annual rainfall. The cross-
country average of annual rainfall (i.e., 1891.6 mm) has put 2019 as the fourth driest year during the last four decades 
behind 1997, 1982, and 2015. Examination of the monthly variation of rainfall shows that during August and September, 
82 and 83 stations experienced below normal monthly rainfall, respectively. The national average of monthly rainfall 
during those two months is only as much as 40% of its normal suggesting a very dry condition. A strongly suppressed 
convection induced by IOD event is expected to be responsible for this rainfall anomaly. 
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Heavy rains on 24 February 2020 caused flooding in most of Jakarta and its surroundings. The value of one-day 
observation accumulated rain was recorded at 277.5 mm at the Kemayoran meteorological station on February 25, 2020, 
at 07.00 Local Time (00.00 UTC). In this study, the analysis of extreme rain characteristics using laser precipitation 
monitor (LPM) installed at the Kemayoran meteorology station and weather RADAR from the Cengkareng 
meteorological station with a spatial radius of 250 km. LPM is used to measure the variable diameter of the raindrops, 
the speed of falling raindrops, LPM reflectivity, the amount of accumulated rainfall for the time series resolution per 
minute in txt data format, while weather RADAR is used to measure reflectivity spatially and temporally in the VOL 
data format. The method used is, first, to find the relationship of the minute time series for LPM reflectivity with the 
amount of LPM rainfall using a regression equation. Second, perform variance bias corrections for the RADAR time 
series reflectivity and the LPM time series reflectivity values ??at the Kemayoran site using R programming software. 
Third, the RADAR reflectivity bias correction value is converted to the amount of accumulated rainfall temporally and 
spatially in Jakarta and its surroundings. The results of this study found that the relationship between LPM reflectivity 
(x) and amount of LPM rainfall (y) formed an exponential regression relationship with the formula y = 95178e^0.034x 
with R = 0.87. LPM captured the peak of heavy rain occurring on February 24 at 18.17 UTC with an intensity of 4.4 
mm / minute with a maximum diameter of 8 millimeters of raindrops with a maximum dropping speed of 10 m / s. this 
is caused by convective clouds confirmed by RADAR's vertical cross-section. The accumulated value of temporal and 
spatial rainfall in Jakarta and its surroundings is obtained by calculating the RADAR reflectivity value after bias 
correction with the reflectivity of LPM into the exponential equation. Based on the results of the spatial plot, it can be 
seen that the distribution of rain in Jakarta is evenly distributed with high intensity with a total rainfall value of above 
100 mm for 6 hours. 
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Abstract. MJO is the atmosphere phenomenon that caused extreme rainfall over Indonesia.  Another phenomenon that 
also significantly affects Indonesian rainfall lower (positive) and higher (negative) than normal conditions are ENSO 
and IOD. This study was conducted to determine the influence of MJO to extreme rainfall during ENSO and IOD 
condition. The data used are monthly data of observation rainfall, rainfall estimated from arphrodite data, Nino3.4, IOD 
index and MJO Index with period of 2001-2010. The study focused on MJO phase 3, 4, and 5 during La Nina, El-Nino 
and IOD (+) and (-) with the distribution of Indonesia region. Based on the observation and estimated data using spasial 
and time series method with extreme rainfall threshold with 95 percentile, the results showed the distribution of extreme 
rainfall more significantly during MJO phase 3 were higher over sumatra, and MJO Phase 4 also affects Sumatra but 
extends more to Java, while Phase 5 affects central and Eastern Indonesia when the events of negative IOD and La Nina. 
The intensity of the distribution of extreme rainfall decreases when one of the phenomenon is inactive, for example 
when the IOD is Positive or an El Nino condition. 
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Spatial and temporal variabilities of heavy rainfall events over Indonesian maritime continent for a 10-year period (2010 
– 2019) are described based on events’ frequency using Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) 
measurements data. The events were determined using National Meteorological Authority (BMKG) standard of heavy 
rainfall criteria: 100 mm/day and 20 mm/hour. Spatial distribution of monthly events followed general rainfall pattern 
which highest frequency were shown on rainy season, and coastal area received less than mountainous area. High distinct 
peak over southern part of the region seen during DJF period showing great contribution of monsoon, while JJA period 
shows the lowest frequency of heavy rainfall over the area. The highest occurrence number of heavy rainfall events 
tends to be during night time period (2200 – 0400 LT) over oceans, while spatial distribution showed different patterns 
on each region. 
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The application of the HyBMG prediction model for the East Java region by using a verification method based on the 
percentage accuracy of the rainy categorical according to SNI 8196: 2015. The data used is the HyBMG monthly rainfall 
forecast data (ARIMA, ANFIS, Wavelet- for ARIMA and ANFIS) lag 1 to 3 and monthly rainfall from 197 main rain-
posts in East Java from August 2010 to April 2020. The forecasting process is based on simulation. Blank data were 
filled using IDW interpolation. Furthermore, the temporal analysis process is conducted for Neutral, El Nino and La 
Nina. ENSO conditions is determined using ONI index. The results of the histogram analysis show that the fourth of 
HyBMG methods do not indicate a significant improvement when updating the data, this justifies the average of the 3 
verification lags can be done. Meanwhile, ARIMA verification increased to an average of 59.8% with the other 3 
methods being lower than ARIMA and ANFIS being the model with the most unstable verification for El Nino episode. 
Generally, The verification of HyBMG's output for La Nina episode is below 60% meanwhile for El Nino episode is 
only ARIMA which can be reached of 60 - 70 %. 
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Palabuhanratu District is a tourist area and the economic centre of Sukabumi Regency. The high activities of residents 
in coastal areas increase the risk of being exposed to assets and residents by extreme phenomena at sea. One possible 
phenomenon is a tropical cyclone that causes heavy rain, strong winds, and extreme waves. Extreme waves caused by 
tropical cyclones can cause infrastructure damage due to both the wave height and the waves' energy. The phenomenon 
of extreme waves due to tropical cyclones can be analyzed from numerical modelling and the return period of these 
extreme waves to determine the potential for extreme waves in Palabuhanratu District. Numerical modelling is carried 
out based on tropical cyclone phenomena recorded in the global tropical cyclone phenomenon database, 500 km from 
Palabuhanratu for the last 20 years, from 2000 to 2019 with input data from global wind data. Numerical modelling is 
carried out to obtain wave height values ??from extreme phenomena during tropical cyclones. The wave return period 
is also calculated from the monthly average data of the maximum individual wave height obtained from global data 
using the Fisher-Tippet Type I and Weibull methods. The results of numerical modelling show that the Palabuhanratu 
area is affected by extreme waves with wave heights up to 3 m and the results of the return period calculation of the 
maximum individual height show that in the 5 year return period the significant wave heights reach 6.2 - 6.8 m with the 
Fisher-Tippet Type I method and 6.1 - 7.1 m by the Weibull method. 
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North Sulawesi is one of the Province in northern Indonesia that has high spatial annual rainfall variations and influenced 
by global climate anomaly that can lead to extreme events and disaster occurrence, such as flood, landslide, drought, 
etc. The purpose of this study is to generate high resolution meteorological hazard map based on long term historical 
consecutive dry days (CDD) over North Sulawesi region. CDD was calculated based on observed daily precipitation 
data from Indonesia Agency for Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) surface observation station 
network (CDDobs) and the daily-improved Climate Hazards group Infrared Precipitation with Stations (CHIRPS) 
version 2.0 (CDDCHIRPS) during 1981 – 2010 period. The Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) data obtained from 
iTacs (Interactive Tool for Analysis of the Climate System) with same time scale period also used to explain physical – 
dynamical atmospheric properties related to drought hazard over this region. Geostatistical approach using regression 
kriging method was applied as spatial interpolation technique to generate high resolution gridded (0.05o x 0.05o) 
drought hazard map. This method combines a regression of CDDobs as dependent variable (target variable) on 
CDDCHIRPS as predictors with kriging of the prediction residuals. The results show that most of the areas were 
categorized as medium drought hazard level with CDD values ranging from 80-100 days. Meanwhile, small islands 
around main Sulawesi island such as Sangihe and Karakelong island are dominated by low drought hazard levels with 
CDD values ranging from 50-60 days. Highest levels of drought hazard area are located in South Bolaang Mongondow 
Regency. 
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Hydrometeorological disasters are dominating disasters in Indonesia. It continuously occupies the top three disasters 
every year. Local hurricanes as one of the hydrometeorological disasters ranked the most frequent disaster in Indonesia 
from 2018 to 2019. This study aims to analyze and model the local hurricane in Indonesia in terms of potential incidents 
and regional preparedness. We use the variable number of local hurricane occurrences in each province in Indonesia in 
2019 as a target. First, we performed a spatial analysis with a Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (GWPR) 
model. The spatial analysis results will be clustered to see the potential level of local hurricane using the Fuzzy C-means 
clustering method. Furthermore, we clustered the social vulnerability variables from the 2019 Village Potential Data 
(PODES), to see the preparedness of each region towards disasters, i.e. local hurricanes. The results of the analysis can 
be compared to observe whether there is a gap between the level of potential disaster occurrence and the level of disaster 
preparedness in a region. The government can use the results of this research as a basis for decision making in the 
provision of policies in the field of disaster preparedness and disaster management. 
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A Sumatra squall is a line of convective cloud usually develops at night over Sumatra or the Malacca Straits. This 
nocturnal squall causes bad weather in the region it crosses. Studies related to the Sumatran Squall are needed to increase 
awareness of the disasters they cause. Satellites are one of the most effective methods for observing cloud growth and 
movement. RGB composites of satellite imagery can give complete / composites information from many wavelength 
channels of the satellite. One of the limitations of RGB composites imagery is not all of the RGB products can be used 
for both daytime and night time. This study was conducted to determine the accuracy of using the RGB product modality 
for detecting the Sumatran squall at night. The data used are Himawari-8 and GSMaP satellite data for 2020. Modified 
RGB products can show areas of severe weather clouds clearly and similarly to HCAI cloud type images. Satellite 
imagery can show Sumatra Squall's development and its movement eastward towards Peninsular Malaysia in the early 
hours of the morning. 
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Abstract. One of the coupled ocean-atmosphere modes in the tropical Indian ocean that strongly affect Indonesia's 
climate is the Indian ocean dipole (IOD). During the positive phase of IOD, cooling (warming) sea surface temperature 
anomaly in the eastern (western) tropical Indian ocean leads to suppressing convection activities causing reduce 
precipitation over the Indonesian region. In this work, we documented how the 2019 extreme positive of IOD affects 
the Indonesian rainfall. To demonstrate the impact of positive IOD decreasing the Indonesia rainfall, the GPCC Monthly 
Total Precipitation V.7 Full Reanalysis dataset with 1.0-degree spatial resolution was used. The results show, during the 
peak phase of IOD (September-October), almost all parts of the country experienced a decrease in rainfall (varies from 
minus 20% to minus 100% from the climatology). Meanwhile, in November-December, when the IOD began to retreat, 
areas alongside Java and Nusa Tenggara and a small fraction of Papua experienced more severe decrease in rainfall 
(minus 80% to minus 100% from the climatology). Whereas, according to the climatologically, November-December 
is the months of the onset of the wet season for the region. The dynamics of ocean-atmospheric interaction as the 
mechanism causing the reduction of rainfall are discussed in this paper. 
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Analysis Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC) Causes of Flash Floods in Lubuklinggau Utilizing Himawari-8 
Weather Satellite Data (Case Study on 20th May 2020) 

SMITH LOYD HASIHOLAN PAKPAHAN 

SCHOOL OF METEOROLOGY CLIMATOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS (STMKG) 

 

Abstract - Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC) was formed on the Indian Ocean, west of Sumatra Island on May 
19th, 2020, based on the image results band infrared (IR) showing that the existing MCC grew with a maximum area of 
??the core and cloud cover, respectively 483,338 km2 and 1,367,690 km2, with duration for 8 hours. The MCC 
phenomena caused bad weather and prolonged rain intensity on Sumetera Island, especially Lubuklinggau City, which 
experienced flash floods due to rain with intensities reaching 31.6 mm / hour. This paper aims to determine the growth 
characteristics of MCC, atmospheric conditions and rainfall in Lubuklingau. Through the interpretation of satellite 
imagery data, the RGB technique Day Convective Storm clouds seen their collection with a reddish yellow cloud top 
temperature reached -78oC. Analysis conditions were also conducted on the parameters of wind, sea surface 
temperature, synoptic observation data, and the data phenomenon hidrometerologi others from Bureu of Meteorology 
(BOM), the Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics Agency (BMKG) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
(NOAA). Based on the descriptive analysis, shear occurred in the Sumatra region followed by the occurrence of sea 
surface temperature anomalies in the Indian Ocean waters of 2oC - 3oC, followed by the activation of MJO in phase III 
which supported the formation of cumulonimbus (Cb) clouds in the Indian Ocean. 
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The relation between ENSO and IOD with the rainfall events over Indonesian Maritime Continent based on TRMM 
precipitation data 

Teguh Harjana 

Indonesian National Institute of Aeronautics and Space - LAPAN 

 

ENSO and IOD are known factors that influence the number of rain events in the Indonesian Maritime continent. Warm 
ENSO events (El-Nino) and positive IOD are known to reduce rainfall, and conversely, cold ENSO events (La-Nina) 
and negative IOD events will increase the amount of rainfall in parts of the Indonesian Maritime Continent. El-Nino 
Index, Dipole Mode Index, and TRMM-3B42 rainfall data were used in this study to determine the relationship. The 
types of daily rainfall is obtained from the TRMM-3B42 data multiplied by 3-hours to obtain daily rainfall data. Rainfall 
events will be analyzed based on the types of rain as commonly used by BMKG, namely light rain (r1, rainfall more 
than 5 and less than 20 mm / day), moderate rain (r2, rainfall between 20 - 50 mm / day), heavy rain (r3, rainfall between 
50 - 100 mm / day), and very heavy rain (r4, rainfall 100 mm / day and above). Based on IOD, ENSO and TRMM-3b42 
data from 1998 - 2015, the following are obtained. When IOD is positive (DMI> = 0.4) and hot ENSO occurs (el-Nino), 
it can be seen that the percentage of light, moderate, heavy and very heavy rain events (r1, r2, r3, r4) compared to normal 
IOD and ENSO conditions are (29.3%, 27.0%, 26.7%, 27.5%) for the DJF, and (18.6%, 19.6%, 19.8%, 0.5%) for JJA. 
When positive IOD and ENSO were in normal conditions, the percentage of events (r1, r2, r3, r4) was (15.6%, 16.4%, 
16.6%, 18.3%) in DJF, and (40.1%, 40.0%, 36.7%, 31.0% ) in JJA. Likewise, when IOD was positive and there was 
cold ENSO (La-Nina), the percentage of rain events (r1, r2, r3, r4) was (7.2%, 7.4%, 7.8%, 8.8%) at DJF, and (59.9%, 
58.6 %, 51.9%, 43.6%) in JJA. The percentage of each rain characteristic for various combinations are also obtained, 
for example when IOD is neutral and also cold ENSO is occurred (La-Nina), the percentage of events (r1, r2, r3, r4) are 
(184.7%, 191.2%, 192.1%, 197.9%) for DJF, and (107.3%, 104.6%, 90.0%, 72.7%) for JJA. When there is no IOD 
occurred (neutral IOD), the La-Nina phenomenon can increase the rainfall  by almost 200%, but the effect of this La-
Nina will disappear if a positive IOD occurs. There is no negative IOD data (DMI <= -0.4) during the 1998 - 2015 
period, so it is not known the percentage of light, moderate, heavy and very heavy rain events when the IOD is negative 
and La-Nina occurs simultaneously. 
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Increasing of intense extreme weather in Java Island Densest Area: A Case of Inadvertent Weather Modification? 

RAAINA FARAH NUR ANNISA, KADEK SUMAJA, RAHMAT NUR RAHMAN, EKA ALFRED SAGALA 

Indonesian Agency Meteorology, Climatology, and Geophysics 

 

Large metropolitan areas in Java, home to 60% of the Indonesian population, have created major changes in their 
climates over the past 100 years. Some studies also see this condition as the influence of Inadvertent Weather 
Modification. Where any changes in the weather result from human actions done for purposes other than changing the 
weather such as urbanization, Smog and Irrigation. Therefore, by using data on changes in air temperature as a parameter 
of global warming concerning the number of extreme weather events and changes in land use, carbon emissions and 
industry, this study tries to see how much influence inadvertent weather modification has on hydrometeorological 
disasters in Indonesia. This research takes a case study method and simulates a climate projection model which has to 
consider inadvertent weather modification factors then from this influence will try to be mapped using ArcGis mapping 
application based on the level of disaster risk area and the main weather parameters that cause it. After that, these outputs 
will be used as the basis for providing impact-based forecasts that are useful for sustainable mitigation plan. It is hoped 
that this solution can reduce the effects of disasters due to the extreme weather that occurs. 
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Identification of Convective Cloud Distribution in The Phenomenon of Heavy Rain Using The Cloud Convective 
Overlays, Red Green Blue Convective Storms, and Split Windows Algorithm on The Himawari-8 Satellite (A Case 

Study of H 

Ni Luh Jenitha Asdia Putri 
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Heavy rain hit several parts of Indonesia on 14th December 2020, including West Nusa Tenggara Province. Information 
about the distribution of convective clouds is needed in analyzing the extreme rain that occurs. This research used the 
Cloud Convective Overlays (CCO) method in the Grads application, Red Green Blue Convective Storms (RGB-CS) 
and Split Windows Algorithm in the SATAID application. Data are collected with format .z and .nc resolution of 
Himawari-8 satellite. Warm sea surface temperatures, the presence of active La Nina and MJO in the quadrant 5 also 
affects the potential for convective cloud growth in the area. Satellite imagery shows that heavy rain in the area is caused 
by Cumulonimbus (Cb) cloud activity with cloud top temperatures reaching -48 ° C to -80 ° C. However, the CCO 
method, RGB-CS or the Split Window Algorithm, can capture cloud distribution and show almost the same convective 
cloud results. 
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Identification of the Tornado Event by Utilizing the Interpretations of Radar Products and Himawari-8 Weather 
Satellite (Case Study: Tornado Incident, November 22, 2018 in Jakarta) 

Iga Rusmala 
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Indonesia was shocked again with a tornado incident on November 22, 2018 in the Jakarta area. This incident caused 
many losses. In this regard, a study was conducted to determine the hook echo and bow echo patterns observed in 
reflectivity products and mesocyclone patterns in velocity products as characteristics of tornado. The study used the 
Cengkareng gematronic raw data radar that was processed to produce CMAX, VCUT, and CAPPI (V) at 0,5 km,1,0 km 
and 1,5 km heights overlayed by HWIND. In addition, the analysis was also carried out using Himawari-8 satellite 
image data using SATAID (Satellite Animation and Interactive Diagnosis) as a support for the results of radar analysis. 
From the analysis that has been done, it is known from the weather radar that tornado in Jakarta is dominant of 15.00 
WIB. The growth of cyclone-producing clouds occurs very quickly with a reflectivity value between 35 - 45 dBZ and 
wind speed up to 35 knots. Analysis of satellite imagery shows a significant decrease in cloud peak temperature so that 
the formation of convective clouds in the form of cumulonimbus clouds indicates the phenomenon of tornado. 
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Thermodynamic and dynamic aspects of Jakarta Extreme Precipitation 

Siswanto 
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Extreme precipitation in Jakarta exhibits trends related to local temperature, seasonal tropical monsoon circulations and 
potentially other drivers. The heaviest 1% of all precipitation events also exhibits an increasing trend, strongest during 
the wet season; in contrast the annual mean precipitation does not display a strong trend. Jakarta’s temperature has 
increased exceeding the global mean temperature over the past century, in response to both global warming and the 
rapid urbanisation. This study is aimed to inverstigate the role of thermodynamic and dynamic aspects associated with 
warming on increasing precipitation extremes in Jakarta. Thermodynamic effect on the extremes due to increases in 
water vapour, while dynamic apects mostly related to atmospheric circulation. We acknowledged from the literature 
review and recent analysis that dynamic aspects contributed to Jakarta extreme precipitation have multiple sources of 
variability in the large-scale circulation, in the mean mass flux and its vertical profile in strongest updrafts, and in the 
area of convective updrafts possibly associated with convective organization. From thermodynamic view, the analysis 
shows that changing in extreme rainfall characteristics are partly attributed to changes of the surface environment of 
urban Jakarta throughout the last century. A recent increase of the atmospheric moisture content, as reflected in an 
increase in the dew point temperature, in combination with a temperature rise and land surface drying in the city promote 
intensified atmospheric convection. Super Clausius-Clapeyron scaling (CC) of high rainfall intensity is attributed to 
high near-surface atmospheric moisture content in the morning. This super CC scaling is present in a relatively small 
range of surface temperature values. The intensification of extreme morning precipitation and a time shift of the diurnal 
convective maximum from late afternoon to late night/early morning in response to the local warming. 
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Identification of hail events using radar and satellites weather in Sekadau, West Kalimantan 
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Abstract. Hail is an unusual weather in the West Kalimantan region. This phenomenon is very difficult to predict, 
because its occurs quickly. this phenomenon can be detected using remote sensing, Radar and Weather Satellites. In this 
study, there was hail in Sekadau district, on August 22, 2020. The purpose of this study is to find out the pattern of the 
event, before until the hail occured based on the identification of radar products and weather satellites. The method used 
is to interpret radar products and weather satellites, so that it can recognize hail events in the future. Research shows 
that the hail occurs due to the presence of cumulonimbus clouds which have a low cloud base height and have a fairly 
strong downburst. Weather radar shows a reflectivity value of around 60 - 65 dBz. Vcut products show that at an altitude 
of 2 to 3 km has a high reflectivity value of around 60 - 75 dBz. SHI products indicate the maximum hail size is 76 mm. 
Meanwhile, the cloud top temperature value of the weather satellite showed a significant decrease occurring at 12:30 
UTC, indicating that there was significant cloud growth and the peak had a maximum cloud top temperature value of 
about – 800 C. Based on the analysis using weather radar and weather satellites, it shows that the hail event can be well 
described both from the start and at the time of the incident. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF HEAVY RAIN WITH THE METHODS OF RGB, CLOUD CONVECTIVE OVERLAYS 
(CCO), SPLIT WINDOWS ALGORITM (SWA), AND OVER AIR OBSERVATION (CASE STUDY: CILACAP, 

13 DECEMBER 2020) 
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Abstract. Heavy rain events occurred in the Cilacap area, Central Java on Monday, December 13, 2020, from day to 
night, causing floods and landslides at several points in the Cilacap area. Then a meteorological analysis is needed about 
the causes of events that can occur. In this study, using the weather data for himawari-8 with the RGB, CCO and SWA 
methods with day to night time and using the upper air observation method with radiosoonde with 00 UTC and 12 UTC 
in Cilacap area. The use of this method can be effective in knowing the state of the atmosphere in the Cilacap area. 
Observation results from the RGB method occur cloud conditions which result in high heavy rain. The results of the 
CCO method observation show that convective clouds occur with heavy rain with high intensity. The results of 
observations with SWA show that the High Cumulonimbus cloud type can occur with high heavy rain. The above aerial 
observation results with radiosonde at 00 UTC show the phase of bad weather and at 12 UTC indicates the end of bad 
weather in the Cilacap area 
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Analysis of flood events (case study Kalukku sub-district Mamuju - West Sulawesi, 15 October 2020) 

NOOR VIETRIA SANTI 

Stasiun Meteorologi Kelas II Majene 

 

The flood that occurred in the Kalukku area, West Sulawesi on October 15 2020 resulted in the inundation of several 
shop and houses. The purpose of this research is to analyze the meteorological factors that influence this event. The 
method used is to analyze data on Himawari 8-EH satellite imagery, streamline, and air lability index for the local scale, 
analysis of ENSO, IOD, SOI, and MJO data for a global scale, and analysis of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and 
Anomalies and humidity air for a regional scale. Based on this analysis, it can be concluded that what causes convective 
cloud growth is the presence of convergence, warm SST, active MJO in quadrant 5, wet humidity in layers 850 mb and 
700 mb, and large CAPE values. 
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Characteristics of Changing Patterns and Frequency of Extreme Rainfall in Merauke, Papua 

Femmy Marsitha 

Institut Teknologi Bandung 

 

This study investigated change in climate patterns in Merauke, Papua. The impact of climate change was analyzed based 
on pattern change and extreme rainfall events. By calculating the average monthly rainfall from the period of 1989-
2018, the analysis was carried out. Change  in rainfall pattern was established by dividing the data data per ten years for 
period I (1989-1998), period II (1999-2008), and period III (2009-2018). Changes in seasons length compared to 
monthly climatological averages. Furthermore, extreme rainfall was identified using the frequency trend of the 99th, 
95th, and 70th percentiles, trend of annual maximum consecutive wet days (CWD> = 1mm) and annual maximum 
consecutive dry days (CDD <1 mm). Result showed an increase in changes in rainfall in period II compared to period 
I, especially in February to April. The length of the rainy season has shifted to be shorter with higher rainfall in period 
II. Meanwhile, an increase trend of extreme rainfall occurs in daily rainfall exceeding the threshold of 70, 95 and 99 
percentiles. The difference test using t-table also showed significant differences between periods I, II and III. Change in 
climate pattern was also indicated by the increase in temperature and precipitable water in Merauke. 
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Hail Analysis Based On Atmospher Condition and Himawari-8 Satellite Data (Case Study : Pelalawan, September 
23th 2019) 

Mari Frystine 
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The location of Pelalawan which crosses the equator causes the area to generally receive maximum sunshine every day 
so that the air tends to be warm which causes the potential for hail occurence in Pelalawan is small. On September 23, 
2019 there was hail in Desa Pulau, Pelalawan Regency, Riau Province, where this hail was the first and unique because 
it was occurred when the entire Riau area was filled with smog due to forest and land fires. Hail that occurred in Pulau 
Muda Village, Pelalawan was not accompanied by extreme rain and did not cause material harm to the population. 
However, a study of atmospheric conditions before, during and after the hail occurred to be used as a reference for early 
warning of future events. Previously, research on the analysis of hail events in several regions of Indonesia had been 
carried out. This research was conducted to study atmospheric conditions in the Riau area in the occurence of hail which 
can be used as a reference if there will be similar occurence in the future. The research was conducted with descriptive 
analysis of atmospheric conditions using surface weather data, Himawari-8 RGB images, cloud top temperature, and 
vertical velocity profile. Based on the analysis, there was a change in surface weather parameters compared to the 
weather on the day before and after the hail event. The occurrence of hail is caused by cumulunimbus clouds with a 
large content of water vapor, large ice particles and strong updraft along with dowdraft. 
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ANALYSIS OF HEAVY RAIN CASE STUDY BINTAN ISLAND, 1-2 JANUARY 2021 

Ranti Kurniati 

STMKG (School of Meteorology Climatology and Geophysics) 

 

Heavy rain that occurred on January 1st and 2nd in 2021 or earlier this year in Bintan Island, Riau Archipelago province 
which caused flooding to landslides and from AWS rainfall data of 296.4 mm on the 1st and 201.2 mm on the 2nd. 
From this rainfall data will be analyzed the distribution of clouds at the time of the incident using the Himawari-8 
Satellite Image processed by the RGB method, Split Windows Algorithm (SWA) and Cloud Convective Overlay (CCO). 
Furthermore, we will see the influence of the El-Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), 
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and Monsoon on this rain event and for now La Nina and MJO phase 3 are currently 
active. The analysis also uses streamline data and Sea Surface Temperature (SST), which shows the existence of a warm 
SST anomaly and a wind deflection just above the Bintan Island, allowing the formation of convective clouds. In 
addition, the type of rain on Bintan Island which has an equatorial rain type with two peaks can affect the occurrence of 
rain. 

Keywords: Heavy rain, Himawari-8 Satellite, RGB, SWA, CCO 
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Extreme rainfall causes urban flooding in Jakarta: a climate change perspective 

Yesi Sianturi, Siswanto, Andhika H., Tamima A., Marjuki, Trihadi E., Nasrullah, Herizal 

BMKG 

 

Heavy precipitation that occurred almost evenly in the Greater Jakarta region resulted in widespread flood on the first 
day of 2020. This study examines the extremity of this rainfall and the atmospheric setting that trigger the disastrous 
flood on the first day of 2020, as well as other previous major flood events in Jakarta. The extremity of this rainfall is 
given by its return period, which implies a probability of occurrence of approximately 1/150 years. The atmospheric 
setting in each flood event was not always identical, but the general features of atmospheric circulation that led to most 
flood events can be identified. Further analysis regarding the impact of the increased surface temperature on the 
probability of rainfall extremes is done by comparing the climatic conditions in the year 1901, 1945, and 2019. The 
results show that the probability of extreme rainfall in current climatic conditions has increased 2 to 3 times higher 
compared to 100 years ago in the Greater Jakarta region, and greater risk in the future is expected. 
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The Role of Christmas Island on the Formation of Blank Spot of Tropical Cyclone Genesis in the Southeastern Indian 
Ocean 

Suaydhi 
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Southeastern Indian Ocean is one of areas that have high frequency of tropical cyclone formation. Using the data from 
International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) from 1980 to 2019, the distribution of tropical 
cyclone genesis over the southeastern Indian Ocean is analyzed. The formation of tropical cyclones over the Indian 
Ocean south of Indonesia is almost exclusively observed between November and April.  However, there is a blank spot 
where no tropical cyclone genesis detected. This blank spot is located from the south to the east of Christmas Island. It 
seems that the island modulates the large-scale dynamics that results in the blank spot. Further analysis will be carried 
out in the draft of the full paper. 
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PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION (PMP) AND PROBABLE MAXIMUM FLOOD (PMF) ESTIMATION 
USING GSSHA MODELS (Case Study of Upper Citarum Watershed Study Area) 

Puji Rosita Anggraini Sibuea 

Individual 

 

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) is used to ensure maximum safety and reliability in the design of hydraulic structures 
such as reservoirs and dams. The PMF value can be obtained through the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) value, 
which is the maximum rainfall that may occur in an area within a certain period of time. The purpose of this study was 
to estimate the value of PMP and PMF in the Upper Citarum Watershed and to determine the effect of spatial differences 
and PMP duration on PMF discharge through the application of two scenarios. PMP is obtained by using Global Satellite 
Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) rainfall data which has a temporal resolution of 1 hour. The rainfall data used are 
corrected first with bias correction and the bias correction results are able to change the distribution of the GSMaP 
rainfall data closer to the observation data. Furthermore, the PMP value will be obtained using the Hershfield statistical 
method, and the PMF value is obtained using the PMP as an input value in the Gridded Surface Subsurface Hydrologic 
Analysis (GSSHA) hydrological model. Spatially, the largest PMP values ??were in the Cimahi and Soreang areas 
reaching 100-150 mm with a duration of 6 to 12 hours, Cimahi and Bandung reaching 250 mm for a duration of 24 
hours. The simulation of the GSSHA model with scenario A is the PMP value obtained from each grid data and scenario 
B is the PMP value obtained through rainfall in the Upper Citarum Watershed. The response of the Upper Citarum 
Watershed, which shows similarities to the two scenarios, shows that scenarios A and B can be used to calculate PMF 
discharge with a PMP duration of more than or equal to 72 hours. Scenario A produces 13.12% higher PMF discharge 
than scenario B. The similarities and differences are influenced by the intensity of PMP and the concentration time of 
the Upper Citarum Watershed. 
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